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DISTRICT COURT

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

STATE OF NEVADA,

Plaintiff,	 CASE NO: C106784

DEPT NO: XIV
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13 I #0619119

14

15

16

17

Defendant.

OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR. DISCOVERY

DATE OF HEARING; 6/18/08
TIME OF HEARING: 9:00 AM

OPPS
DAVID ROGER

2 Clark County District Attorney
Nevada Bar #002781
STEVEN S. OWENS
Chief Deputy District Attorney

4 Nevada Bar #004352
200 Lewis Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155-2212
702) 671-2500

6 Attorney for Plaintiff

18	 COMES NOW, the State of Nevada, by DAVID ROGER, District Attorney, through

19 STEVEN S. OWENS, Chief Deputy District Attorney, and hereby submits the attached

20 Points and Authorities in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Discovery.

21	 This opposition is made and based upon all the papers and pleadings on file herein,

22 the attached points and authorities in support hereof, and oral argument at the time of

23 heaxing, if deemed necessary by this Honorable Court.
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POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

	

2
	

Statement of the .c.aAg

	

3
	

In May of 1996, Rippo was convicted of two counts of First Degree Murder and was

4 sentenced to death for the strangulation and torture of Denise Lizzie and Laurie Jacobson.

5 The Nevada. Supreme Court affirmed on direct appeal. RiDDO v. State, 113 Nev. 1239, 946

6 P.2d 1017 (1997). Fjppo filed his first Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus on December 4,

7 1998, and was represented first by David Schieck and then by Christopher Oram. Trial

counsel Steve Wolfson and Phillip Dunleavy as well as appellate counsel David Schieck

gave testimony and were examined at an evidentiary hearing in 2004. On December 1,

10 2004, the district court denied Rippo's petition and issued Findings of Fact and Conclusions

11 of Law, On appeal, the Nevada Supreme Court affirmed on November 16, 2006. Rilvo v.

12 State, 122 Nev.	 146 P.3d 279 (2006). Thereafter, Rippo initiated federal habeas corpus

13 proceedings in Case No, 2:07-CV-00507-ECR-PAL on April 18, 2007. Rippo then filed the

14 instant successive state petition for writ of habeas corpus on January 15, 2008, to exhaust

15 state remedies. On April 21, 2008, the State filed its Response and Motion to Dismiss,

16 Rippo has now filed a Motion for Leave to Conduct Discovery which the State opposes as

17 premature.

	

18
	

ARGUMENT

	

19
	

Rippo's motion requests the issuance of approximately 45 subpoenas and at least six

20 depositions. This discovery request is made in the context of a successive habeas petition

	

21
	

filed nearly ten (10) years after issuance of Remittitur following direct appeal. To date, this

22 court has not yet ruled on whether any of the issues in the petition are viable at this stage of

23 the proceedings and survive summary dismissal. In fact, the State has moved to dismiss the

24 petition in its entirety and has alleged there are no disputed facts that require an evidentiary

25 hearing. If Rippe's claims are procedurally defaulted as the State alleges and he would not

26 be entitled to relief even if his claims were true, then discovery is inappropriate. Following

27 argument on the State's Motion to Dismiss, if this emit finds that any particular issue

28 survives the procedural bars and warrants an evidentiary hearing, the issue of discovery may

2	 PAWPDOCSNOPPTOPM7071202071044 cc
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be addressed at that time.

2	 Only after a petition survives a motion to dismiss and claims are found warranting an

evidentiary hearing may a party invoke discovery to the extent "good cause" is shown. NRS

4 I 34.780. The district court must first make a determination upon review of all the briefs and

documents filed whether an evidentiary hearing is required. NRS 34.770. lithe petitioner is

6 not entitled to relief and an evidentiary hearing is not required, the petition must be

7 dismissed "without a hearing." Id. If the judge determines that an evidentiary hearing is

required, "he shall grant the writ and shall set a date for the hearing." Id. This finding and

the setting of a date for this hearing are necessary prerequisites to post-conviction discovery

10 under NRS 34.780. Only if an evidentiary hearing is required may the record be expanded

11 with additional materials and exhibits obtained through discovery. NRS 34.790. The post-

12 conviction statutes dictate the precise procedures and sequence for resolving post-conviction

13 petitions and do not afford discovery rights at this stage of the proceedings.

14	 Although not controlling, Federal law and procedure similarly restrict a habeas

15 petitioner's right to conduct post-conviction discovery. Only "in appropriate circumatances

16 a district court, confronted by a petition for habeas cotpus which establishes a prima facie

17 case for relief, may use or authorize the use of suitable discovery procedures...." Harris v.

18 Nelson. 394 U.S. 286, 290, 89 S. Ct. 1082, 1086 (1969); see also _MaAguy v. Petsock, 821

19 F.2d 179, 185 (3d Cir. 1987) ("Unless the petition itself passes scrutiny, there would be no

20 basis to require the state to respond to discovery requests"). Federal courts do not allow

21 prisoners to use federal discovery for fishing expeditions to investigate mere speculation.

22	 v Ui..	 Distri.. the Northern	 t of Cal	 98 F.3 d

23	 1102, 1106 (1996); see also War_ d v_._ ; Iey,111V1ii	 21 F.3d 1355, 1367 (5th Cit. 1994) ("federal

24 habeas court must allow discovery and an evidentiary hearing only where a factual dispute,

25	 if resolved in the petitioner's favor, would entitle him to relief Conelusory allegations are

26 not enough to warrant discovery under Rule 6..4 the petitioner must set forth specific

27	 allegations of fact. Rule 6.. .does not authorize fishing expeditions."); United States ex rel.

28 Nunes v. Nelson, 467 F.2d 1380, 1380 (9th Cir. 1972) (state prisoner "is not entitled to

JA11560



3

discovery order to aid in the preparation of some future habeas corpus petition.")

Rippo's discovery motion prematurely argues "good cause" without first meeting the

prerequisites of NRS 34.770 and 34380. Rippo is not entitled to discovery on claims that

are procedurally defaulted. Such claims fail to establish a prima facie case for relief and are

subject to summary dismissal. Only where specific allegations before the court show reason

to believe that the petitioner may, if the facts are fully developed, be able to demonstrate that

he is entitled to relief is the court under a duty to provide the necessary facilities and

procedures for an adequate inquiry. McDaniel v. U trict ourt F ct

pf Nevada, 127 F.341 886, 888 (1997). Any discussion of "good cause" for discovery is

premature at this stage and must wait until after resolution of the State's Motion to Dismiss.

The State reserves the right to challenge good cause at a later date should this court find that

any of the claims survive the Motion to Dismiss and warrant an evidentiary hearing.

THEREFORE, the State respectfully requests that Defendant's request for discovery

be denied at this time.

64L DATED this	 day of June, 2008.

Respectfully submitted,

DAVID ROGER
Clark County District Attorney
Nevada Bar #.002781

Chief Deputy District A
Nevada Bar #004352
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OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY
CRIMINAL APPEALS UNIT

DAVID ROGER
/District Attorney

CHRISTOPHER J. LAW	 STEVEN S. OWENS
Assistant Dunn& Attorney	 Chief Deputy

ROBERT W. TEUTON	 NANCY HECKER
Assistant Dtemt Attorney	 Deputy

MARY-ANNE MILLER
COWUM COWLS*

FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

Fax No. (702) 382-5815

Telephone No. (702) 671-2750

TO:	 David S. Anthony
	

FAX#: (702) 388-5819

FROM:	 Steven S. Owens

SUBJECT: Michael Damon Rippo, C106784

DATE:	 Stine 9, 2008

NO. OF PAGES, EXCLUDING COVER. PAGE:
Please can (702) 671-2750 if there are any problems with trnn,icdon

Regiunel Justice Center • 200 Lewis Avenue • PO Bux 552212 * Les Vegas riv 89155-2212
(702) 671,2750 • Fax: (702) 382-5815

I TDD: 1-800-328-6868
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DISTRICT COURT

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

STATE OF NEVADA,

Plaintiff,	 CASE NO: C106784

DEPT NO: XIV-'16-

Defendant.

REPLY TO OPPOSMON TO MOTION TO DISMISS

DATE OF HEARING: 6/18/08
Tr/viE OF HEARING: 9:00 AM

18	 COMES NOW, the State of Nevada, by DAVID ROGER, District Attorney, through

19 STEVEN S. OWENS, Chief Deputy District Attorney, and hereby submits the attached

20 Points and Authorities in Reply to Defendant's Opposition to Motion to Dismiss.

21	 This reply is made and based upon all the papers and pleadings on file herein, the

22 attached points and authorities in support hereof, and oral argument at the time of hearing, if

23 deemed necessary by this Honorable Court.
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POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 

Introduction

In May of 1996, Rippo was convicted of two counts of First Degree Murder and was

sentenced to death for the strangulation and torture of Denise Li2zie and Laurie Jacobson.

The Nevada Supreme Court affirmed on direct appeal. Rio v. State, 113 Nev. 1239, 946

Pld 1017 (1997). Rippo filed his first Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus on December 4,

1998, and was represented first by David Schieck and then by Christopher Omm. Trial

counsel Steve Wolfson and Phillip Dunleavy as well as appellate counsel David Schieck

gave testimony and were examined at an evidentiary hearing in 2004. On December 1,

2004, the district court denied Rippo's petition and issued Findings of Fact and Conclusions

of Law. On appeal, the Nevada Supreme Court affirmed on November 16, 2006. Rinpo v. 

State, 122 Nev, 	 , 146 P3d 279 (2006). Thereafter, Rippo initiated federal habeas corpus

proceedings in Case No. 2:07-CV-00507-ECR-PAL on April 18, 2007. Rippo then filed the

instant successive state petition for writ of habeas corpus on January 15, 2008, to exhaust

state remedies. On April 21, 2008, the State filed its Response and Motion to Disani

Rippo filed an Opposition to Motion to Dismiss on May 21, 2008, to which the State now

replies.

Claim 1— Judicial Bias

The Federal Public Defender's investigation has not turned up any new information

that was not already known to trial counsel and previously raised as an issue in this case.

More than a decade ago, trial counsel knew and alleged that the State was involved in the

federal sting operation by indicting Terry Salem and manipulating the random assignment of

the case and also that Bongiovanni failed to disclose a prior relationship with witness Denny

Mason who was the business partner of reputed Buffalo mob associate Ben Spann. Neither

Brady nor ineffectiveness of post-conviction counsel constitute "good cause" for re-arguing

these ten-year old facts. Notably, Bongiovanni was acquitted of any wrongdoing in Federal

Court and even if true, none of the alleged facts demonstrate judicial bias in favor of the

State during Rippo's trial. Law of the case continues to control because the facts are not

2	 nwpnoc5ka5m2s2k2o2o77a24ts,
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substantially different.

2 Claim 2— Prosecutorial Misconduct

The trial record shows the defense was well aware that several witnesses had past or

4 pending criminal cases against them and cross-examined regarding continuances, quashed

bench warrants, and future benefits. Twelve years later, the various dispositions of such

6 collateral cases are not new evidence of undisclosed inducements, but are consistent with the

trial testimony that no benefits were given and that such cases would rise or fall on their own

merit The State has never suppressed such case dispositions (which are a matter of public

9 record), they are not favorable to the defense as either exculpatory or impeaching, and none

10 of the allegations are material so as to undermine confidence in the verdict None of the

11 jailhou.se informants have recanted their testimony that Rippo confessed to the murders.

12 1 Contrary to the Federal Public Defender's argument, even legitimate Orady claims are

13 procedurally barred when the basis for the claim was known and it was either not brought in

14 an earlier proceeding or within an applicable time bar. Hutchison v. Bell, 303 F.3d 720 (6th

15 Cir. 2002). The alleged ineffectiveness of post-conviction counsel also does not constitute

16 "good cause" for re-raising the claim where no new material facts are alleged and the claim

17 would not have resulted in a different conviction or sentence for Rippo.

18	 ctive Assistance o	 I Darin Pe	 Phase

19	 To prevail on this claim, Rippo must show that he would not have received the death

20 penalty if trial counsel had presented the additional witnesses and mitigation evidence now

21	 alleged. at-arldsvel v, Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 686-687, 104 S.Ct. 2052 (1984) (Must

22 show that but for counsel's errors, there is a reasonable probability that the result of the

23 proceeding would have been different). The Nevada Suptenie Court's conclusion that the

24 "evidence in mitigation was not particularly compelling" remains unaltered even in light of

25 the additional mitigation witnesses and evidence now alleged by the defense. The "new"

26 family history evidence is cumulative to what was already presented or is different only in

27 degree and detail. Recent psychological testing fails to reveal any significant or persuasive

28 diagnosis that would have compelled a verdict less than death. Given the strength of the

3	 PAWPOOCSARSMO220207702.6x
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State's case in aggravation which included the tortuous strangulation of two young women

2 and Rippo's prior conviction for sexuel assault, nothing new in mitigation alleged by the

fense would have had a reasonable probability of altering the outcome of the case.

4	 - lalrns 4 & 10 — In ffective Assistance	 ounsel Dunn Voir Dire

Under Strickland, it is not enough to allege attorney error during voir dire, but Rippo

6 must also show that he would not have been convicted and sentenced to death if voir dire

7 had been done differently. Absent the actual seating of a biased juror, prejudice under

Strickland can not be established. The allegation that juror Gerald Berger was biased and

9 could have been challenged for cause is a mischaracterization and belied by the record. At

10 this stage of the proceedings, Rippo must further show that this claim would have been

11 successful on post-conviction had attorney David Schieck or Chris Oram raised it. Because

12 Rippo can not show prejudice, the voir dire claims are without merit.

13 Claim 5 — Ineffective Assistance of Trial Counsel

14	 Most of the current allegations of ineffectiveness are belied by the record and are

15 directly refuted by the evidentiary hearing testimony of trial counsel Phillip amleavy and

16 Steve Wolfson dining post-conviction proceedings in 2004. To the extent new allegations

17 are made, none are so substantial that they would have changed the outcome of the case.

18 Even if first post-conviction counsel had raised the new issues they would not have

19 succeeded on the merits because there is no reasonable probability the result would have

20 been different. Thus, it can not constitute good cause for raising such issues in a successive

21	 petition.

22 Claim 6— Aiding and Abetting Instruction 

23

24

25

26

27

28

4
	

PAWPDOCSIRSPN1202‘24:017702,doc

Neither intervening case law nor the ineffectiveness of post-conviction counsel

provide good cause for raising this claim in a successive petition. Although Sharma applies

to cases that became final before Sharma was decided in 2002, it does so not because it is a

retroactive "new rule" but because it was held to be a "clarification" of the law. Mitchell

State 122 Nev. 1269, 149 P.3d 33 (2006). The distinction is critical because as a

clarification of law, the basis for the claim was always available to Rippe and is now

JA011567



procedurally barred. Sharma is not a retroactive "new rule" that provides good cause as an

intervening change in law. Furthermore, because the jury unanimously found Rippo guilty

of the underlying robbery charges, the jury must have also agreed unanimously upon the

associated felony-murder theories. Sharma applies solely to aiding and abetting a specific

intent crime and not to felony-murder which requires no intent to kill at all. This claim

would not have prevailed on the merits even if post-conviction counsel had raised it.

Claim 7— Premeditation Instruction 

Although Polk v. Sandoyal was published in 2007, the basis for the 9th Circuit's ruling

was not new law but was Federal precedent decided decades earlier and which has always

been available to Rippo. Polk v. Sandoval, 503 F.3d 903 (9th Cir. 2007). At the time of

Rippo's trial, Nevada defined murder in accord with the so-called Kazalyn instruction and

viewed the term "deliberate" as simply redundant to "premeditated." There is no

unconstitutional mandatory presumption or failure to instruct on a material element where

premeditation and deliberation are synonymous. It was not until the year 2000 that Nevada

departed from the Kazalyn instruction and changed the definition of murder to include

willful, deliberate and premeditated as three distinct elements. Byfort v, State, 116 Nev.

215, 994 P.2d 700 (2000). The EQlls decision does not address retroactivity of Byford and

the law of the case remains that Nevada's change in the premeditation/deliberation

instruction has only prospective application. Garner v. State, 116 Nev. 770, 6 P.3d 1013

(2000). Furthermore, because of Rippo' a conviction under a felony-murder theory, any error

would be held harmless, Dri4ee4 v. State, 116 Nev. 752, 6 P.3d 1000, 1008 (2000).

rag	 ,to Grant Discovery

The trial court's granting of the motion to quash the subpoena for department of

prisons records was done at the request of Rippo's trial counsel because he had worked out a

resolution with the attorney general. Rippo has failed to show that his trial attorneys did not

have the alleged discovery or that having it would have changed the outcome of the case.

Neither judicial error nor ineffective assistance of post-conviction counsel provide good

cause where no prejudice can be shown.
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Claims 9, 11 15, 17, 19, and 21 

The Federal Public Defender's Opposition contains no discussion or mention of these

claims and the State is satisfied with its initial response to these claims in its motion to

dismiss.

Claim 11 — No Cautionary Instruction 

An instruction on paid informant credibility was unnecessary on the facts of the case

and even where appropriate does not constitute reversible error even according to the

authority cited by the Federal Public Defender. Diane Hunt was not a paid informant and the

jury was given a general instmction on witness credibility as well as accomplice .

corroboration. Post-conviction counsel was not remiss for failing to raise an issue that

would not have been successful, which means there is no good cause to raise it now in a

suce..essive petition.

Claim 12— Improper Victim Impact Statements

While law of the case may not apply where the facts are substantially different, law of

the case "cannot be avoided by a more detailed and precisely focused argument subsequently

made after reflection upon the previous proceedings." Hogan v. State, 109 Nev. 952, 959,

860 P.2d 710, 715 (1993). The Federal Public Defender is not offering new or substantially

different evidence concerning the victim impact statements in this case, but is simply more

specific and detailed in its argument. This is insufficient to overcome the law of the case

when this issue was denied on direct appeal and again in the first post-conviction

proceedings.

Claim 14— Invalid Prior Violent Felony Conviction

The Federal Public Defender alleges good cause to challenge this aggravator in a

successive petition based on ineffective assistance of post-conviction counsel, intervening

changes in the law, and actual innocence. Rippo's guilty plea to sexual assault in 1982 is

presumptively valid, particularly where it was entered into on the advice of counsel.

Jezierski_yatte, 107 Nev. 395, 812 P.2d 355 (1991). The validity of a prior conviction

used for sentence enhancement may not be collaterally attacked in a subsequent offense. See

6	 PMVP130CS1R-SPN\202\20207702.4oc
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e.g., U.S. v. Martinez-Martinez, 295 F.3d 1041 (9 1 dr. 2002), Neither Roper v. Simmons 

nor U.S. v. Naylor hold that a prior juvenile crime of violence may not be used as an

aggravating circumstance for a munier committed after the age of 18. Without such case

authority, Rippo is not actually innocent of this aggravator and post-conviction counsel

could not have successfully raised such a novel amid menfiess issue.

Claim 16— Reasonable Doubt Instruction

j3lake1y v. Washington was not a death penalty case and it held only that "any fact

increases the penalty for a crime beyond the statutory maximum must be submitted to a

2,1 d proved beyond a reasonable doubt." Blakely v. WashinOon, 542 U.S. 296, 124

S.Ct. 2531 (2004). In so holding, Blakely simply repeated the holding of a well-known case

decided four years earlier. Apprendi v. New Jersey, 530 U.S. 466, 120 S.Ct. 2348 (2000). It

is neither the law in Nevada nor anywhere else that the reasonable doubt standard applies to

the weighing process in the death determination or that the instruction used in this case was

erroneous. Blakely does not support Defendant's position and neither Blakely nor Apprendi 

are timely raised four and eight years, respectively, after they became law.

Claim 18— Ereiudieial Photographs

Ineffective assistance of post-conviction counsel constitutes good cause for raising

this issue in a successive petition only if not raising it earlier fell below an objective standard

of reasonableness and there is a reasonable probability the claim would have been successful

such that post-conviction relief would have been granted reversing either Rippo's death

sentences or convictions, See Strickland, supra. The discretionary admission of cumulative

gruesome" photographs in a double murder death penalty case is not the kind of reversible

error that satisfies Rippo's heavy burden of proof.

Claim 20 Limitations Imposed by Habeas Judge

If the habeas judge erred in conducting the first post-conviction proceedings, such

issues could have been raised in the subsequent appeal. Judicial error does not explain

provide good cause for failing to raise these issues on appeal. While a capital litigant has a

right to counsel on post-conviction, NR.S 34.820, there is no right to counsel on appeal from

7
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Post-conviction. Therefore, appellee counsel's failure to raise an issue can not constitute

good cause for overcoming the procedural bars and raising such issues in a successive

petition. The issue of Justice Becker's disqualification on appeal was previously raised by

the Federal Public Defender in a motion to recall Remittitur and was denied by the Nevada

Supreme Court in an order filed on September 11, 2007.

Claim 22— Lethal Infection Protocol

It is not necessary to respond to the Federal Public Defender's allegations of good

cause to overcome the procedural bars or the merits of the claim, because the discretionary

procedure selected by the director of prisons for an execution is not cognizable in a post-

conviction petition which can only challenge the validity of the judgment of conviction or

sentence:

In the instant case, the plaintiff seeks review of the method by which the
sentence will be carried out, rather than a review of the fact that he was
sentenced to death. He asserts that the defendants, acting under color of state
law, will violate his Eighth Amendment and First Amendment tights by their
use of California's lethal injection protocol. Thus, Beardlee's claim is more
properly considered as a "conditions of confmement” challenge, which is
cognizable under UM, than as a challenge that would implicate the legality
of his sentence, and thus be appropriate for federal habeas review.

Beardslee v. Woodford, 395 F.3d 1064, 1068-9 (9th Cir. 2005). Federal District Courts have

also held the same:

The contested method of lethal injection can be shown neither to be statutorily
mandated nor to be the sole method by which the State of Texas may
accomplish its chosen method of execution. In addition, the Plaintiff is not
challenging the State's right to execute him, The Court finds, therefore, that
Plaintiffs attack on the method of lethal injection does not comprise an attack
on the death sentence itself. Accordingly, Plaintiffs motion for relief properly
falls within § 1983 and not within federal habeas campus.

Harris v. Johnsen, 323 F.Supp,24 797 (S.D.Tex., 2004), Rippo is not arguing that lethal

injection is an unconstitutional sentence but that it might be implemented in an

8	 PAWPDOCWISP111202120201702.doa
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BY

District Attorney
Nevada #004352

unconstitutional manner. The validity of Rippo's death sentences in the judgment of

conviction remain entirely unaffected by what the prison director may or may not do in the

future.

4
DATED this 	 day of June, 2008,

Respectfully submitted,

DAVID ROGER
Clark County District Attorney
Nevada Bat 02781
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Attorney for Petitioner

DISTRICT COURT,

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

MICHAEL DAIvION RIPPO,

Petitioner,

vs.

E.K. McDANIEL, et al.,

Respondents.

REPLY TO OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR LEAVE TO CONDUCT DISCOVERY

Petitioner Michael Damon Rippo hereby replies to the State's opposition to his

motion for leave to conduct discovery. This reply is made and based on the following points and

authorities and the entire file herein.

Respectfully submitted this 16 th day of September, 2008.

FRANNY A. FORSMAN
Federal Public Defender

David7riithony,	 ...—
Assistant Federal Public Defender

Case No. C-106784

Dept No. XX
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1.	 Mr. Rippo's Discovery Motion Is Not Premature 

The State's argument that Mr. Rippo's discovery motion is premature is illusory because

there is nothing in the state statutory scheme preventing this Court from issuing a ruling on the

discovery motion contemporaneously with its ruling on the State's motion to dismiss. The State's

only discernable argument in its opposition is that Mr. Rippo's motion should be denied because it

is premature under Nev, Rev. Stat. §§ 34.770, 34.780. Opp. at 2-4. However, there is nothing in

either of these statutes which prevents this Court from entertaining Mr. Rippo's discovery motion

at the same time t is considering the State's motion to dismiss. On the contrary, common sense

dictates that this Court must consider the evidence that Mr. Rippo intends to discover and present

at an evidentiary hearing when deciding whether to grant such a hearing. Otherwise, if this Court

granted the State's motion to dismiss, then Mr. Rippo would never receive an opportunity to move

for formal discovery at all. Assuming for a moment that the State was right on this point, this Court

could simply remedy the issue by announcing its decision on the State's motion first and then

immediately follow that ruling with a ruling on Mr. Rippo's discovery motion. The bottom line is

that the State's ripeness argument finds no support in either the statutory scheme or common sense,

and should be rejected.

Nev. Rev. Stat. § 34.780(2) directs that discovery may be allowed after a "writ has been

granted," and a date has been set for an evidentiary hearing. See Opp. at 3. Interpreting this

language to mean that Mr. Rippo is not entitled to the discovery necessary to litigate the State's

allegations of procedural default produces an absurd result. The language in Nev. Rev. Stat. §

34780(2) applies to an antiquated time when the Nevada district courts followed procedures that

involved: (1) writs being regularly "granted," and (2) a "formal return" which required the petitioner

to be produced in court for a detention hearing. See Nev. Rev. Stat. §§ 34.390(i); 34.400; 34.410,

34.420, 34.430, 34.440, 34,470, 34.480. Under current district court procedures, however, the

"granting of the writ" does not occur until after the completion of an evidentiary hearing. $ee Nev.

Rev. Stat. § 34.390(i) (granting writ subject to limitations of sections "34.720 to 34.830, inclusive").

The practical effect of this procedural change is to make the language in Nev. Rev. Stat. § 34.780(2)
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vague, ambiguous and completely inapplicable. As stated above, it is absurd that this Court cannot

grant Mr. Rippo discovery until after it "grant[s] the writ," since after the writ is granted, Mr. Rippo

will no longer need discovery. See, Eller Media Co. v. City of Reno, 118 Nev. 767, 59 P.3d

437, 438 (2002) (statutes construed to avoid absurd results).

The State's position on this point elevates form over substance and has no proper place in

the current statutory scheme. Declining to rule upon Mr. Rippo's discovery motion until atter his

petition survives the procedural bars produces the absurd result that Mr. Rippo would not be able

to obtain the discovery necessary to prove that his petition should not be procedurally barred. Such

a result defies logic and this Court should avoid construing Nev. Rev. Stat. § 34.780(2), in this

manner. Id. The Nevada Supreme Court's decision in Crump v. Warden, 113 Nev. 293, 305, 934

P.2d 247, 254 (1997), holds that Mr. Rippo is entitled to an evidentiary hearing to show cause and

prejudice to overcome any asserted procedural default, which carries with it the right to conduct

discovery to overcome procedural default, See, e.g., Payne v. Bell, 89 F. Supp.2d 967, 970 (W.D.

Tenn. 2000). The Crump decision therefore demonstrates that the State's argument about the

discovery statute is not tenable and should be rejected.'

The State's Arguments In its Reply to the Motion to Dismiss Demonstrate Why Formal
Discovery Is Necessary. 

A.	 Judicial Bias (Claim One 

The State's reply to its motion to dismiss admits all of the relevant factual allegations

supporting Mr. Rippo's claim of judicial bias thereby justifying the discovery he seeks. The crux

of Mr. Rippo's judicial bias claim is that the trial court was actually and apparently biased against

him due to judge's knowledge of the State's involvement in the sting operation and federal

investigation of the judge, and due to the fact that both the judge and the representatives for the State

made materially incorrect representations on the record regarding the State's involvement and the

'If the State's argument was correct, Crump would not have been able to receive an
evidentiary hearing on the issue of cause and prejudice in the first place because that petitioner
received an evidentiary hearing but was not ultimately able to make the required showing of
prejudice to overcome the procedural bars. The fact that Crump received an evidentiary hearing in
the first place despite his ultimate inability to overcome the procedural bars based solely on the face
of his petition demonstrates why the State's present argument is misdirected.
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judge's knowledge of the State's involvement. Opposition to Motion to Dismiss at 11-19. In its

reply, the State admits that both Judge Bongiovanni and the State's representatives were aware of

the State's involvement in the criminal investigation; however, the State incorrectly asserts that trial

counsel was also aware of the State's involvement: -More than a decade ago, trial counsel knew and

alleged that the State was involved in the federal sting operation by indicting Terry Salem and

manipulating the random assignment of the case and also that Bongiovanni failed to disclose a prior

relationship with witness Denny Mason who was the business partner of reputed Buffalo mob

associate Ben Spano." Reply at 2. In other words, the State has acknowledged for the first time in

its reply that all of the material factual allegations supporting Mr. Rippo's claim of j udicial bias are

true, but it asserts (without citation to the record) that the disqualifying facts were common

knowledge to the judge and the parties.

The State's candid acknowledgment in its reply brief is irreconcilably inconsistent with the

assertions in its motion to dismiss, see Motion at 30, with all of its prior representations, and with

the findings of the Nevada Supreme Court on direct appeal. In his petition, Mr. Rippo explained at

length that the State made false representations on the record at trial regarding its involvement in the

investigation of the trial judge and that the judge himself made materially untrue representations

regarding his own knowledge of the State's involvement. Petition at 30-33. The State made the

same false representations on direct appeal. Id. at 33. Mr. Rippo then explained that the Nevada

Supreme Court specifically rejected his claim of judicial bias by adopting as fact the false

representations made by the State: "No evidence exists that the State was either involved in the

federal investigation or conducting its own investigation of.ludge Bongiovanni," Rippo v. State, 113

N3 v. 1239, 1248-49,946 P.2d 1017, 1023 (1997). Therefore, contrary to the State's present post hoe

rationalization, the present record repels its assertion that trial counsel knew about the State's

involvement in the federal investigation of Judge Bongiovanni. The State cites no evidence in the

record supporting its assertion, and there is none. The State's representations in its reply brief are

irreconcilably inconsistent with all of its prior representations, which demonstrates exactly why this

Court must authorize the discovery sought in Mr. Rippo's motion.
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The fact that Judge Bongiovanni was ultimately acquitted of the federal criminal charges

against him. Opp. at 2, does not change the fact that he was biased against Mr. Rippo. In his petition,

Mr. Rippo acknowledged that Judge Bongiovanni was acquitted o f the criminal charges, see Petition

at 30; however, an innocent man has an incentive just like a guilty man to show bias in favor of a

party when he knows that the party is participating in a criminal investigation of him: the appearance

of impropriety and actual bias of the judge is the same in both instances. In addition, just because

Judge Bongiovanni was acquitted of federal criminal offenses does not mean that he was acting

ethically given his substantial inside knowledge of the Salem case from his discussions with Paul

Dottore, including whether Salem would be released on his own recognizance and whether Judge

Bongiovanni's close friend and business associate, Peter Flangas, would represent Salem. Morever,

the State's concession that the judge knew Denny Mason, the victim of the stolen credit card offense,

but failed to disclose his relationship to Mason is independent of any criminal conduct and is itself

a disqualifying fact. As explained in Mr. Rippo's petition, if the trial judge had been forthcoming

regarding his relationship to Mason, he risked incriminating himself in the very same criminal

investigation. In such circumstances, the risk of bias is too great and the burden of persuasion shifts

to the State to show that Judge Borigiovanni was not biased. See, e.e., Cartalino v. Washington, 122

F.3d 8, 11 (7th Cir. 1997) (citing Tumey V. Ohio, 273 U.S. 510, 535 (1927)). Ultimately, the tact

that the judge actively misled defense counsel when the issue of his disqualification was raised is

strong proof that the judge subjectively believed that his knowledge of the State's involvement in

the investigation disqualified him from adjudicating Mr. Rippo's case, Therefore, the fact that Judge

Bongiovanni was ultimately acquitted of the federal criminal offenses two years after Mr. Rippo's

trial does not change the fact that the average person in the position of Judge Bongiovanni posed an

unacceptable risk of harboring a bias against Mr. Rippo at the time.

In summary, by admitting that the State and Judge Bongiovanni always knew all about the

Clark County District Attorney's and state law enforcement's involvement in the federal criminal

investigation, the State has demonstrated exactly why the discovery that Mr. Rippo seeks is

necessary to litigate his judicial bias claim at an evidentiary hearing. See, e.g., Bracy v. Gramley,
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520 U.S. 899, 909 (1997),

IL	 Ineffective Assistance of Counsel: Penalty Phase tClairrt Three}

Just as above, the State's reply brief demonstrates that Mr. Rippo's claim of in flective

assistance of trial counsel is meritorious and that he should be permitted the discovery he seeks to

support it. In its reply, the State no longer takes issue with Mr. Rippo's contention that trial

counsel's performance was deficient in failing to adequately prepare for the penalty phase of his trial

until after the trial had already begun. See Opposition to Motion to Dismiss at 20-24; see, 	 Jells

V. Mitchell, F.3d , 2008 Wt.. 3823058, at *9-12 (6th Cir, August 18, 2008) (finding counsel

ineffective for failing to prepare for penalty phase until after the start of trial, for failing to utilize

mitigation specialist in preparing a social history, and for failing to prepare mental health expert to

testify) (citing authorities). Indeed, the State confirms counsel's ineffectiveness by relying upon the

Nevada Supreme Court's previous finding that the "evidence in mitigation was not particularly

compelling." Reply at 3. The State's reply therefore confirms the fact that trial counsel (and post-

conviction counsel) were ineffective in failing to investigate and present mitigation evidence at Mr.

Rippo's penalty hearing.

The State's brief assertion that Mr. Rippo did not suffer prejudice from trial counsel's

ineffectiveness is disproved by the allegations in Mr. Rippo's petition_ The State acknowledges that

the evidence presently before this Court is "different only in degree and detail" from the evidence

presented at his penalty hearing. Reply at 3. However, as Mr. Rippo explained in his opposition,

the difference in degree and detail is the very reason why Mr. Rippo suffered prejudice from

counsel's ineffectiveness. See, e.g+, Bo de v. Brown, 404 F.3d 1159, 1176 (9th Cir. 2005).

Opposition to Motion to Dismis at 25-29. At Mr. Rippo's penalty hearing, none of the evidence of

sexual abuse, extreme physical abuse, or sadism perpetrated by Mr. Rippo's step-father was

presented to the jury. At Mr. Rippo's penalty hearing, no evidence was presented regarding the

neuropsychological impairment and psycho-social stressors in Mr. Rippo's background as recounted

in the petition before this Court. At Mr. Rippo . s penalty hearing, there was no expert testimony

whatsoever regarding the effects that these factors had on Mr. Rippo's behavior, At the time of Mr.
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Rippo's penalty hearing, there was no expert testimony that he would make a positive adjustment

in a prison setting to rebut the State's penalty phase presentation of future dangerousness.

Considering the full weight of this evidence and viewing it altogether, this Court cannot conclude

in the procedural posture of a motion to dismiss that there is not a reasonable probability that one

juror would have struck a different balance in the penalty phase if the evidence contained in Mr.

Rippo's petition had been investigated and presented.

In summary, given that the State has conceded the issue of trial counsel's deficient

performance, Mr. Rippo must be permitted the discovery he seeks to show the exact extent to which

he suffered prejudice from trial counsel's ineffectiveness. In light of the substantial and compelling

mitigation evidence presently before this Court, Mr. Rippo can make an even stronger case to justi fy

the discovery he seeks to flesh out the full extent of the prejudice he suffered from trial counsel's

ineffectiveness.

C.	 Prosecutorial Misconduct (Claim Twol

The State's reply says nothing about the fact that its representatives presented false testimony

at Mr. Rippo's trial regarding the absence of benefits to its informant witnesses. In its motion to

dismiss, the State simply parroted Thomas Sims' false testimony that he had not received (and did

not anticipate receiving) any benefits in exchange for his testimony. $ee Motion at 41-43. In his

opposition, Mr. Rippo explained that Sims' testimony was irreconcilably inconsistent with the

testimony of prosecutor John Lukens. See Opposition to Motion to Dismiss at 57-62. The State's

reply asserts that "the various dispositions of such collateral cases are not new evidence of

undisclosed inducements, but are consistent with the trial testimony that no benefits were given and

at such cases would rise and fall on their own merit," Reply at 3, The State is now apparently

parroting Mr. Lukens' false testimony that he would personally ensure that Sims would receive no

benefits in the case that was held over his head until after his testimony. However, that assertion is

repelled by the disposition in Sims' case which is contrary to Lukens' testimony that he intended to

seek habitual criminal treatment for Sims which could have resulted in a life sentence. Instead,

Sims' felonies were all converted to misdemeanors and he was given a $1,500 fine. The State's

7
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motion says nothing about the other pending criminal cases against Sims that were dismissed during

the same relevant time period. This is the very reason that Mr. Rippo must be allowed the discovery

he seeks from the District Attorney's Office and the federal authorities regarding the failure to pursue

federal gun charges against Sims and the other benefits discussed above.

The State's reply says nothing at all about the newly discovered evidence Mr. Rippe obtained

from Michael Beaudoin that he received quid pro quo benefits by contacting the prosecutor in Mr.

Rippo's case, which resulted in the conversion of pending felony drug charges into misdemeanors

in order to ensure that he did not have to go to prison (which was a certainty given his substantial

record for felony drug arrests and convictions). Ex. 366 to Opposition to Motion to Dismiss. The

State's reply says nothing about this evidence, or of the other favorable dispositions received by Mr.

Beaudoin with respect to his numerous pending criminal charges. The State's argument that trial

counsel was aware of these benefits finds no support in the record, The State's reply also says

nothing about the fact that Sims, Beaudoin, and Thomas Christos all had their criminal charges

continued until after their testimony against Mr. Rippo before they received favorable dispositions

on their pending cases.

The State's reply also says absolutely nothing about the false testimony and impeachment

evidence regarding the details of the offense that were fed to the jail house informants by the State

and its representatives to bolster their credibility. The State's reply does not address the declaration

of James Ison, which states that he was placed by the prosecutors in a room alone with all of the

discovery in Mr. Rippo's case in order to familiarize himself with the details of the case. Ex. 234

to Petition. The State's reply does not address the declaration of David Levine, which states that the

critical factual details contained in his second interrogation statement were fed to him by law

enforcement. Ex. 235 to Petition. The State does not address or attempt to correct the false

testimony from William Burkett that Mr. Rippo attempted to enlist his girlfriend to poison Diana

Hunt. Ex. 373 to Opposition to Motion to Dismiss.

In conclusion, the State should riot be heard to make any representations regarding the extent

of the benefits received by its witnesses or whether their testimony was false before Mr. Rippo
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receives complete transparency in terms of discovery. En its motion to dismiss and reply, the

representative for the State has made no assurances that he has reviewed the prosecution tiles in Mr.

Rippo's case (as well as in the cases of its witnesses), before simply parroting back the false

testimony of its witnesses. As Mr. Rippo explained in his opposition to motion to dismiss, the

State's representative has a present ethical and constitutional obligation to set the record straight in

the instant case. See, e,g., Thomas v, Goldsmith, 979 F.2d 746, 749-50 (9th Cir. 1992); Hall v. Dir.

of Corr., 343 F.3d 976, 981 (9th Cir. 2003). However, the representative for the State has never

made any representations that he has reviewed the documents the District Attorney's Office is

currently concealing to determine whether they support Mr. Rippo's prosecutorial misconduct claim.

As a matter of controlling state law, by pleading a "defense that places at-issue the subject

matter of the privileged material over which he has control," the State has waived any objection that

it could have raised to prevent disclosure of the prosecution file. See, 	 Wardleigh v. Second 

Judicial District Court, I 1 1 Nev. 345, 354, 891 P.2d 1180, 1186 (1995). As explained by the court.

selective use of privileged information by one side may 'garble' the truth. The
privilege `suppress[es] the truth, but that does not mean that it is a privilege to garble
it; . . it should not furnish one side with what may be false evidence and deprive the
other side of the means of detecting the imposition.' [citations] In other words,
'where a party injects part ofa communication as evidence, fairness demands that the
opposing parry be allowed to examine the whole picture.'

Id. (emphasis in original, citations omitted). The court further explained that an in-issue waiver

specifically occurs when a party pleads a defense which places the material within its control in play.

See id. at 356, 891 P.2d at 1187.

It should go without saying that Mr. Rippo's constitutional right to adjudicate his

prosecutorial misconduct claim trumps any objection that the State could raise to prevent disclosure

of the contents of the prosecution file,' and the State has not asserted (and cannot) any specific

objection to disclosure. The point is the State is presently attempting to make representations

'See, g.z.„ Rice v. State, 113 Nev. 1300, 1315-16, 949 P.2d 262. 271-72 (1997)
(defendant entitled to third party's pre-sentence report when report used against defendant at
sentencing); Stinnett v. State, 106 Nev. 192, 195-96, 789 P.2d 579, 581 (1990) (granting defendant
discovery of confidential reports to show bias of government witness); Hickey v. Eighth Judicial
District Court, 105 Nev. 729, 733-34, 782 P.2d 1336, 1339 (1989); Shields v. State, 97 Nev. 472,
473, 634 P.2d 468, 468-69 (1981).
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David Anthony,
Assistant Federal Public Defender

relating to information that it is presently concealing in the prosecution file while simultaneously

raising factual defenses to Mr. Rippo's claim. By choosing this course of action, the State has placed

the documents in the prosecution tile at issue and should be required to disclose that information

before it is allowed to make any further representations regarding the undisclosed benefits and false

testimony of its witnesses.

On the issue of good cause. the State has not attempted to address any of the legal allegations

contained in Mr. Rippo's opposition to motion to dismiss that he can show good cause to overcome

any purported procedural default by showing that the State suppressed material exculpatory and

impeachment information. Opposition to Motion to Dismiss at 51-55; see, e.g.., Mazzan v. Warden,

116 Nev. 48, 66-67, 993 P.2d 25, 37 (2000); State v. Bennett, 119 Nev. 589, 598-99, 81 P.3d 1, 6-7

(2003). The State alleges that post-conviction counsel's ineffectiveness cannot constitute good

cause, yet it fails to address the allegations contained in Mr. Rippo's opposition to dismiss that

counsel was ineffective, see Opposition to Motion to Dismiss at 19-20, or cite to any supporting

authority (and there is none). This Court therefore cannot conclude in the present procedural posture

that Mr. Rippo's prosecutorial misconduct claim is procedurally barred before authorizing formal

discovery.

!IL	 Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, Mr. Rippo respectfully requests that this Court grant his motion

or leave to conduct formal discovery so that he can receive a full and fair opportunity to litigate his

constitutional claims at an evidentiary hearing.

Respectfully submitted this le day of September 2008.

FRANNY A. FORSMAN
Federal Public Defender
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

In accordance with Rule 5(b) o f the Nevada Rules of Civil Procedure, the undersigned hereby

certifies that on the 16' day of September 2008, a true and correct copy of the foregoing REPLY

TO OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR LEAVE TO CONDUCT DISCOVERY was deposited

in the United States mail, first class postage prepaid, addressed to counsel as follows:

Catherine Cortez Mast°
Attorney General
Heather Procter
Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Justice Division
100 North Carson Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701-4717

David Roger, Clark County District Attorney
Regional Justice Center
200 Lewis Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155

Ernp1yeóf the Federa Public Defender
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ViNfiggia27, ADA

PROCEEDINGS

THE COURT: All right This is C106784,
Appearances for the record.

MR, ANTHONY: Good afternoon, Your Honor. David
Anthony from the Federal Public Defender's office.

THE COURT: It's still mooting.
MR. ANTHONY: What's that?
THE COURT: lt's still morning.
MR. ANTHONY; Oh, it's still morning. Good

morning.
MR, OWENS: He's just anticipating how long it

might be. Steve Owens for the State of Nevada
THE COURT: All right And waive his presence

today, Mr. Rippo's presence today?
MR. ANTHONY: Yes, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Ali right It's on for the State's

motion to dismiss the petition to leave to conduct
additional discovery. In some respects they're connected,
the issues, but the motion to dismiss was actually filed
first, so, Mr. Owens, do you wish to be heard?

MR. OWENS: Sure. This Is a capital murder

3

case, Judge, two deceased victim The defendant was
sentenced to death. There was six aggravators total when
the verdict came back. Those have since been reduced down.

But there was a first post-conviction petition.
Trial counsel by the way was Phil Dunleavy and Steve
Wolfson. There was a first trial — first post-conviction
petition in 1998. Took a few years to wort its way through
that

There was an evidentiary hearing, Phil
Dunleavy, Steve Wolfson, and appellate counsel, David
Schieck, all testified at that bearing in 2004 over two
days of evidentiary hearing in front of Judge Mosley, and

- the petition was denied in 2004.
It was affirmed on appeal in '06, and it's at

that time that the Nevada Supreme Court applied the new
McConnell case and struck half the aggravators, the three
felony aggravators, leaving us still with three. They did
conduct a harmless error analysis and said it would not
have affected the jury's death verdict

Rehearing was denied. Remitting issued. They
went to Federal Court, and fairly quickly they got back
here on the instant second State habeas petition.

There are three procedural bars that we argue
apply. The first is the one-year time Par, and that's from
issuance of remittihir following direct appeal. I don't
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Anyway, we're well past five years.
And there's a presumption of prejudice to the

State, prejudice in terms of having to retry this should
the petition be granted at this point which is now some
12 years after the first trial. Prejudice also in terms of
conch:deg an evidentiary hearing or responding to the
claims and coming up with answers for things that they're
alleging happened 10, 12 years ago.

It's been a long time, memories have faded, and
we don't have anyone with percipient knowledge really of
what was going on there. And it's hard to reconstruct
things. That's why we have these procedural bars. They
want to get all these claims done and out of the way early
on in the case. So I have alleged application of all bee
bars and that they have not shown good cause or prejudice.

I note that there are some — I went down
through the claims, not just stopping eta —a summary
argument that they're procedurally barred, but I actually
go through the merits of the claims, at least insofar as to
show there is no good cause or prejudice from the bar.

The first issue they raise was the showing
the bias of Judge Bongiovanni due to Nevada's involvement
in the Federal investigation. It's my argument that is an
old claim. That is nothing new that trial counsel wasn't
aware of and already raised.

4

have the actual date of issuance of remittin g, but I know
that cart was denied in October of '9&

THE COURT: November 5th, 1998, I think is
right.

MR. OWENS: November 5th of '98 remitting
issues, and so any petition tiled after that, one year
after that date, would technically be barred under the
one-year time ear absent showing a good cause and
prejudice.

The current petition is also procedurally barred
under 34.310 because is a successive petition. You're
only supposed to have one bite at the apple, one chance to
raise all your post-conviction issues. And there's very
limited circumstances under which you can file a new second
petition.

In a capital case you can on occasion show good
cause and prejudice by asserting such things as actual
innocence or ineffective assistance of post-conviction
counsel because they're entitled to post-conviction counsel
an a capital case. So there's all sorts of good causes and
prejudice which are really the subject of of the
argument here today.

There's also a third time bar, the five-year
time bar. I think that runs from a couple of different
dates, but from conviction I think is one of the dates.
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Right after the trial there vra motion for new

teial, and that was heard riot in fruit of Bengiovanni, but

in hont of a different judge. I forget who it was right

now, But a separate judge heard the motion for new

trial—Judge Brennan — and denied II, arid then that was

also the subject of the direct appeal. Those issues were

worked into the direct appeal.

And both things now that the Federal PD is

claiming that they just recently discovered in the Federal

investigation are contained in the pleadings of what trial

counsel knew back in 1996 was that motion for new trial and

that subsequent appeal: Number one, that the DA their

*gallon is limits DA mismpnasented NaS not

involved in the investigation; and, number two, that

Bongiovanni misrepreseated that he did not know Denny

Mason.

Both of those facts were known to defense

counsel in 1996 through the Federal investigation. They

said we've got Federal documents from the Federal

investigation showing that the State was privy to or took

part in this random — manipulation of the random

assignment of cases.

Now for me to come back 12 years later and try

to so rt all that out and explain it, I don't team that

n do that because I wasn't here, and 1 don/ know exactty

everything that happened.

What I do know is that they knew since 1996

about these allegations, and they can't just sit back and

then 12 years later ask fora hearing on the merits on it

and ask for an evidentiary hearing to lush Mitts out

where the basis of the claim i$ available to them. And

they knew about k. They can't sit back and delay in

bringing it.

And so ft's my position they have no good cause

foe explaining why they've delayed in ()riving it, and we
don't even need to reach the prejudice prong at this point

on prejirdice ki going back and hying to reconstruct

exactly what happened.

Claim 2 they say is a Brady violation, failure

to correct false testimony and patter) of misconduct

There were several witnesses who testified. They were

cross-examined by the defense at trial about whether or not

they were receiving inducements. Further testimony.

Some of these witness have went back and forth

on redirect, reeecross, backend forth several times

examining them, are you sure you don't expect to get any

benefit here, and the witnesses all said no, utIvir than

Diana HA a codefendant, who said I agreed that pled

guilty to robbery, and I agreed to give testimony. That

was elicited,
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But there's other 'witnesses in Thomas Simms and

Michael Beaudoin and a Thomas Christos who the Federal PD

is now saying that they had inducements given to them, and

their evidence of inducements come from publicly available

documents from Justice Court andior District Court showing

that these vethesses haci other cases, ail of which was

known at the time of trial. They were cross-examined on

that, the fact that they had pending cases or that they had

cases in the past.

And the Federal Public Defender is saying that,

well, because, like, for instance, Thomas Simms, because he

got a continuance in 1993 on his drug case, well, the trial

here was '96. But because he got a continuance on one

date, tars — three years before that, that's an

indication he got some inducement in exchange for his

testimony.

People get plea bargains ati the time, and they

get continuances all the time, and they have cases

dismissed all the time, and its not tied to testimony.

There's nothing to indicate that that continuance had

anything to do with and was something that was granted—

offered by the State in exchange for his cooperation.

Likewise, they point out reduced charges on a

possession of marijuana case in 1993. Again, three years

before the trial Thomas Simms had a marijuana case that was

1 reduced down. Every marijuana case is reduced down.

2 That's not an indication that there was some inducement

3
	

Likewise, battery domestic violence cases were

4 dismissed in '93 and '94. I don't know why those were

5 dismissed, but they get dismissed all the time tithe

victim doesn't show up.
7
	

lam prejudiced now from going back to '93 and

'94. That is quite a long tirne — 12, 14 years ago —

9 tryieg to find — and we Meet have these cases anymore;

10 they've all been destroyed trying to End out the actual

11 reasons of why a particukir case was destroyed. I

12 shouldn't have to.
13
	

They have the burden of showing good cause and
14 prejudice to overcome the procedural bar, not me, and they

15 can't show good cause why they are just now coming forward

16 with these public documents, public records, of other cases

/7 that these witnesses had that have always been available to

18 them, and the outcome alone is not a sufficient allegation

19 to lie it and link it to some bargain or inducement in

20 exchange for testimony.
21
	

Likewise, if some of the witnesses had pending
22 cases that two or three years after that were dismissed or

23 were resolved in some way, that doesn't undermine the trial

24 testimony that they weren't expecting any favor, they
25 weren't offered any favor, they weren't going to get any
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The fact that somewhere down the road thei"

cases were resolved is entirety consistent with the trial

testimony, They're missing that — that fink to show that

there was some sort of inducement or delay, What they're

going on is that there was some delayed bargain. We're

going to — we can tell the jury that there is no

inducement and then well take care of you dawrithe road.

Thafs the atiegation they're making, and the

fact that they simply show a case was resolved afterwards

does not merit that kind of look and examination now 12

years after the fact

They claim ineffective assistance in

investigating and presenting mitigating evidence. Well,

Ms a ci.aim that should have been raised on first post

conviction, and I believe it was in part. Theyve now got

some additional allegations here of verat the defense

attorneys could have done in mitigation.

There was no impediment external to the defense

that prevented them from coming fonvard with this much

sooner than some ten years now alter the trial for the

first lime, ten years afterwards saying, look, there's

additional family members that amid have been called and

friends teat could have been called. Those were all within

the unique knowledge of the defendant He knows who his

1

family and friends are. The State didn't prevent him from

raising that.
And I've read through what all those witnesses

would purportedly say, I don't see it being as too

terribly — I don't see it as being much more or very much

different than what ems already presented *bi g The

witnesses are basically saying about the same thing, that

Rippe had a stepfather who died early in his life and that

the stepfather was — would demean women in front of Rippe,

and he was too hard on Rippe, and he had these challenges

to overcome.

I don't see them saying much of anything

different that the jury didn't already Naar, and so I

characterize it as simply cumulative. Yes, they have new

witnesses that weren't milled, Yes. Would they have said

anything very much differertf No. And if it viouldn't —

if Ws not substantial enough to change the outcome of the

case, then they can't overcome the procedural bars.

They have to show good cause why they're just
now coming up with this new mitigation evidence and

prejudice, that if they had been allowed to pet on all of

this additional mitigation, that it would have affected the

outcome, that the jury probably wouldn't have voted for

death.
The Supreme Court has conducted h rmless error
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13

1 analysis once before on this case on the death penalty, and

2 they did it in the context of McConnell. They took away

3 three of our aggravators, and they WI said the case —

4 the State's case was so compelling here with two women

strangled and tortured with a stun gun and a prior aime of

6 violence, sexual assault on a woman who Rippe let live, who

7 he had also strangled in the same way, almost to the point

that she passed out, and used a stun gun on her.

9
	

That is damning evidence in front of a jury, and

10 there's very little in the way of mitigation evidence that

11 they're going to be able to come up with now to show that

12 the result would have been different had they just added

13 amber family member OT two in there or another friend or
14 some other witness.

15
	

think those are their main claims that they're

16 going abr. Most the others seem fairly — fairly stick,

17 and fve responded to them. I don't know if the Court

18 wants me to go piece by piece through every single thing.

19 I can do so. But I think our analysis in the briefs is

20 fairly adequate.

21
	

And, again, theyre mostly going on these rwst
22 two or Three claims, so I am going to submit it at this

23 point on that argument and let them respond at this time.

24
	

THE COURT: All right Anything you want to add

25 to Claim No. 22 about lethal injectice?

1
	

MR OWENS: 1 can talk abott lethal injection.
2 Absolutely. That was resoNed in my mind by the U.S.

3 Supreme Court recently in Beze v. Rees. My primary

4 contention here is that we don't need to get into the
merits of it. This has been my argument all along. We've

never had a case go upwhere f had a final ruling on it fly
7 the Nevada Supreme Court_

But my position is this claim can't be raised in

9 post conviction because the judgment of conviction is

10 always going to say that he's convicted of murder and

11 sentenced to death by lethal injection. No matter what we

12 do with that, we can't affect and change the behavior of

13 the —or the discretion of the director of prisons. He's

14 the one charged with how he's going to implement the lethal

15 injection. He decides the protocol.

16
	

There's nothing this Court can cio in the context

17 of this case, a collateral attack on the judgment of

18 conviction, that can dictate to the director of prisons to

19 change protocol. It has to be done by some other

20 vehicle — a civil rights action or a request for

21 declaratory relief.

22
	

I know they raised the issue here in Nevada in

23 the Ca "Ilo case, and they did it by extraordinary

24 peltion. I'm not sure that that was the proper vehicle

25 either, but the Supreme Court at least grained a stay of
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with k the rigid to effective assistance of counsel, and

the — I don't think that there's any dispute with the

State on this issue.
The next issue that arises is did we allege the

issue of ineffective assistance of post-conviction counsel
in a timely manner, and that kind of explains tars why

I was trying to explain why we've come back here before we

gut a stay from the Federal Court

We've litigated this issue with the State

probably a half a dozen times, and every lime we do, what

they say is we need to come back within one year of the

issuance of the remitlihr in the first State

post-conviction proceeding to assert this allegation of

Nod cause.
And ifs our position that the statute doesn't

actually have an express time limitation, but even if

they're correct and even if they're right, fret we have to
do it within one year, that's why we came back here so

quickly on this. Mr. Owens acknowledged we did come here

much quick — much more middy than has teen the case in
previous cases. So I don't think that there's any dispute

that we have timely raised this allegation of cause which

is based upon ineffective assistance of post-conviction

counsel.
The next issue that needs to be resolved is
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Castilo's execution, and they held that ca in abeyance

until Baze v. Rees was resolved. And then the parties all

agreed the issue was moot, and they dropped it, and

Castillo get Ns case going again.

But I don't think if s properly raised in a

post-conviction petition, and even if it were, I think Baze
V. Rees has put an end to that to that argument.

THE COURT: All right. Couple of procedural

questions. One is if s under the old case number. I know

that the — the writs are captioned Rippe versus McDaniel,

the warden, and the States been using The Slate versus

FdPP0. i lust —
MR, ANTHONY: You know, that's, a commen %rag

that occurs, Your Honor. The reason it does is because, as

the Court is aware, habeas corpus is kind of a quasi

proceecting —

THE COURT: Correct

MR. ANTHONY: —and the statutes talk about who

our defendant  is, and the defendant is the warden.

THE COURT: Right.

MR. ANTHONY: And so that's why we caption the

captions the way that we do.

THE COURT: But its still under the same case
number. I guess that's my question. its not — when I

saw yours, I knew that that's what was done. But I was

5

wondering if there's a case number tiling as well where you

filed a new petition and I generated a new chit case

number. I'm not aware that there is, hut —

MR. ANTHONY: Well, it's an interesting issue

that the Court raises about whether it should get a new

case number. I mean reasonable mincls could maybe differ on
whether that should be the case.

ME COURT: ljustwanttomakesurelbeve

everything under one umbrella. It looks like everything.

Even yours are filed under 106784, so I'm presuming —

MR. ANTHONY: Thafs correct

THE COURT: — that! have everything.

MR. ANTHONY: And maybe that should simplify the

Issue, and hopefully everything that was previously before

rent Courts—

THE COURT: That's 6rte.

MR. ANTHONY: — is before this Court,

THE COURT: What's the sighs of the — is there

concurrent Federal proceeding going on?

MR. ANTHONY: There is, Your Honor. We

currently have —the State's asked for several

continuances to respond to our Federal petition. Ai the

current time they have not responded to it

TFIE COURT: Okay.
MR. ANTHONY: So what we've done is — back in
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the olden days we would wak for a stay order from the

2 Federal court, but what's happened in the meantime is, you

3 know, the State has becOrrie more — more vigorous about
4 their assertion of procedural default, and in order to

5 rectify the arguments that they bring up, it forces US to
make decisions much quicker than the Federal Court makes

7 them.

8
	

So if the Courts okay, start vvith rrry

9 argument

10
	

THE COURT: Sure, And you can — I should have

11 indicated to you, but! mean there were certain of the

12 claims that you haven't addressed. I don't see that as any

13 type of waiver- either way.

14
	

MR. OWENS: Okay.

15
	

MR. ANTHONY: Thank you, Your Honor.

16
	

I think it's irmortant in cases like this to

17 probably start out with where both parties agree, and the

18 fast thing that the parties agree to is that Mr. Rippo has

19 the right to the effective assistance of post-conviction

20 counsel.

21
	

As the Court acknowledged, this was a case where

22 the remittitur issued in 198. For all cases that counsel

23 is appointed to after January 1st of 1993, there's a

24 mandatory right to counsel. The Nevada Supreme Court has

25 held that when you have the right to counsel, that carries
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18
	

19

1 whether post-conviction counsel's performance was
2 deficient, and this is an issue again where the State
3 hasn't proffered any contrary argument on this point.
4
	

Our argument is that this: That first
5 post-conviction counsel was ineffective because he failed
6 to basically do any research outside the record on direct

appeal.
8
	

As the Court is aware, post-conviction
9 proceedings, the whole purpose for having them is to have
10 investigation that goes outside of the record on direct
11 appeal, to look for issues of ineffective assistance of
12 trial counsel, to look for issues of potential Brady
13 violations, or any other constitutional issues you can't
14 tell from the record itself. And that's where we submit
15 that counsel was deficient Counsel didn't do any
16 investigation. Counsel didn't attach any exhibits to their
17 petition.
18
	

We allege that by failing to do any sort of
19 investigation, that counsel was deficient, and I don't
20 think that the State has posed any contrary arguments to
21 say that there's a strategy in not doing any investigation,
22 and I don't think they could make that argument with a
23 straight face.
24
	

So what we're left with, Your Honor, is that
25 we're left with whether or not Mr. Rippo was prejudiced

from pest-conviction counsel's ineffectiveness, and what
that takes us back to is that takes us to the merits of the
claims themselves because if we can show that the claims
have merit, we can - we can in essence step into
post-conviction counsel's shoes, and we can litigate the
issues that he would have litigated if he would have been
performing effectively.

And my understanding from the way that the State
has argued this particular case is we look to the merits of
he claims in the petition to see whether or not we can

overcome the procedural bars, and that's why were talking
about the merits.

So with that said, I would like to go ahead and
start addressing the merits of these claims. Ill try to
follow the same order that Mr. Owens used.

Obviously the first claim that we're looking at
here is a claim of judicial bias. We have alleged two
theories of cause. The first allegation was that
post-conviction counsel was ineffective. If
post-conviction counsel would have thoroughly reviewed the
record on direct appeal, he would have seen that this was
the primary first argument that was raised on direct
appeal.

Our argument is this, that post-conviction
counsel would have done what I did which is that he would
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have gone over to Federal Court, he would have asked for
the caw file, he would have read the case file, and he
would have --and he would have compared Judge
Bonglovannrs testimony of those two trials against his
representations that were made at the time of Mr. Rippe's
trial. And we argue that because he didn't do that, that
falls below the objective standard of reasonableness.

We've also alleged as cause that the State
suppressed material exculpatory and impeachment
information. And when I say the State, rm referring not
just to the Clark County District Attorney's office. I'm
also referring to the trial judge himself.

Now, as tar as the merits go, I think the only
point of contention that I can see that the State is
arguing is - is that they're- I mean what happened is,
is at trial this argument gets raised, and the issue
becomes is the Clark County District Attorney's office
involved in the investigation of the judge.

And when the issue is raised, the State comes,
they make representations, they say we spoke with the
District Attorney, we spoke with his first in command,
Judge Thompson - muse me- District Attorney Thompson,
and Judge - Judge Bell - District Attorney Bell. Excuse
me. Ni trying to think back. And we've talked with them,
and they have represented to us that the State has

21

absolutely no involvement in this criminal case.
And then the point is asked to the judge. They

ask the judge, do you know about whether or not the State
is involved in this, and the judge says, look, all I know
is what's contained in the newspapers. And then they ask
him, well, do you know whether or not Metro is involved?
He says, no, I don't know whether or not Metro is involved
in this investigation. So that's the record we have at
trial.

Then we have the record on direct appeal. We
have the State arguing in their answering brief that the
State had no involvement, that there were completely
different entities involved, and that there was no pressure
put on Judge tiongiovanni.

Then we have the Nevada Supreme Court's direct
appeal. The Nevada Supreme Court buys or signs off on the
representations made by the trial judge and the
representations made by the State, that the State had no
involvement whatsoever, and that's their basis for denying
the claim.

Then, you know, we file this instant writ, and
the State argues the same thing in their motion to dismiss,
that the Court should deny it because ifs law of the case,
because the Nevada Supreme Come already found that the
State wasn't involved.

2

4

6
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Then for the first bme — and s le what's

kneresting to me — is the State says the first time in

their reply to the motion to dismiss, you know what?

You're right The State was involved. The State was

involved in the sting operation against the judge where

they received a phoneetinfrom the F13/ addng them to

present a bogus indictment for an individual named Terry

Salem. They asked him to they asked the DAs office and

the chief tadge of the Eighth Judicial District Court te

coordinate with each other so that that case was assigned

to Judge Bongiovannfs department, and then the idea was to

see whether or not Judge Bongiovarmi would proceed to take

any bribes tarn this indlindual. So intact the Clark

County District Attorney's office was involved.

And also what we can show just from Judge

Bonglovands testimony in the Federal cases is that he

knew Meta' was involved, and he also knew eerie Nevada

Department of Investigation was involved in this, and he

also hew that Metro Intelligence was involved in this.

So it u look at what the We has been saying

since the beginning of this case, all the way through what

they're saying now, what they're saying right now is not

consistent with what they were previously representing.

These are not consistent representations.

The only issue that remains here is whether or

not hial counsel was or was not aware of the State's

involvement The State alleges without cling to the

record itself that, oh, yeah, this was common knowledge.

This was common knowledge to the judge, it was common

knowledge to the Stet, and it was common knowledge to the

KO attorneys.

But if you look at the record which we've cited

in detail, the record shows that trial counsel was in the

dark on this. The record shows that they were making

basically bare allegations in asking for a hearing, and

they never got a hearing. All they got in response were

these misleading representations that we're not involved,

we're not involved, don't worn/ about it.

So basically that's the reason that we argue

that we can show cause because defense attorneys have the

right to rely upon what they're told by the judge, and they

have a right to rek pan what they're told by the State.

We don't have to automatically assume that the State is

lying. That's not how the system woeks.
The Rate has ethical responsibilities te be

cancfid to the Court, and also the trial judge himself has

an obligation to be candid, and when that doesn't happen,

that is a ground far excusing any failure to previously

raise this issue in came and that's one of COI theories

of cause.
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1
	

So the remaining issue here is was or wasn't

2 trial counsel aware of these things. Our assertion is the

3 record itself shows that they weren't aware. Now, they

4 assert that they were aware, but that creates wtters called

a factual dispute.

When you have a factual dispute, the only way to

7 resolve if is with an evidentiary hearing where we pie up

8 Mr. Dunfeavy and Mr. Welfson and we ask them what they were

9 await c4. And think what the recoed is gcring to snow

10 very clearly is that they were left in the dark and that

11 they were misled and that they were prevented, based upon

12 these representations, from bringing forward a meritorious

13 motion to disqualify the judge.

14
	

It also unfolds into this other argument about

15 the trial judge's relationship with one of the victims in

16 the ease. The name of the individual was Denny Mason. He

17 was the victim of the stolen credit card offenses. And,

18 again, the State in their reply says, look. Everyone knew

19 that die judge alevi this person. He just contends that

20 its not—it just doesn't matter. tt doesn't disqualify

21 the judge.

22
	

Our — our assertion, Your Honor, is this: That

23 I you look at all of the — the totality of the

24 circumstances here and if you look at the standard for

25 obtaining relief, the standard is whether a reasonable

1 person evoldd wonder whether the judge could remain

2 impartial under the circumstances.

3
	

Our contedon is that the trial judge's own

4
	

dons in not disclosing his actual knowledge of the

5 Slate's involvement combined with his failure to disclose

his. relationship to the *lira witness is sufficient
7 circumstantial evidence to show that he was actually biased

a and that he should have been disqualified from herring the

9 case.
10
	

And that brings us to the discovery motion where

11 were attempting to obtain discovery of information from

12 the District Attorney's office, from Metro, and from the

13 Nevada —tie Nevada Division of Investigation to show
14 that, yes, Judge Borigiovanni was aware of these things at
15 trial and just didn't disclose them. And our argument is,

16 is that would disqualify him from the case. We've cited
17 ample case law to the Cote
18
	

If the court finds judicial bias, there's no
19 further harmless error that's permitted, and reversal is

20 automatic because if you have a biased judge, that
21 constitutes what is called structural error into the

22 proceedings, and its not susceptible to harmless error.

23
	

Now, we've also alleged as the State has
24 noted well, let me make sure I've addressed the State's
25 arguments. They argue that trial counsel knew about it
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26

rve addressed that Thars a factual dist, And then

they say look at the motion for a new trial But, again,

if the Court looks at the motion for a new trial which

we've included to the petition, it has nothing about any of

this stuff. And in response, the State just parrots back

the same representations that they made atirial.
So ae to the Clan 3 in the petition, we have

alleged that trial counsel was ineffective at the penalty

phase of trial We've alleged as cause that

post-conviction counsel was ineffectee, in the State's

argument, basically they say this argument is barred

because it could have been raised previously.

But the thing is, that's exactly OM argument,

it could have been raised previously, and it would have

been raised previously if Mr. Rippo would have received

effective assistance from his post-conviction attorney.

The State has never argued that post-conviction counsel was

ineffective — or was effective which brings us to whether

or not the claim aseff has merit

As far as whether the claim has merit, Fm sure

the Court is familiar with the Stsieldand standard. It

requires a showing of deficient performance and a required

showing of prejudice. The showing of prejudice requires

that we show a reasonable probability that but for

counsels errors, the results of the penalty phase
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proceedings would have been different

So if we look at the issue of deficient

performance, a in, this is an issue the Stale originally

contests in their motion to dismiss, but in the reply to

the motion to dismiss they don't address —they don't

address this particular issue.

What we've argued is, is that trial counsel is

ineffective because they started their investigation too

late, They started it two weeks before trial started, and

they only had a psychiatrist and a psychologist see

Mr. Rim) I think it was only two days before the penalty

hearing even started.
It's our argument that they were ineffective

because to caa a sufficient natation presentation actually

takes a substantial amount of lime. in this case trial

counsel had at least three years to do a mitigation workup

Ni this case, but instead they watt until hvo weeks before

trial, and then they started working on it.

Butte problem is, is what they dig up brings

up too litile too late, Alltheyhaveistheyhavea

psychologist interview Ma. Ripper. They get good leads frorn

that psychologist. They get good leads to sorm of the

records that I'm asking the Court to approve subpoenas for

such as psychiatric records when he was ten years old they

didn't obtain, other evidence in the social history — the
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small social history done by the psychologist saying that

there was a very negative relationship between Mr. Rippo

and the stepfather.

Our argument is that if trial counsel would have

been effective, he would have started this investigation a

long time ago. And if he would have started it a long trme

ago, he would have branched out slowly and slowly, and

eventually he would have presented the jury with the same

evidence that I'm presenting to the Court today.

If you look at the declarations that we've

attached to the petition and to the opposition to motion to

dismiss, they say it was only on the day that the penalty

hearing began that trial counsel was sitting in a room with

all the family members, and what they asked was is there

anyone here in the room that would be willing to testify on

behalf of Mr. Rippe? And eventually they settled on Stacie

Campanelli, his younger sister.

The problem is, is that's all that happened.

There wa.sn't an individual interview with her. They didn't

take the time to work with her, and they didn't take the

time to talk with her alone. ff they would have, they

would have presented to the jury what lam now presenting

to the Court.

And I think I you look at the State's answer,

they say, look. Is the same, but its different in terms
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1 of degree and detail. And our argument, Your Honor, is

2 that the degree and the detail is very ciffferent from what

3 you're seeing now versus what the jury saw at the time of

4 the that
5
	

There's allegations about sexual abuse by the

a stepfather against his daughters. There's allegations of

7 extreme physical abuse, Megatons of blaring Mr. Rippo in

8 confined spaces like closets for a substantial period of

lime, and this is corroborated by multi* collateral

10 sources who could have been contacted if trial counsel

11 would have started this mitigation mrkup earlier, but they

12 dkiot
13
	

So the reason that they didn't go fatter isn't

14 because they had a strategy. Its because the penalty

15 phase was starting, and they had no more time to do

16 additional work.
17
	

lAthat we've shown to the Court — I mean

18 basically what this comes down to is the only factual

19 dispute that remains is whether or not we can show

20 prejudice which is whether we can show a reasonable
21 probabiity that the outcome of the proceecrings would have

22 been different if trial counsel would have performed

effectively.

24
	

Our argument is, is that these allegations of

25 serial abuse, these allegaithes of extreme physical abuse,
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we have an expert report showing neuropsychological
impairment Also it includes poly substance abuse. We
have alleged that counsel was ineffective for not
presenting expert testimony that Mr. Rippe would perform
positively in a structured setting of a prison.

If you compare what was presented to the jury
against what's presented to the Court, our argument is, is
that that at least entitles us to discovery in an
evidentiary hearing.

As Mr. Owens noted in his representations, the
Nevada Supreme Court looked at this issue previously and
they said, look, This stuff isn't particularly compelling.
But that's based upon the record that was available at

My argument is that that proves that counsel's
performance was deficient. This Court can compare that
evidence against what's being now presented, and that's
really the question, about whether we should even get a
hearing to demonstrate whether we can make that showing.
Our argument is that we can rnake that showing,

As Mr. Owens noted, the Nevada Supreme Court
struck three aggravating circumstances. Again, that also
changes the picture before the Court that was before the
jury.

We have also made an argument that the prior
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1
	

sexual assault aggravating circumstance is invalid under
2 new authority under the case of Roper v. Simmons which came
3 out in 2004 which was after Mr. Rippo's previous petition
4 had been dismissed, and Roper says that you can't sentence
5
	

a juvenile to death. Our argument is that that rationale
6 also make when you're using a statutory aggravating
7 circumstance to make someone eligible for the death
a	 penalty.
9
	

So our argument Is, is that not only should this
10 Court look at the mitigation evidence that wasn't
11 presented, this Court should also look at the qualitative
12 weight of the remaining statutory aggravating
13 circumstances.
14
	

Our argument is that in light of intervening
15 authority, that the Court couldn't consider that
16 aggravating circumstance, and the State has already
17 acknowledged that three aggravators have been struck. So
18 we're looking at one to two aggravators versus the
19 mitigation evidence that we would like to present at a
20 hearing, and that's — that's our argument on the argument
21 of ineffective assistance of trial counsel.
22
	

The last argument that I would like to address
23 is the issue of prosecutorial misconduct. This is flagged
24 as Claim 2 in the petition. Our argument for good cause
25 Is, again, that the State's failure to disclose material
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exculpatory and impeachment information is an impediment
2	 external to the defense.
3	 Mr. Owens argues that this was some of this
4	 evidence was publicly available. However, if you look at
5 the case that we've cited to the Court, the case Is called
6 Banks v. Dretke. Ifs a big case from the U.S. Supreme
7 Court from 2004.

And in Banks, the State was making the same
argument that they're making here today which is that if

10 you would have been diligent, if you would have looked at
11 the court files for all these guys, if you would have been
12 more diligent, if you would have investigated harder, you
13 would have found this stuff.
14	 But what the U.S. Supreme Court said is that's
15 not how things work. The prosecutor still has a
16 freestanding obligation to do what is ethical, to disclose
17 material exculpatory and impeachment evidence, and also has
18 a duty to correct false testimony, and that duty is
19 independent of trial counsel's obligations.
20	 We cited a case to the Court from the
21 Ninth Circuit that says, look. You can have cause from
22 prosecutorial misconduct and from ineffective assistance of
23 counsel at the same time. Those aren't mutually exclusive,
24 And we've argued both theories of cause to the Court today
25 which is both that post-conviction counsel ought to have

done this investigation. He should have gone and looked in
2
	

these court case files.
3
	

But even if he hadn't, it wouldn't matter
4
	

because the State still has a freestanding obligation.
5
	

They have ethical responsibilities. And even the
6
	

representative for the State today has the same ethical
7
	

responsibilities to continue to disclose material
8 exculpatory and impeachment information and to correct
9 false testimony when it appears.
10
	

New, we've talked a little bit about the case
11 dispositions here. The State says that Mr. Simms received
12 one continuance, but that wasn't a benefit Your Honor,
13 Thomas Simms received 18 continuances starting from 1993
14 until a week after he testified against Mr. Rippo. So he
15 got 18 continuances.
16
	

Than we put .. then I — in the opposition we
17 put on or excuse me. At trial they put on the testimony
18 of Prosecutor John Lukens, and Prosecutor Lukens said,
19 yeah, I became counsel on Simms' case, and I did all of
20 those continuances for him because I wanted to make sure
21 that he was available as a witness here today.

But he further testifies to the jury that I'm
23 going to tell you that his case is going to rise and fall
24 on its own merits, and he says, we're going he file a
25 habitual criminal notice on this guy, and he says well,

ANGELA K. LEE, CCR V89 - 671-4436
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tie talks about making a phoneoall 	 from the ATF,

mean Terry Clark, and says, well, but there really wasn't

any benefit there. We didn't the Feds did not pursue

ex-fekm in possession of a firearm charges on him.

But that really begs the question, given this

ether totality of the evidence that we're looking at which

is that the prosecutor says we're going to file a habitual

criminal notice on this guy, but then one week later what

happens instead? They cowed all the felonies to gross

misdemeanors, and he gets a $1,503 fine. So he goes from

looking ate le sentence in prison to a $1,500 fine a

week obi his testimony.

And basically tars the same things that

happens with these other witnesses. Ifs the same strange

coincidence. And it happens also with the WillOSS Michael
Beaudoin. We've attached a declaration from fie. Beaudoin
saying that, look. I got caught again for felony

clistnbulion of methamphetamine, I called up the

prosecuksr on the phone, and I wanted him to get me out of

jail. And the prosecutor, Melvin Harmon, agreed to convert

my felony charges to misdemeanors and to let me serve jail

time, and I didn't have to go to prison. That was a

benefit that occurred before Mr. Rippo's Mal, and no one

here is disputing that ft wasn't disclosed.

And, again, I don't know how this necessarily
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would have been one het wuuld have been apparent from the

bile record either because, again, like Mr. Owens states,

$ alwaye hard to prove these thinge just by looking at a

docket sheet Its much — once you talk to the witness

though,we have, you know, the declaration from the witness

stating that it was a quid pro quo benefit or Mat he

called the pros cuter, and the prosecutor ad that for him

in exchange. And even if k wasn't quid pro quo, it still

existed before Mr. Rippe's trial which means that it should

have been disclosed.

We have the same thing with Thomas Christos, We

have a guy who has a felony home invasion charge, and then

its continued and its continued, arid then again, you

know, a month of two after Mr. Rippo's trial, it's

converted again to a misdemeanor or actually that one might

have been dismissed. rm Pot sure.

But anyway, then we have these — we have these

three jailhouse witnesses. (don't think the State's

disputed anything about these tailhouse witnesses. I think

one of the most egregious cases is the one of James lean

who testifies that Mr. Rippe) confessed to him.

Suttee have a declaration from Mr. leen that

says that before I went to testify, the prosecutors pit me

in a room alone with all the discovery in the case, and

they let me look at it so thatl could give details so it
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wouid look like I knew, that Mr. Rippe had actually

confessed to rne. Arid we can't look at that and sly that

wouldn't have provided a ground for impeachment

We have the same thing with the jailhouse snitch

David Levine. He gives one statement to the police where

he says that Mr. Rippe confesses but has no details. So

then they get a second statement from him. And then we've

got a declaration from Mr. Levine who says, look. Those

debaits that I put in my second statement were actually ted

to me. They actually told me about the extension cords and

the ligabies and what was used to kill the victim. And so

when I said it in the supplemental poke replan, these

were facts that were being fed to me.

And, again, the issue is: Would these things

have impeached this Melees if they would have been

disclosed, and I don't really think there can be any

dispute on this fact that they wored have.

So what does that leave us with? That leaves US

with what is the prejudice? The prejudice is for the Brady

violations whether there's any reasonable possibility that

the outcome would have been different if these things would

have been disclosed.

The standard for false testimony is whether

there's any reasonable likelihood the false testimony

affected the verdict, and we submit that we can make that

7

standard, Your Honor, because what the State basically had

is a codefendant, Diana Hurt, who expressly received
benefits, and then they paraded I think about six informant
witnesses in front of the jury. They did that for a

reason. Because they needed to corroborate the testimony

of the codefendant, Diana Hunt

Our argument is, is that all of these benefits

would have been material if you look at them all together,

and tars why we've asked for discovery and hearing

because now the question is what did the State know and

when did they know it,

Now I'm not leveling any charges against

Mr. Owens personalty, but I doe/ know what he's done to

make himself aware of the files in the prosecution file,

whether there's material exculpatory impeachment evidence

sitting in there right now or whether he's going to look at

the codefendant's fees or the files of Mr. Simms or

Mr. Beaudoin.
And the bo m line is this: That he's

asserting as a defense that there were no benefits. Well,

that really begs the question of whether there were

benefits and whether there's evidence of benefits sitting

in their files.
That's why we're arguing that we need discovery

and a hearing, because we Gant show actual knowledge by
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theprosecuhonunesswecanlookatth'

Otherwise you could never prove actual ithowleclge 12 years

aiteilbe Fact. Their notes that they created before and

dieing trial are the best evidence of what they knew at the

me. Thars why we're arguing that we need rfiscovery of

these things.

Very briefly I wanted to address this Courts

quesfion to the State aback the lethal injection claim,

The State argues the case of Bozo v. Rees and says that we

are foreclosed under Gaze,

The one salient distinction I think this Court

can distinguish from the Baze case is that in Haze they

testified about how the Kentocky medical personnel went

through common and new trainings they did over and over to

make sure that they were competent when they were

administering the lethal drugs. We don't have any such

evidence in this case that the people who are conducting

the lethal injection proms have done any training at all.

Nothing. There's no evidence of training.

The second thing that distinguishes this case

from Baze is that in this case in Nevada the person who's

Infecting the chemicals is in a separate room and can see

the inmate.

And we included hi a decimation from Mark

Heath who is an expert in arbestnesiology, and tre's talked

about how it oanthavenes all medEeal standards to do

something like that where you're injecting lethal chemicals

into a person who's in a separate room where you can't see

them because you have to see whether or not theyre

conscious or unconscious before you inject the last

chemical. If you don't then it causes that cruel and

unusual punishment which is that you have a person who is

conscious and steely suffocating to death.

But you just can't tell because the second

chemical masks the appearance of the person suffocating,

and makes the process pleasant to view by the people who

watch the lethal injection so the person is not flopping

mowed. But what you really have is a person who's slowly

suffocating to death, and that's wiry we would argue that

this case is distinct from Baze.
One other claim, and then ni finish. Just

it respect to the *dm impact teetirriony, Your Honor, on

Claim 12, the one thing that I would Eke to point out is,

is that when this claim was raised on directappeal and

when it was raised on post conviction, they didn't include

any exhthitsviith the claim.

And the exhibits that they should have included

were these scrapbooks from the two vms that were

created by the victims' tamales, and they were entered

into evidence, and the scrapbooks show the victims as, you
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know, young gilt in Gid Scouts; young girls doing these

things, you know, going In their first prom; this, that

and the other.

And the reason that we've argued that thars

prejudicial is because, you know, there were in fact two

murders here, but they were MUNICTS of adult women and

weren't murders of two young children, And our argument

is that by putting these scrapbooks into evidence

about, you know, showing them excessively as children, that

that was a prejudicial thing for Mr, Rippe.

And it the Court looks at that together with the

other ineffective assistance of trial counsel, we assert

that it would have made a difference, at least for one

juror, and Mats all we have to show to get a hearing.

Thank you. And if the Court has any

questions —

THE COURT: Al/ right. Thank you very much.

Mr. Owens.

MR. OWENS: I will go through in the same order

responding to the issues raised. As to judicial bias in

Claim 1, they're alleging ineffective assistance crt counsel

for not reviewing the Federal file, suppressing material

evidence, arid that we are admitting the State's

involvement

I did not intend to admit anything in any brief
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that I fled in this case. I don't know what happened.

2 wasn't there. I wasn't part of the proceedirg. I'm simply

3 looking at the documents be Federal Public Defender has

4 provided which indicates there was a conversation with a

5 deputy of our office and that there — that's the only

6 place rm getting that is hem their own documents. So I
7 don't intend to say that we were involved. I simply don't

8 know.
9
	

And we don't need to reach the metes of that
10 As interesting as that is, that was known before, and they

11 say That — that I haven't cited to the record and that

12 this wasn't raised in the mcrlion for a new that I did
13 bring with me here today — and it may not be pad of the

14 record M front of Your Honor, so I made copies — OM it

15 was definitely part of the record in this case, and this is

16 the reply brief from direct appeal.

17
	

May I approach?
18
	

THE COURT: Yes.
19
	

MR. OWENS: Directing Your Honors attention to
20 page 2, and rm going to quote pond it, and this a
21 document filed by David Sthieck on direct appeal. He says,

22 specific — quote, specifically part of the investigation

23 proceedings against Judge Borigiovaned involved a

24 manipulation of the random assitmment of cases so that
25 particular cases would hack to his department if the
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ce of the Distill Attorney were in 	 any aspect

this situation, then the representations put on the

cord during trial were inaccurate. Only an evidentiary

hearing done in the Iight of the information released with

the discovery in the Federal case can answer the questions

that have arisen.

So they have received dscovery in the Federal

case that helped them make an allegation that the State was

involved in the manipulation of a random assignient of

cases. There the exact same thing that the Federal Public

Defender is here saying today, that they have recently

received discovery in the Federal case that suggests the

State was Medved in the random manipulation of cases.

That allegation is ten years old, ten years old.

TheYve known about that It's the same old claim come up

gain. I also noted in the documents from the Federal

discovery provided to me by Mr, Anthorry that a chief judge

was involved, and we know from very recent history in this

case that only die chief judge has the pear to manipulate

the random assignment of cases.

And so in context — and I don't know. I wasn't

there, so this isn't testimony. But I can put two and two

together and — end — awl very easily see haw a chief

judge would be able to manipulate and put the case inherit

of Bonglovarmi.

I would also note that — that that was done in

December of 1994 that that case got tracked in front of

Judge Bongiovanni, Stew Bell did not take office until

January of 1995, a month later. To what extent he was

privy to the tracking of that case, I don't know. Bat he

took offioe month later. Hs almost — it is a year

later that the newspaper starts *ling reports about some

Federal investigation about Judge Bongkwanni in the middle

of this hial, a year knee

So I Cafl easly see how a prosecutor in court

could represent that he talked to Stew Bell and said that

the DA's office is not involved in any Federal

investigation. It we were involved with that manipulation

of the case and we had knowledge of it, it was a year

earlier.
And I don't limow that even on the facts as

they're alleged here that we would have any reason to

dicate that that case that we migte have helped through

the chief judge who would be the only one who had authority
to do that —of come, we are the only ones that can file

a case, so I can see how this might have come abed.

But why would we think that that necessarily was

the same Federal investigation that's being reported on a

year later in the newspaper? The Federal investigation was

extensive. This case in front of Bongiovanni was just one
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1
	

part of that case. There WaS a lot of facts, a lot or

2 details coming out on the case that they haven't shown that

3 we had any ineatvement in at all

4
	

What they /rave shown is that we filed a case and

5 before Stew Belt took office. It was apparenty at the

6 request of the Federal investigators, but they haven/

shown that we misrepresented things in Gout a year later

8 when we said were not involved in what's ping on now.

9 Here's This newspaper, Here's all this talk about

10 Bongioranni taking al sods of bribes in all sorts of

11 areas. They haven't shown that we've had any involvement

12 in that pad of the investigation that led to the charges

13 that arose in the middle of Mal.
14
	

All they've shown is exactly the same thing that

15 they alleged a decade ago, and here we are stil in the

16 same place we were a decade ago. They 'pent just sit back

17 and let this stew and then ten years later say, welt, now

18 we want to get to the bottom of II, now we want to put

19 Judge ea on the stand, now we want to put on the

20 prosecutor, now we want to find out who the chief judge was

21 and get to the bottom of all this That happened.

22
	

They haven't alleged anythtug here that isn't

23 consistent and can't be reconciled with an understanding of

24 how things transpired and the dates_ Arid what the facts

25 ultimately would show, I don't know, but its too late.

Its procedurally band.
They only get that under the guise of this Brady

claim, that we Withheld things from them. They had that in

1998. So their od cause and prejudice to overcome the
procedural bar and raise this now ten years later just

isn't there, Thafs my response on judicial bias.

The same goes for Dem Mason. Ifs been a

while since I've looked at the motian for new IAA. If
Ws not in there, then its in the opening brief on direct

appeal, les in the brief somewhere. I've read it If

the Court needs me — in fact, lefs see. I might have it

here in my notes when I last looked at this when the

defense knew that Bongiovanni — yeah, its in there.

That was the subject of the motion for new

trial. Bongicrvartni failed to disclose his buskess

relationship with Denny Mason's business partner, Vince

Spano, who was purportedly a member of the Buffalo La Cosa

Nostra gang. Thafs what was in the motion for new trial.

THE COURT: Not realty a gang.
MR. OWENS: Weil, whatever —
THE COURT: I've never heard of La Cosa Nostra

being referred to as a gang from what I understand,

MR. OWENS: All right But that was the subject

of the motion for a new trial, so that was in there.
Again, I would have to go back and look at it, and perhaps
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1
	

Your Honor will.
2
	

If there's any dispute of fact here, it's about
3 what the record shows or doesn't show. I'm suggesting
4 their allegations are belied by the record, that they
5 didn't have knowledge of this. That doesn't create a	 •
6
	

dispute of fact that has to be resolved necessarily in an
7 evidendaly hearing. We can show they knew these
8
	

allegations and that it's not a Brady violation, and
9 there's no goad cause to dive into it at this point
10
	

Ineffective assistance of post-conviction
11 counsel — well, ineffective assistance of trial counsel in
12 presenting mitigating evidence is their claim. They only
13 get there through the allegation that post-conviction
14 counsel was ineffective, and so - and then they jump right
15 into the merits.
16
	

Well, it's not that easy. Yes, you look at the
17 merits to get some insight about the prejudice, but you
18 still have to have this two-step process. You look at it
19 through the prism of these procedural bars. They have to

show that post-conviction counsel, David Schleck and Chris
21 Dram, were ineffective in failing to raise the

ineffectiveness of trial counsel. And it gets more
23 complicated.
24
	

Mr. Anthony can only raise ineffective
25 assistance of post-conviction counsel as geed cause. It's
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not every allegation of post-conviction counsel that errors
2 ' that amounts — that raises to good cause, It's only those

errors where We so egregious that if post-conviction
4 counsel had done things differently, they would have been
5 ' succes-sful, and the writ would have been granted, and Rippo
6 would have earned himself a new trial or a new penalty

7	 hearing. Only those errors in post-conviction counsel can
8 they raise now as having good cause,
9	 And now stepping into the shoes of Chris Orem
10 • and David Schieck, they could have only raised allegations
11 of ineffective assistance of trial counsel, Under
12 Strickland they would have to show that their performance
13 fell below an objective reasonable standard as of 1996 when
14 ' this trial occurred, not by today's standards, not by the
15 Federal Public Defender's standards.
16	 They have one or two capital cases per attorney
17 in their office. That's not the reality of practice here
18 in Clark County. We have attorneys that have multiple
19 cases. That doesn't make them per se ineffective just
20 because they didn't get around to doing some of the things
21 that the Federal Public Defender would have all their time
22 and money to focus on and do an entire workup.
23	 In 1966 we have to look at whet the state of
24 practice was here in Nevada, and then they —
25 post-conviction counsel David Schieck would have had to
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have shown that trial counsel was ineffective, fell below
2 an objective standard at the time, and that, once again,
3 the outcome would have been different, that trial counsel
4	 was so remiss in their duties in presenting mitigating
5	 evidence, that had they done things differently, again, the
6 outcome would have been different. The jury wouldn't have
7 voted on death.
8	 Again, I focus on the strength of the State's
9	 case in aggravation. There's very little in the way of

0 mitigation that's going to overcome that woman who came in
11 and testified that she had been sexually assaulted and
12 stunned with a stun gun and choked with a ligature and with
13 Rippo's hand; to the point of blacking out in the very same

14 way that these two women now that were the subject of the
15 murder, very similar except that the two women died and
16 there was no evidence of sexual assault with them.
17	 But hearing that woman bake the stand and
18 knowing that Rippo had done this before, that's the most
19 compelling evidence. There's very little in the way of
20 mitigation that's going to overcome that.
21	 And what do they have now here after 12 years of
22 new mitigation evidence that they say that David Schieck
23 should have gone and done and should have found out? Well,
24 we know that the trial attorneys did consult a psychologist
25 and a psychiatrist, apparently just not the right one. Now
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12 years later The Federal Public Defender has a new
expert

I would argue that is just not going to suffice
to reopen a case that's this old. You can always go to a
new expert and get a new opinion. You can always find some
expert somewhere, and I don't know how many experts they
consulted before they got the one that they put in this
petition.

The fact 1$ that trial counsel did consult a
psychologist and a psychiatrist. His only argument is that
they didn't have enough time. Again, we look at the
realities of trial practice in the Eighth Judicial District
Court in 1996 and attorneys that have a heavy case load,
the fact is they still got those reports done.

And the fact that some other psychologist now
would add something new? What actually does he have new?
I didn't actually hear. Maybe it was this

uropsychological impairment Again, is that — whatever
that is, whatever that means, is that going to be
substantial enough that that would have persuaded our jury
not to sentence Rippo to death?

He mentions sexual abuse. I think it was just
in regards to Rippo's sisters, not as to Rippe. rm not
sure how exactly that would be relevant and how that would
come out unless Rippo himself was the subject of some sort

ANGELA K. LEE, CCR #789 • 671-4436
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1
	

of sexual abuse that the jury didn't hear about
2
	

They're saying sexual abuse of Rippo's sisters.
3 They're just portraying the stepfather as a bad man. I
4 don't know that that's really mitigation evidence that
5 would have been that useful.
6
	

Physical abuse, locking him in a closet, that he
would perform positively in prison. Well I know that trial

8
	

counsel did elicit some of that information. Trial counsel
9 called James Cooper who was a vocational instructor,
10 laundry, thy cleaning, aid pressing at the prison, and he
11 was a prison minister at Jean, saying that Rippo had no
12 disciplinaries in prison, and he didn't get the prison
13 tattoo and would do just well in prison. That sounds like
14 the same sort of thing here. They would just use a
15 different expert to elicit the same testimony.
16
	

They called Robert Duncan who was Rippo's
17 stepfather saying that Rippe had jobs after his release
18 from prison, he overhauled engines at home, he never was a
19 problem. He had gidfriends. Probation officer only came
20 by once. He didn't get the help he needed in prison. The
21 mother was under medication. He elicited that kind of

information.
23
	

The defense — counsel at trial also called the
24 defendant's sister, Stacie Roterdan, who said the
25 stepfather did not encourage Rippo; that the father died;

1	 the stepfather, James Anzinni (phonetic) would gamble with
2 Rippo's allowance and paycheck; and he was always hard on
3 Rippe, would push him, and tell him fm was never going to
4 amount to nothing; that he loved us, but was very hard on
5 us; would degrade women in front of Rippo; that Stacie
6 Roterdan and her mother would visit Rippo in prison; Rippo
7 was good with children and made sure everyone had a good

Christmas.
9	 And then there was a letter from Carol Duncan.
10 That was Rippo's that was Rippo's mother. She agreed to
11 send Rippo to Spring Mountain, but he didn't get the help
12 that he needed. He wasn't there she wasn't there for
13 him when the husband was dying of cancer. That Rippo did
14 well in the prison environment
15	 Finally, Rippo gave an allocution saying that he
16 pled guilty to the prior sexual assault in order to spare
17 the victim and that he prays for the victims families.
18	 That's the substance of the case in ntitigation
19 that trial counsel did put on. It's riot that they put on
4 nothing at all, it's just that with 12 years and with the
21 resource of the Federal government, they have been able to
22 do more investigation.
23	 But what they haven't covered is either
24 cumulative or so minor In nature it's not going to overcome
25 the aggravating strength of the State's aggravating cases,
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'and on that basis I would urge you to deny that claim.
2	 THE COURT: Let me just ask you, and maybe It's
3 reiterating something that you've already talked about.
4	 This interplay between the distinction
5 between the issues of waiver or successive petitions under
6 34.810 and the requirement for good cause, that there be
7 some impediment external to the defense which prevented
8 their compliance or made it so that they couldn't raise
9 certain issues, it's not enough just to say or is it enough
10 just so say, well, post-conviction counsel the first time
11 around was ineffective so we can - we can reach these
12 issues again, and the issues that would prevent that
13 ordinarily under 34.810 don't apply.
14	 Do you understand my question?
15	 MR. OWENS: !think so. Yes, they're entitled
16 to effective assistance on post conviction.
17	 THE COURT: Right
18	 MR. OWENS; And I think the way that that's
19 reconciled with the law that says that there has to be an
20 impediment external to the defense. 'think that is the
21 fact that counsel was appointed under law. Therefore,
22 that's consistent, that post-conviclion counsel was the
23 stumbling block that prevented them from getting it because
24 counsel wasn't performing as the constitutionally mandated
25 tcounsel.
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1
	

THE COURT; Okay.
2
	

MR. OWENS: And they did get back here in a
a timely manner, and I don't think that — that following
4 first posecorrviction petition that them is a Per Sa

one-year time bar. That's the one year time bar under 7 -
6	 .726.
7
	

I have argued on occasion that at a minimum
a we're looking at at least you have — do you have any

claims against post-conviction counsel filed within one
year, otherwise it doesn't make sense, But I use that

11 simply as a guideline. The Nevada Supreme Court has never
12 come out and said there's one-year time bar following the
13 first post-conviction proceedings that you have to get back
14 in the State court. They say that you simply have to do so
15 without unreasonable delay.
16
	

And just because you might get back in State
17 court timely on one issue doesn't mean you get to
18 automatically jump into the shoes of first post-conviction
19 counsel and redo all of the first post-conviction
20 proceedings, an issue by issue process that we go through,
21 an analysis. Look at the merits of the claim and make a

decision about whether or not they've shown good cause and
23 prejudice to raise that particular claim based on
24 post-conviction counsel's errors in a successive petition.
25
	

Claim 14, Roper v. Simmons they say hwalidates
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the prior sexual assault, Thai's an inte•legal

argument I'm not aware of any mud anywhere that has

extended Roper v. Simmons to say that you can never use a

juvenile conviction in any context in a capital case as an

aggravator. That wasn't the holding M Roper. Roper v.

Simmons simply said that these who are mentally retarded

are less culpable; therefore, they're not subject to the

death penalty.

Now that's a huge leap to say that, well — I'm

sorry. It wasn't mental retardation, was it? It was

juveniles. Juveniles are less culpabte. Their brains

haven't fully developed; therefore, they're not subject to

the death penalty for murders that occur when they're a

juvenile.

They never topic that next step that says, well,

that prior convictions committed as a juvenile can't be

used as an aggravator. No court anywhere has held that

And in a SIJOUSSiVe petition this, oh, I don't think this

is the time to try to extend legal authority, if there's a

case on point that said that, then bring k, and then that

might be good cause to reexamine that aggravator. And then

maybe you wouldn't have been sentenced to death had we not

had that aggravator. But without that authority to

overcome the procedural bets that they have a novel legal

argumert, that's not grounds to overcome the procedural

bars.
Claim 2, the prosecutonal misconduct_

absolutely agree, Banks v. Dretke, that we have a duty to

disclose exculpatory evidence and to correct false

testimony. I haven't seen any false testimony that needs

correcting. I haven't seen any exculpatory evidence that

needs disclosing.

You know, that case with Tom Simms was a drug

case, and Jan Lukens was off spouting about how we were

going to habituate Tom Sims. All that may have done was

impress upon Tom Simms that he's not getting any deal out

of the State, we're going full bore on him.

The fad that we may not have actually filed a

beam! after the trial and had a drug case reduced to

gross misdemeanors is not inconsistent with the

negotiations that everyone else in the cornmeal)/ gels. We

simply don't have the time to go hard on drug cases.

The fact that John Lukens may have been

saying saying we're going fora life sentence, if

anything bolsters the fad that Simms dkIn't think he was

gating anything. He thought he was going away for life.

The reality is we can't babitealize somebody on a drug

case. Everyone knows that This was possession with

inbent to sell.
Again, the subsequent outcome in and of bet,
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1 the fact that the case was negotiated in a manner that is

2 not entirely intesnsistent or with what the charges were and

3 with what would be a normal negotiation is not any

4 indication of exculpatory evidence that needed to

5 ctisdosed.

6
	

They were zoom that he had cases. He was

7 aware — they were aware that he had cases negotiated.

8 They were aware that these witnesses had pending cases.

9 The fact that those pending cases were resolved in a

10 particular manner is not evidence of any sort of

11 inducement

12
	

In Goings — I think Torn Simmes case was

13 marijuana that was reduced down to the gross misdemeanor.

14 The Goings case was also drugs. He had two prior felony

15 convictions related to drug& On reeked the State asked

16 him about his then pending charges and whether he was

17 offered any deals in exchange for his testimony. None of

18 this changes the fact that these witnesses and the

19 prosecutors asked questions, and he witnesses said I

20 haven't been offered any.

21
	

The fact that their cases are la r dealt in

22 whatever manner that they're handled does not mean it

23 influenced their testimony. As far as they're aware,

24 they're not getting any deals. And as far as rve seen

25 with the negotiations that have happened, there was no
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outstanding great deal that any other criminal defendant

would not have otherwise gotten.

James lson arid David Levine, yes, I understand

that 12 years later they have some letters now that say

that wetlethe DA put us into a room and let us look at

discovery. I wasn't there. don't Icrew whetter that's
he or not Frankly ft doesn't matter. James !son and

David Levine have never recanted the fact in these teem

that Rippo confessed to them.
The dispute comes about whether Rippo showed

them the precise manner in which he strangled the two girls

to death, whether he actually did in fact wrap something

mould his arm and say this is howl strangled out tie

girls. That's what that letter is saying now, is that that

information wasted to him. I can't imagine That would be

true.
But we don't need to go there because he hasn't

changed even if he had changed, I wouldn't be saying we
need to have an evidentiary hearing, but he hasn't changed

his testimony. This is a snitch. We can't expect that all

snitches are going to and people with criminal records

in jail who overhear things are going to be consistent for

2030, , 40, years. feit the fact that 12 years later he

says part of his testimony was not entirely true doesn't

undermine the rest of his testimony that Rippo confessed to

JA011600
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2 And certainty without that I don't th ink they

3 have grounds to reopen that. They don't have the good

4 cause or the prejudice to show that the outcome would have

5 been different Even under the elle	 lid* that they're
making, even accepting them as true, James 'son would still

say that Rippo confessed to him the medlar, and he would

imply say to us I'm told how exactly he strangled them

out, but Rippo etill confessed to the murder.

Lethal injection, again, on Claim 22, the

Attorney General isrft part of this — this case right new,

The Attorney General represents the director of prisons.

The cfilector of prisons is net a named party in this case.

Through a post-conviction petition this Court doesn't have

any authority to direct the director of prisons to do Of

not do anything, lie's not part of this. And thats why a

post-conviction petition isn't the right procedure.

This only affects the judgment of convicton.

You can change whether or not he's sentenced to death by

lethal injection because that's in the judgment of

conviction, but you can't in this proceeding purport to

tell the director of prisons what procedure to do or not

do.

There is no execution eminent for Mr. Rpm. He

a years and years and years of appeals ahead of him, a nd
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the pretecoi that the prison undergoes is under revision in

light of A and B briefs. TheYre reexamining/tat MI the
time.

I don't — I'm not even sure what the protocol

is in effect now, if they've modified it since Ban v,

Rees. If they haven't, I'm sure theywill be, and by the

lime the next execution comes up, lb sure they will

probably raise a claim under the lethal injection, and

we'll see whet the protocol is at that lime. The issue

will be right, but the director of prisons will be in the

lawsuit. Its not right Ifs not property raised here.

I can't address for the Court Claim 12, this

victim impact and ;halos and the scrapbooks. That is one

of the claims I did not see as being a significant claim.

did not prepare on that other than what is already in our

briefs. I don't even remember the scrapbooks, and I would

have to submit that one to Your Honors discretion as

contained in our briefs.

Thanks.
THE COURT: All light. Anyttring else very

briefly just on the new issues he may have raised?

MR. ANTHONY: I'll by to be brief, Your Honor.

I think one point that's important to make, especially on

this judal bias issue, is that I hear a lot of I don't

know what happened, we don't know what happened, and
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1
	

think that's kind of the point, and I think ifs kind of

2 the reason why we would be seeking an evidentiary hearing.

3
	

But the repry brief that Mr. Owens provided to

4 the Court was an exhibit to the petition. The problem is,

5 is that these things only slowly leaked out of the news as

6 news reports happened about- the Federal investigation. But

7 these were news reports that were long after the trial, and

8 the problem is, is that all we have is this one isolated

9 sentence that doesn't have any index cite, and the Nevada

10 Supreme Court chose to make an adverse factual finding

11 based upon all of this other evidence that had come out in

12 the court below that we have subsequently shown is not

13 true.

14
	

And so basically their response of, well, we

15 don't realty know what happened, I think that really

16 bolsters the reason for having an evidentiary hearing

17 because its important that we know what the facts are

18 before we make a decision.

19
	

With this argument about Denny Mason, we also

20 indieled the melon for a new trial as an exhibit before

21 this Court. One piece of information that I think is

22 signfflcant is Exhibit 248 to the petition. That's

23 actually a trap and trace order that we recently discovered

24 just from dumb luck. That is a trap and trace order where

25 Ben Spano calls up Judge Bongiovannrs chambers, and he

1 obtains an OR release on behalf of Denny Mason, the same

2 person who's the victim witness in this case.
3
	

I would submit to the Court that this newly

4 discovered evidence puts the failure to disclose the

5 existence of Mr. Mason in an entirely d gferent fight

6 because if Judge Bongiovanni would have disclosed that he
7 knew Mason, he would have been incriminating himself on the

8 record in — with respect to the very Federal proceedings

9 that were pending against him.
10
	

Our argument, Your Honor, is that when you have

11 circumstances Ike that, the risk of bias is SG great that

12 there are certain circumstances where you can presume that

13 a judge is biased because the risk is too great because he
14 couldn't have been candid on the record without

15 incriminating himself in the Federal investigation. I

16 think that's a very important point, and it's based upon

17 newly discovered evidence.
18
	

As to the	 (try arguments, submit that to

19 the Court If the Court looks at all these coincidences, I

20 think there's one too many coincidences here just to blow

21 this off and to say that these dispositions were something

22 that occurred normally. If you look at them all together,

23 it shows that they were not done normally.

24
	

Very Welly on ineffective assistance of trial
25 counsel. He talked about the 1	 standards. Your Honor,
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THE COURT: Yeah, re date. No date.
MR OWENS: Well te notified by minute order or

something or—
THE COURT: We'll go off the record.

ATTE	 (rue, and accurate

re --
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those are the same standards were un 	 ..ay which are
the ABA model guidelines from 1989. They were applied in
Wiggins v, Smith which is a 2003 case be • e ease
That's — and now we got a 1'; case.

So the standards are the same. You got to do a
reasonab4e investigation. You can't start your sentencing
investigation two weeks before trial starts and expect
something comprehensive to turn up.

Mr. Owens argues that we're arguing that we
ahoted just get another expert I'm not arguing that I'm
saying that you should have suflitietely prepared the
experts you chose. rm not saying you go out and get ten
experts, just that you just need to pier:ere the ones that
you chose.

We talked abode* sexual abuse of the sisters.
have not alleged that Mr. Rippo was sexually abused by

Ns stepfather, but what I 	 Muted to the Court is
when you look at someone's social history, the fact that
something like that is ping on in the family is a
significant topic that's worthy of dismission by a
psychologist because you know that affects the dynamics of

family when some of the family members are being sexually
abused. So we would argue that that still is relevant
mititon evidence.

And one Fast point, Your Honor, and then Ill be
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finished. As to this Roper argument, the State has argued
that there's no supporting authority. We did have a chance
to cite to the Court in the petition some Federal cases
where the Federal cedes refused to adjudicate someone as a
habitual criminal because of priors that were committed
when they were a juventle.

What we're arguing is, is that that has even
more force when you're talking about the death penalty
because there's a lot more at stake in a death penalty case
than a habiteal crenate! adjudication. If those courts are
right where they say you can't adjudicate sarleffle as a
habitual criminal for conduct that occurred when they were
a juvenile, then certainly that that —that hotting should
carry over into the death penalty context, and I don't
think there's any tension — or any extension of new
authority just to say that tiers what the law is with
respect to Roper.

Thank you.
THE COURT: Other than whets been &tinkled as

essentially the opposition to the Slate's motion to dismiss
as well as the motion for leave to conduct discovery, there
wasn't anything else that you wanted to add on the right to

conduct discovery.
MR. ANTHONY: No.
THE COURT: Do you understand?
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MR, ANTHONY: I think —
THE COURT: I mean &Ore sort of derivative.

We can overcome some of these procedural bars by conducting
discovery. We'll figure what we want to do. But they're
kind of intertwined.

MR. ANTHONY: Our contention is that they're
related, and as this Court looks at the motion to dismiss
end as the Court looks at our motion for leave to conduct
rfiscovery, the Court can see where were going, what we're
looking for, and why that would establish prejudice. So we
would argue that those are interrelated.

THE COURT: All right I'm going to take the
matter under advisement ewe stand submitted at this
point

Are there upcoming dates on the Federal one?
MR. ANTHONY: We have a response due to the

Federal petition actually this week, but to be honest with
you, Your Honor, I imagine that the Nevada Attorney
Generale office might be seeking another extension.
That's just my guess. So we don't have anything imminent
coming up.

THE COURT: All right Thank you.
MR. ANTHONY: Thank you.
MR. OWENS: Thanks, Judge.

e's just under advisement then, no date?
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CRIMINAL COURT MINUTES

92-C-106784-C STATR OF NRVADA	 vs Rippo, Michael II 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE: 059

10/27/08 08:00 AM 00 MINUTE ORDER RE: DESISION: STATE'S MTN
TO DISMISS & DEFT'S MTN FOR DISCOVERY

HEARD BY: David Wall, Judge; Dept. 20

OFFICERS: Carol Foley, Court Clerk

PARTIES: NO PARTIES PRESENT

This matter having come before the Court on September 22, 2008, on the
State's Motion to Dismiss and Michael Rippo's Motion for Leave to Conduct
Discovery, Steven Owens. Esq., appearing on behalf of the State, and David
Anthony, Esq., appearing on behalf of Mr.. Rippo, his presence having been
waived, and the Court having heard argument and having taken the matter
under advisement, hereby finds as follows:

Mr. Rippo's instant Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus, filed January 15,
2008, is procedurally time-barred under NRS 34.276, which requires dismissal
absent good cause for the delay and a showing of prejudice. Additionally,
for certain claims, the petition is barred by NRS 34.810(2) as a successive
petition, addressing issues previously raised on direct appeal or in prior
post-conviction proceedings (or an appeal therefrom) and/or address issues
for which the controlling law of the case has been determined previously
(claims 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19 & 21).

The Court finds certain claims are barred under NRS 34.810(1)(b) as
successive as the issues could have been raised on direct appeal or in a
prior petition for post-conviction relief or an appeal therefrom (claims 2,
4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 14, 18, & 20). The Court finds that Mr. Rippo has failed
to establish good cause for failing to present these claims in any earlier
proceeding, and has failed to establish actual prejudice.

Further, the Court finds that certain issues raised by Mr. Rippo are not
cognizable in this post-conviction petition (claim 22).

Based on the foregoing, the State's Motion to Dismiss the Petition is hereby
GRANTED. Mr. Rippo's Motion for Leave to Conduct Discovery is DENIED as
moot. Counsel for the State is directed to prepare the appropriate Findings
of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order consistent with the foregoing.

CLERK'S NOTE: A copy of this minute order to be placed in the attorney
folder(s) of Mr. Owens and	 Anthony.

PRINT DATE: 10/27/08	 PAGE: 060 MINUTES DATE: 10127/08

PM.*
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DAVID ROGER
Clark County District Attorney
Nevada Bar #002781
STEVEN S. OWENS
Chief Dqauty District Attorney
Nevada Bar #004352
200 Lewis Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155-2212
(702) 671-2500
Attorney for Plaintiff

DISTRICT COURT
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

STATE OF NEVADA,

Plaintiff,
CASE NO:	 CI06784

DEPT NO:	 XX
MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,
#0619119

Defendant.

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND ORDER

DATE OF HEARING: 9/22/08
TIME OF HEARING: 8:30 A.M.

THIS CAUSE having come on for hearing before the Honorable DAVID T. WALL,

District Judge, on the 22"1 day of September, 2008, on the State's Motion to Dismiss and

Michael Damon Rippo's Motion for Leave to Conduct Discovery, STEVEN S. OWENS,

ESQ., appearing on behalf of the State, and DAVID ANTHONY, ESQ., appearing on behalf

of Mr. Rippo, his presence having been waived, and the Court having heard argument and

having taken the matter under advisement, hereby finds as follows:

FINDIDIGS  OF FACT

Mr. Ritypo's instant Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus, filed January 15, 2008,

procedurally time-barred under NRS 34.726, which requires dismissal absent good cause for

the delay and a showing of prejudice. Additionally, for certain claims, the petition is barred

by NRS 34.810(2) as a successive petition, addressing issues previously raised on direct
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appeal or in prior post-conviction proceedings (or an appeal therefrom) and/or address issues

for which the controlling law of the case has been determined previously (claims 1, 2, 3, 5, 7,

9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19 & 21).

The Court finds certain claims are barred under NRS 34.810(1)(b) as successive as

the issues could have been raised on direct appeal or in a prior petition for post-conviction

relief or an appeal therefrom (claims 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 14, 18, & 20). The Court finds that

Mr. Rippo has failed to establish good cause for failing to present these claims in any earlier

proceeding, and has failed to establish actual prejudice.

Further, the Court finds that certain issues raised by Mr. Rippo are not cognizable in

this post-conviction petition (claim 22).

The record shows that more than a decade ago, Rippo's trial counsel knew and

alleged that the State was involved in the Federal sting operation by indicting Terry Salem

and manipulating the random assignment of the case and also that Bonsiovanni failed to

disclose a prior relationship with witness Denny Mason who was the business partner of

reputed Buffalo mob associate Ben Spano. Accordingly, neither Brady nor ineffectiveness

of post-conviction counsel constitutes good cause for re-arguing these ten-yeas old facts in a

successive petition.

The record shows that Rippo's trial counsel was well aware that several witnesses had

past or pending criminal cases against them and cross-examined regarding continuances,

quashed bench warrants, and future benefits. Twelve years later, the various dispositions of

such collateral cases are not new evidence of undisclosed inducements, but are consistent

with the trial testimony that no benefits were given and that such cases would rise or fall on

their own merit.

The State has never suppressed such case dispositions (which are a matter of public

record), they are not favorable to the defense as either exculpatory or impeaching, and none

of the allegations are material so as to undermine confidence in the verdict. None of the

jailhouse informants have recanted their testimony that Rippo confessed to the murders.

Accordingly, neither Brady nor ineffectiveness of post-conviction counsel constitutes good
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cause for re-raising these claims where no new material facts are alleged and there is no

2 reasonable probability of a different conviction or sentence for Rippo.

3
	

The Nevada Supreme Court's conclusion that the "evidence in mitigation was not

4 particularly compelling" remains unaltered even in light of the additional mitigation

witnesses and evidence now alleged by the defense. The "new" family history evidence is

6 cumulative to what was already presented. Recent psychological testing fails to reveal any

7
	

ignificant or persuasive diagnosis that would have compelled a verdict less than death.

8
	

'yen the strength of the State's case in aggravation which included the tortuous

9 strangulation of two young women and Rippo's prior conviction for sexual assault, nothing

10 new in mitigation alleged by the defense would have had a reasonable probability of altering

11
	

the outcome of the case,

12
	

Any alleged intervening case authority fails to establish new grounds that were

13 previously unavailable to Rippe, has no application to this case, or does not stand for the

14 proposition alleged. Accordingly, intervening case authority does not provide good cause

15
	

for the instant petition.

16
	

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

17
	

"Application of the statutory procedural default rules to post-conviction habeas

18 petitions is mandatory." State v. Eighth Judicial Dist. Court, 121 Nev. 225, 112 P.3d 1070,

19
	

1074 (2005). Post-conviction habeas petitions that are filed several years after conviction

20 unreasonably burden the criminal justice system. 1_41, "The necessity for a workable system

21
	

dictates that there must exist a time when a criminal conviction is final." Id.

22
	

Under the mandatory provisions of NRS 34.726(1), absent a showing of good cause

23
	

and prejudice, a defendant must file a petition that challenges the validity of a judgment or

24 sentence within one year after entry of the judgment or if an appeal has been taken from the

25 judgment, within one year after the Nevada. Supreme Court issues its Remittitur.

26
	

NRS 34.810(2) requires dismissal of claims which could have been raised in earlier

27 proceedings or which were raised in a prior petition or proceeding and determined on the

28 merits unless the Court finds both good cause for failure to bring such issues previously and

PAWPDXSTIRDRWORDRN.202\20207706.dec
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actual prejudice to the defendant.

Once the State raises procedural grounds for dismissal, the burden then falls on the

defendant "to show that good cause exists for his failure to raise any grounds in an earlier

petition and that he will suffer actual prejudice if the grounds are not considered?' Phelps v. 

Dir. of Prisons, 104 Nev. 656, 659, 764 Pld 1303, 1305 (1988). To find good cause there

must be a "substantial reasi on; one that affords a legal excuse." Hathaway v. State, 119 Nev,
1

248, 252, 71 P.3d 503, 506 (2003).

To establish good cause, a defendant must demonstrate that some impediment

external to the defense prevented compliance with the mandated statutory default rules.

Lozada v. State, 110 Nev. 349, 353, 871 P.2d 944, 946 (1994). Even legitimate Bract

claims are procedurally barred when the basis for the claim was known and it was either not

brought in an earlier proceeding or within an applicable time bar. Hutchison v. Bell i, 303

F.3d 720(6" Cir. 2002).

Where an issue has already been decided on the merits by the Nevada Supreme Court,

e Court's ruling is law of the case, and the issue will not be revisited. Pellegrini v. State,

7 Nev. 860, 888, 34 P.3d. 519, 538 (2001) (holding "rulnder the law of the case doctrine,

issues previously determined by this court on appeal may not be reargued as a basis for

habeas relief"); Valerie v. State, 112 Nev. 383, 386, 915 P.24 874, 876 (1996). The law of a

first appeal is the law of the case in all later appeals in which the facts are substantially the

same; this doctrine cannot be avoided by more detailed and precisely focused argument.

Hall v. State, 91 Nev. 314, 315, 535 P.2d 797, 798 (1975). While law of the case may not

apply where the facts are substantially different, law of the case "cannot be avoided by a

more detailed and precisely focused argument subsequently made after reflection upon the

previous proceedings. Hogan v. State, 109 Nev. 952, 959, 860 P.24 710, 715 (1993).

In order to assert a claim for ineffective assistance of counsel, Defendant must prove

that he was denied "reasonably effective assistance" of counsel by satisfying the two-prong

test of Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 686-687, 104 S.Ct. 2052 (1984); Ennis V.

State, 122 Nev. 694, 137 P,3d 1095, 1102 (2006). Under this test, Defendant must show: (1)
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that his counsel's representation fell below an objective standard of reasonableness; and (2)

2
	

that but for counsel's errors, there is a reasonable probability that the result of the

proceedings would have been different. Strickland, 466 U.S. at 687-688 and 694, 104 S.Ct.

4 at 2064; Warden Nevada State Prison y. Lyons, 100 Nev. 430, 432, 683 P.2d 504, 505

(1984) (adopting Stickle, d two-part test in Nevada).

6

	

	
A defendant seeking post-conviction relief is not entitled to an evidentiary hearing on

factual allegations belied or repelled by the record. Hargrove v. State, 100 Nev 498, 502,

8 686 13 2d 222, 225 (1984). Claims asserted in a petition for post-conviction relief must be

9 supported with specific factual allegations, which if true, would entitle the petitioner to

10
	

relief. Id.

11
	

In nissn v. Campbell,541 U.S. 637 (2004), the Court concluded that the appropriate

12 vehicle for a prisoner to challenge a particular lethal injection procedure was an action under

13 42 U.S.C. §1983, stating "a particular means of effectuating a sentence of death does not

14
	

directly call into question the 'fact' or 'validity' of the sentence itself' because by altering

15 the procedure, the state could go forward with the execution. age also, Hill v. McDonough,

16
	

547 U.S. 573, 126 S.Ct. 2096 (2006).

17
	

Although 5harma applies to cases that became final before Sharma was decided in

18 2002, it does so not because it is a retroactive "new rule" but because it was held to be a

19 "clarification" of the law. Mitchell v. Stag, 122 Nev. 1269, 149 P.3d 33 (2006). The

20 distinction is critical because as a clarification of law, the basis for the claim was always

21
	

available to Rippo and is now procedurally barred.

22
	

Although Polk v. Sandoval was published in 2007, the basis for the 9 III Circuit's ruling

23 was not new law but was Federal precedent decided decades earlier and which has always

24 been available to Rippo. folk v. Sandoval, 503 F.3d 903 (9 th Cir. 2007). The Polk decision

25 does not address retroactivity of Byford and the law of the case remains that Nevada's

26 change in the premeditation/deliberation instruction has only prospective application.

27 Gamer v. State, 116 Nev. 770, 6 P.3d 1013 (2000). Furthermore, because of Rippo's

28 conviction under a felony-murder theory, any error would be held harmless. Bridges v.

PAWPDOCSORDRtFORDR1262‘2020n0641oc
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was not a death penalty case and it held only that "any fact

t increases the penalty for a crime beyond the statutory maximum must be submitted to a

jury and proved beyond a reasonable doubt." Blakely v. Washington, 542 U.S. 296, 124

SQ. 2531 (2004). In so holding, Blakely, simply repeated the holding of a well-known case

decided our years earlier. A v c , 530 U.S. 466, 120 S.Ct 2348 (2000).

Blakely does not support Defendant's position and neither alakely nor Appendi are timely

raised four and eight years, respectively, after they became law.

Only after a petition survives a motion to dismiss and claims are found warranting an

evidentiary hearing may a party invoke discovery to the extent "good cause" is shown. NRS

34,780. Federal courts do not allow prisoners to use federal discovery for fishing

expeditions to investigate mere speculation. Calderon v. United States District Court for the

Northern District of Califernia, 98 F.3d 1102, 1106 (1996). Only where specific allegations

before the court show reason to believe that the petitioner may, if the facts are fully

developed, be able to demonstrate that he is entitled to relief, is the court under a duty to

provide the necessary facilities and procedures for an adequate inquiry. McDaniel v. United

States District Court For the District of Nevada, 127 F.3d 886, 888 (1997).

////

/Hi

////

////

////

////
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State, 116 Nev. 752, 6 F.3d 1000, 1008 (2000).

The validity of a prior conviction used for sentence enhancement may not be

collaterally attacked in a subsequent offense. Ske e.g., U.S. v. Martinez-Martinez 295 F.3d

1041 (9th Cir. 2002). Neither Ropee v. Simmons nor U.S. v. Naylor hold that a prior juvenile

crime of violence may not be used as an aggravating circumstance for a murder committed

after the age of 18,

akel W
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ORDER

2	 Based on the foregoing, the State's Motion to Dismiss the Petition is hereby

GRANTED. Mr. Rippo's Motion for Leave to Conduct Discovery is DENIED as moot

4	 DATED this 	 day of November, 2008.
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DISTRICT COURT,

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO
	

Case No. C106784

Petitioner,	 Dept Na. XX

vs.

F.K. McDANIEL, et al.

Respondents.

OBJECTION TO PROPOSED ORDER

Petitioner Michael Damon Rippo hereby objects to the proposed Findings or Fact,

Conclusions of Law, and Order prepared by the State in connection with this Court's order

dismissing Mr. Rippo's petition for writ of habeas corpus. This objection is made arid based upon

the transcript of the argument on the State's motion to dismiss, this Court's minute order, dated

October 27, 2008, the State's proposed order, and the entire tile herein.

Respectfully submitted this 21' day of November, 2008.

MANNY A. FORSMAN
Federal Public Defender

David Anthony,
Assistant Federal Public Defender
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1.	 Introduction 

On October 27, 2008, this Court issued a minute order denying Mr. Rippo's petition for writ

of habeas corpus in its entirety and denying his discovery motion without an evidentiary hearing.

Ex. 1. On November 17, 2008, the State provided Mr. Rippo with a copy of its proposed Findings

of Fact, Conclusion of Law and Order, Ex. 2, which it intends to provide to the Court. Pursuant to

Byford V. State, 124 Nev. 67, 156 P.3d 691, 691 (2007) (citing NCTC Canon 3B(7)), Mr. Rippo

hereby submits the following objections to the proposed order submitted by the State. Cf. Tener v. 

Babcock, 97 Nev. 369, 369, 632 P.2d 1140, 1140 (1981) (rehearing and reconsideration permitted

before entry of order).

IL	 Argument

A.	 The Proposed Order's Finding that Post-Conviction Cou se w	 t v
lrreconcilably Inconsistent with the Finding that the Claimsin Mr Rippo's Petition
Could Have Been Raised in the First Post-Conviction Proceedin

Mr. Rippo objects to the State's proposed order on the ground that this Court's finding that

he cannot demonstrate good cause contradicts its finding that first post-conviction counsel could

have raised the issues contained in the instant petition. The State's proposed order contains the

following language from this Court's minute order, see Ex. 1, dated October 27, 2008:

The Court finds that certain claims are barred under NRS 34,810(1)(b)
successive as the issues could have been raised on direct appeal or in a prior petition
for post-conviction relief or on appeal therefrom (claims 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 14, 18 84
20). The Court finds that Mr. Rippo has failed to establish good cause for failing to
present these claims in any earlier proceeding, and has failed to establish actual
prejudice.

Ex. 2, at 2.' This Court's finding that the above listed claims "could have been raised" "in a prior

petition for post-conviction relief' is irreconcilably inconsistent with its subsequent finding that "M

Rippo has failed to establish good cause for failing to present these claims in an earlier proceeding."

The State's proposed order also contains a finding that the basis for the claim under
Mitchell v. State, 122 Nev. 1269, 149 P.3d 33 (2006)1 was always available to Rippo and is now
procedurally barred." Ex. 2, at 5 (lines 20-21). However, this finding supports Mr. Rippo's
contention that first post-conviction counsel was ineffective in failing to raise a claim that direct
appeal counsel was ineffective in failing to challenge the aiding and abetting instruction, as well as
a substantive challenge to the instruction itself based on controlling authority that was available to
post-conviction counsel. Sa Sharma v. State, 118 Nev. 648, 56 P.3d 868 (2002).
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It is unclear fmm this Court's minute order whether it gave any consideration at all to Mr.

	

2
	

ippo's claim of ineffective assistance of post-conviction counsel; however, assuming that it did as

required by the law, this Court cannot conclude that (1) counsel's performance was not deficient

4 when (2) he could have raised the issues listed above but failed to do so. When the State argued at

5 the hearing that Mr. Rippo's allegations of ineffective assistance of trial counsel "should have been

6 raised in the first post-conviction," Ex. 3, at 10, Mr. Rippo explained that "that's exactly our

7 argument, it could have been raised previously, and it would have been raised previously if Mr.

8 Rippo would have received effective assistance from his post-conviction attorney." a at 26. The

9 State acknowledged at the hearing that "the law says that there has to be an impediment external to

10 the defense. I think that is the fact that counsel was appointed under the law. Therefore, that's

1 consistent, that post-conviction counsel was the stumbling block that prevented them from getting

12 it because counsel wasn't performing as the constitutionally mandated counsel." Id. at 52.

3 Therefore, as the State itself acknowledged at the hearing, by showing that post-conviction counsel's
14 performance was deficient, Mr. Rippo can show good cause to overcome the state procedural default

5 rules.

	

16	
The hearing transcript establishes that there was never any dispute that post-conviction

17 counsel's performance was deficient since he never attempted any investigation of facts outside of

8 the record on direct appeal and failed to even include relevant citations to the trial record and to
19

attach any exhibits to the petition. As Mr. Rippo explained at the hearing, there was no dispute (1)
20

that Mr. Rippo was entitled to effective assistance of post-conviction counsel, (2) that his allegations
21

of ineffective assistance of post-conviction counsel were raised in a timely manner, and (3) that
22

counsel was ineffective for failing to conduct any pretense of an investigation in Mr. Rippo's case.
23

See Ex. 3, at 16-18. As Mr. Rippo argued at the hearing, there was no dispute as to whether post
24

conviction counsel's performance was deficient, the only point of contention was whether he
25

suffered prejudice from counsel's ineffectiveness:
26

	

27	 performance was deficient, and this is an issue again where the State hasn't proffered
The next issue that needs to be resolved is whether post-conviction counsel's

any contrary argument on this point.
28

3
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2

Our argument is this: That first post-conviction counsel was ineffective
because he billed to basically do any research outside of the record on direct appeal.

So what we're left with, Your Honor, is that we're left with whether or not9	 Mr. Rippo was prejudiced from post-conviction counsel's ineffectiveness, and what
that takes us back to is that takes us to the merits of the claims themselves because10	 if we can show that the claims have merit, we can — we can in essence step into post-
conviction counsel's shoes, and we can litigate the issues that he would have litigated1	 if he would have performed effectively.

12 And my understanding from the way the State has argued this particular case
13	 is we look to the merits of the claims in the petition to see whether or not we can

overcome the procedural bars, and that's why we're talking about the merits.
14

Ex. 3, at 17-19. The remaining arguments by the parties focused exclusively on whether Mr. Rippo
15

could show that his claims had merit in order to establish prejudice to overcome the state procedural
16

default rules.
17

Assuming that this Court applied controlling law and actually considered Mr. Rippo's
18

allegations of ineffective assistance of post-conviction counsel, see, 	 Crump v, Warden, 113
19

Nev. 293, 304-05, 934 P.2d 247, 253-54 (1997), this Court cannot conclude both that Mr. Rippo's
ao

claims (1) could have been raised in the first post-conviction proceeding, but that (2) he cannot show
21

deficient performance by counsel in order to establish good cause. Mr. Rippo recognizes that this

Court need not address the issue of post-conviction counsel's deficient performance i lit concludes
23

as a matter of law that he suffered no resulting prejudice. See Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S.
24

668, 697 (1984) ("If it is easier to dispose of an ineffectiveness claim on the pound of lack of
25

sufficient prejudice, which we expect will often be so, that course should be followed."). Given that
26

the only dispute between the parties concerned the issue ofprejudice, see generally Ex. 3, this Court
27

cannot conclude in the procedural posture of a motion to dismiss that post-conviction counsel was
28

4

As the Court is aware, post-conviction proceedings, the whole purpose for
3 having them is to have investigation that goes outside of the record on direct appeal,

to look for issues of potential Brady violations, or any other constitutional issues you
can't tell from the record itself. And that's where we submit that counsel was
deficient. Counsel didn't do any investigation. Counsel didn't attach any exhibits

5	 to their petition.

6	 We allege that by failing to do any sort of investigation, that counsel was

deficient, and I don't think that the State has posed any contrary arguments to say that
7	 there's a strategy in not doing any investigation, and I don't think they could make

that argument with a straight face.
8
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effective, particularly because counsel can never have a strategic justification for failing to conduct

2 any investigation at all. See Silva v. Woodford, 279 F.3d 825, 846-47 (9th Cir. 2002); Correll v. 

Ryan, 465 F.3d 1006, 1015-16 (9th Cir. 2006) ("An uninformed strategy is not a reasoned strategy.

4 It is, in fact, no strategy."). Mr. Rippo therefore requests that this Court delete the language front

5 the proposed order finding that he cannot establish good cause when the uneontradicted evidence

6 in the record establishes that post-conviction counsel's performance was deficient,

B.

	

	 Mr, Rippe Objects to the Language in the Proposed Order Which is Based Upon
Misstatements of Facts and Law

Pages two through six of the State's proposed order contain findings which are not contained

in this Court's minute order. These findings appear to be lifted from State's reply to the motion to

dismiss, and they must be scrutinized by this Court to determine whether they reflect the Court's

actual intent. Mr. Rippo specifically objects to the following language contained in the proposed

der:

1 Mr. Rippo objects to the proposed finding that trial counsel were aware of the State's

involvement in the sting operation of Judge Bongiovanni, Ex, 2, at 2 (lines 11-17), because this

finding constitutes a clear misstatement of the pertinent facts in the record. This language is derived

from the State's reply to the motion to dismiss, See Reply at 2. At the hearing on the motion, Mr.

Rippo specifically took issue with the State's assertion that trial counsel were aware of the State's

role in the federal investigation. See Ex. 3, at 22-24, 59-60. Mr. Rippo pointed out that this

assertion was repelled by the record which demonstrates that trial counsel had no knowledge of the

State's involvement, and that trial counsel were actively misled by both the State and the trial court

on this issue. See 2/5/96 TT at 4-11. Because this Court refused to authorize discovery or an

evidentiary hearing to resolve any purported disputed issues of fact, this Court cannot conclude on

the current record that trial counsel were aware of the State's involvement in the investigation of the

trial judge when the record shows the exact opposite. Mr. Rippe theretbre requests that this Court

delete the language in the proposed order which is based upon a misstatement of the facts.

JA011616



2.	 Mr. Rippo objects to the language in the proposed order that It lhe validity of a prior

2 conviction usi..xl for a sentence enhancement may not be collaterally attacked in a subsequent

3	 Tense." Ex. 2, at 6 (lines 2-6). This language is not contained in any of the prior pleadings or in

4 this Court's minute order. This statement is contrary to controlling state law which provides that "a

5 defendant must be allowed to challenge the constitutional sufficiency of a prior judgment of

6 conviction in any proceeding where that judgment is offered for enhancement purposes." Dressler

7 v. State, 107 Nev. 686, 692, 819 P.2d 1288, 1292 (1991). 2 The case cited by the State, United States

8 v. Martin	 , 295 F.3d 1041 (9th Cir. 2002), is based upon Custis v. United States, 511 U.S.

9 485 (1994), and Custis has been expressly rejected by the Nevada Supreme Court:

10	 the State argues that review of [the defendant's] prior convictions should be limited
in light of the United States Supreme Court's decision in Custis v. United States, 511

1 U.S. 485, 114 S.Ct. 1732, 128 L.Ed.2d 517 (1994). However, we decline this
opportunity to adopt such a strict rule limiting collateral attacks and note that we are
not bound by the Custis decision as it involved a federal sentencing law not at issue
here and merely establishes the floor for federal constitutional purposes as to when13	 collateral attacks of prior convictions may be prohibited,

14 Paschall v. State, 116 Nev. 911, 913 n,2, 8 P.3d 851, 852 n.2 (2000). Mr. Rippo therefore requests

16

18

19

20
/1/

22
/1/

27	 2See also Dressler, 107 Nev. at 694 n.3, 819 P.2d at 1293 n.3 ("a defendant must be
afforded an opportunity in any proceeding in which a prior judgment of conviction is offered for

28 enhancement purposes to challenge the constitutional validity of the prior conviction.").

6

15 that this Court delete the above language from the proposed order as contrary to controlling law.

17

23

24

26
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III.	 Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, Mr. Rippo respectfully requests that this Court delete the language

discussed above from the State's proposed order. Given the arguments and the positions of the

parties at the hearing, this Court's denial of Mr. Rippo's petition must necessarily have been based

upon an absence of a showing of prejudice to overcome the procedural default bars, and not based

upon a finding that post-conviction counsel was effective. Mr. Rippo further requests that this Court

delete the misstatements of fact and law discussed above from the proposed order.

DATED this 21 day of November, 2008.

FRANNY A. FORSMAN
Federal Public Defender

By	
David Anthony,
Assistant Federal Public Defender

Attorney for Petitioner
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David Roger, Clark County District Attorney
Regional Justice Center
200 Lewis Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

In accordance with Rule 5(b) of the Nevada Rules ofCivil Procedure, the undersigned hereby

certifies that on the 21' day of November, 2008, a true and correct copy of the tbregoing

OBJECTION TO PROPOSED ORDER was deposited in the United States mail, first class

postage prepaid, addressed to counsel as follows:

Catherine Cortez Masto
Attorney General
Heather Procter
Deputy Attorney General
Criminal Justice Division
100 North Carson Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701-4717

Employee of the Fera1Public Defender

8
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INUTES DATE: 0/27/08

PAGE: 060	 MINUTES DATE: 10/27/08

CRIMINAL COURT MINUTES

92-C-106784-C STATE OF NEvADA 	 vs gippe, MichRe1 4 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE: 059

10/27/08 08:00 AM 00 MINUTE ORDER RE: DESISION: STATE'S MTN
TO DISMISS & DEFT'S MTN FOR DISCOVERY

HEARD BY: David Wall, Judge; Dept. 20

OFFICERS: Carol Foley, Court Clerk

PARTIES: NO PARTIES PRESENT

This matter having come before the Court on September 22, 2008, on the
State's Motion to Dismiss and Michael Rippo's Motion for Leave to Conduct
Discovery, Steven Owens. Esq., appearing on behalf of the State, and David
Anthony, Esq., appearing on behalf of Mr,. Rippo, his presence having been
waived, and the Court having heard argument and having taken the matter
under advisement, hereby finds as follows:

Mr. Rippo's instant Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus, filed January 15,
2008, is procedurally time-barred under NRS 34.276, which requires dismissal
absent good cause for the delay and a showing of prejudice. Additionally,
for certain claims, the petition is barred by NRS 34.810(2) as a successive
petition, addressing issues previously raised on direct appeal or in prior
post-conviction proceedings or an appeal therefrom) and/or address issues
for which the controlling law of the case has been determined previously
(claims 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19 & 21).

The Court finds certain claims are barred under NRS 34.810(1)(b) as
successive as the issues could have been raised on direct appeal or in a
prior petition for post-conviction relief or an appeal therefrom (claims 2,
4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 14, 18, & 20). The Court finds that Mr. Rippe has failed
to establish good cause for failing to present these claims in any earlier
proceeding, and has failed to establish actual prejudice.

Further, the Court finds that certain issues raised by Mr. Rippo are not
cognizable in this post-conviction petition (claim 22).

Based on the foregoing, the State's Motion to Dismiss the Petition is hereby
GRANTED. Mr. Rippo's Motion for Leave to Conduct Discovery is DENIED as
moot. Counsel for the State is directed to prepare the appropriate Findings
of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order consistent with the foregoing.

CLERK'S NOTE: A copy of this minute order to be placed in the attorney
folder(s) of Mr. Owens and Me:: Anthony,

PRINT DATE: 10/27/08	 PAGE: 060
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ORDR
DAVID ROGER
Clark County District Attorney
Nevada Bar #002781
STEVEN S. OWENS
Chief Deputy District Attorney
Nevada Bar #004352
200 Lewis Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155-2212
(702) 671-2500
Attorney for Plaintiff

DISTRICT COURT
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

THE STATE OF NEVADA,

CASE NO:	 C106784

DEPT NO:	 KX
MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,
#0619119

Defendant.

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND ORDER

DATE OF HEARING: 9/22/08
TIEVIE OF HEARING: 8:30 A.M.

THIS CAUSE having come on for hearing before the Honorable DAVID T. WALL,

District Judge, on the 22"d day of September, 2008, on the State's Motion to Dismiss and

Michael Daman Rippo's Motion for Leave to Conduct Discovery, STEVEN S. OWENS,

ESQ., appearing on behalf of the State, and DAVID ANTHONY, ESQ., appearing on behalf

of Mr. Pippo, his presence having been waived, and the Court having heard argument and

having taken the matter under advisement, hereby finds as follows:

FINDINGS OF FACT

Mr. Rippo's instant Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus, filed January 15, 200

procedurally time-barred under MRS 34.726, which requires dismissal absent good cause for

the delay and a showing of prejudice. Additionally, for certain claims, the petition is barred

by NRS 34.810(2) as a successive petition, addressing issues previously raised on direct

PAverPDOCS \ORDWORDM202,20207706.doc
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appeal or in prior post-conviction proceedings (or an appeal therefrom) and/or address issues

for which the controlling law of the case has been determined previously (claims 1, 2, 3, 5, 7,

9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19 & 21).

The Court finds certain claims are barred under NRS 34.810(1)(b) as successive as

the issues could have been raised on direct appeal or in a prior petition for post-conviction

relief or an appeal therefrom (claims 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 14, 18, & 20). The Court finds that

Mr. Rippo has failed to establish good cause for failing to present these claims in any earlier

proceeding, and has failed to establish actual prejudice.

Further, the Court finds that certain issues raised by Mr. Rippo are not cognizable in

this post-conviction petition (claim 22).

The record shows that more than a decade ago, Rippo's trial counsel knew and

alleged that the State was involved in the Federal sting operation by indicting Terry Salem

and manipulating the random assignment of the case and also that Bongiovarmi failed to

disclose a prior relationship with witness Denny Mason who was the business partner of

reputed Buffalo mob associate Ben Spano. Accordingly, neither Bradl nor ineffectiveness

of post-conviction counsel constitutes good cause for re-arguing these ten-year old facts in a

successive petition.

The record shows that Rippo's trial counsel was well aware that several witnesses had

past or pending criminal cases against them and cross-examined regarding continuances,

quashed bench warrants, and future benefits. Twelve years later, the various dispositions of

such collateral cases are not new evidence of undisclosed inducements, but are consistent

with the trial testimony that no benefits were given and that such cases would rise or fall on

their own merit.

The State has never suppressed such ease dispositions (which are a matter of public

record), they are not favorable to the defense as either exculpatory or impeaching, and none

of the allegations are material so as to undermine confidence in the verdict. None of the

jailhouse informants have recanted their testimony that Rippo confessed to the murders.

Accordingly, neither Brady nor ineffectiveness of post-conviction counsel constitutes good

2	 PAWPDOCSIORMFORIMZ02120207706.6x
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	1
	

cause for re-raising these claims where no new material facts are alleged and there is no

	

2
	

able probability of a different conviction or sentence for Rippo.

	

3
	

The Nevada Supreme Court's conclusion that the "evidence in mitigation was not

4 particularly compelling" remains unaltered even in light of the additional mitigation

5 witnesses and evidence now alleged by the defense. The "new" family history evidence is

6 cumulative to what was already presented. Recent psychological testing fails to reveal any

significant or persuasive diagnosis that would have compelled a verdict less than death.

8 Given the strength of the State's case in aggravation which included the tortuous

9 strangulation of two young women and Rippo's prior conviction for sexual assault, nothing

	

10
	

ew in mitigation alleged by the defense would have had a reasonable probability of altering

	

11
	

the outcome of the case.

	

12
	

Any alleged intervening case authority fails to establish new grounds that were

	

13
	

previously unavailable to Rippo, has no application to this case, or does not stand for the

14 proposition alleged. Accordingly, intervening case authority does not provide good cause

	

15
	

for the instant petition.

	

16
	

ONCLUSIONS9F LAW

	17
	

"Application of the statutory procedural default rules to post-conviction habeas

	

18
	

petitions is mandatory." State v. Eighth Judicial Dist. Court, 121 Nev. 225, 112 11 .3d 1070,

	

19
	

1074 (2005). Post-conviction habeas petitions that are filed several years after conviction

20 unreasonably burden the criminal justice system. Id. "The necessity for a workable system

	

21
	

dictates that there must exist a time when a criminal conviction is final." ILL

	

22
	

Under the mandatory provisions of NRS 34.726(1), absent a showing of good cause

	

23
	

and prejudice, a defendant must file a petition that challenges the validity of a judgment or

24 sentence within one year after entry of the judgment or if an appeal has been taken from the

25 judgment, within one year after the Nevada Supreme Court issues its Retnittitur.

	

26
	

NRS 34.810(2) requires dismissal of claims which could have been raised in earlier

27 proceedings or which were raised in a prior petition or proceeding and determined on the

28 merits unless the Court finds both good cause for failure to bring such issues previously and

3	 P:WPDOCMORD5NFORDR1202120207064oc
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2

3

4

5

6

7

al prejudice to the defendant

Once the State raises procedural grounds for dismissal, the burden then falls on the

=dant "to show that good cause exists for his failure to raise any pounds in an earlier

petition and that he will suffer actual prejudice if the grounds arc not considered." Phelps v.

Dir. of Prisons, 104 Nev. !656, 659, 764 P.2d 1303, 1305 (1988). To find good cause there

must be a "substantial reason; one that affords a legal excuse." Hathaway v. State, 119 Nev.

248, 252, 71 P.3d 503, 506 (2003).

To establish good cause, a defendant must demonstrate that some impediment

9

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

external to the defense prevented compliance with the mandated statutory default rules.

Lozada v. State, 110 Nev. 349, 353, 871 P.2d. 944, 946 (1994). Even legitimate Brady

claims are procedurally barred when the basis for the claim was known and it was either not

brought in an earlier proceeding or within an applicable time bar. Hutchison v. Bell, 303

F.3d 720 (6th dir. 2002).

Where an issue has already been decided on the merits by the Nevada Supreme Court,

the Court's ruling is law of the case, and the issue will not be revisited, Pellegrini V. state,

117 Nev. 860, 888,34 P.3d 519, 538 (2001) (holding "[u]nder the law of the case doctrine,

issues previously determined by this court cm appeal may not be reargued as a basis for

habeas relief); Valerie v. State, 112 Nev. 383, 386, 915 P.2d 874, 876 (1996). The law of a

first appeal is the law of the case in all later appeals in which the facts are substantially the

same; this doctrine cannot be avoided by more detailed and precisely focused argument.

Hall v. State, 91 Nev. 314, 315, 535 P.2d 797, 798 (1975). While law of the case may not

apply where the facts are substantially different, law of the case "cannot be avoided by a

more detailed and precisely focused argument subsequently made after reflection upon the

previous proceedings." Hozan v. State, 109 Nev. 952, 959, 860 P.2d 710, 715 (1993).

In order to assert a claim for ineffective assistance of counsel, Defendant must prove

that he was denied "reasonably effective assistance" of counsel by satisfying the twoprang

test of Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 686-687, 104 S.Ct. 2052 (1984); Ennis v.

State, 122 Nev. 694, 137 P.3d 1095, 1102 (2006). Under this test, Defendant must show; (1)

4	 PAWPD005MARTORDM202\2132077064oc
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his counsel's representation fell below an objective standard of reasonableness; and (2)

but for counsel's errors, there is a reasonable probability that the result of the

oceedings would have been different. Snicklan4„ 466 U.S. at 687-688 and 694, 104 S.Ct

at 2064; Warden, Nevada State Prison v. Lyons, 100 Nev. 430, 432, 683 P.2d 504, 505

(1984) (adopting Strickland two-part test in Nevada).

A defendant seeking post-conviction relief is not entitled to an evidentiary hearing on

factual allegations belied or repelled by the record. Hararove v. State, 100 Nev. 498, 502,

686 P.2d 222, 225 (1984). Claims asserted in a petition for post-conviction relief must be

supported with specific factual allegations, which if true, would entitle the petitioner to

relief. Id.

In Nelson v. Campbell, 541 U.S. 637 (2004), the Court concluded that the appropriate

vehicle for a prisoner to challenge a particular lethal injection procedure was an action under

42 U.S.C. §1983, stating "a particular means of effectuating a sentence of death does not

directly call into question the 'fact' or 'validity' of the sentence itself' because by altering

the procedure, the state could go forward with the execution. See also, Hill valcDonough,

547 U.S. 573, 126 S.Ct. 2096 (2006),

Although Sharma applies to cases that became final before Sharma was decided in

2002, it does so not because it is a retroactive "new tule" but because it was held to be a

"clarification" of the law. Mitchell v. State, 122 Nev. 1269, 149 P.3d 33 (2006). The

distinction is critical because as a clarification of law, the basis for the claim was always

available to Rippo and is now procedurally barred.

Although Polk v. Sandovaj was published in 2007, the basis for the 9th Circuit's ruling

was not new law but was Federal precedent decided decades earlier and which has always

been available to Rippo. Polk v. Sandoval, 503 F.3d 903 (9th Cir. 2007). The Polk decision

does not address retroactivity of Byford and the law of the case remains that Nevada's

change in the premeditation/deliberation instruction has only prospective application.

Gamer v. State, 116 Nev. 770, 6 P.3d 1013 (2000). Furthermore, because of Rippo's

conviction under a felony-murder theory, any error would be held harmless. Bridges V. 
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State, 116 Nev. 752, 6 F.3d 1000, 1008 (2000),

The validity of a prior conviction used for sentence enhancement may not be

collaterally attacked in a subsequent offense. See e.g., U.S. v. Martinez-Martinez, 295 F,3d

1041 (941 Cir. 2002). Neither Roper v. Simmons nor U.S. le Naylor hold that a prior juvenile

crime of violence may not be used as an aggravating circumstance for a murder committed

after the age of 18.

Blakely v. Washington was not a death penalty case and it held only that "any fact

that increases the penalty for a crime beyond the statutory maximum must be submitted to a

jury and proved beyond a reasonable doubt" Plakely, v, Washingtm, 542 U.S. 296, 124

S.Ct. 2531 (2004). In so holding, Blakely simply repeated the holding of a well-known case

decided four years earlier. Apprendi v. Ngerti Jersey, 530 U.S. 466, 120 S.Ct. 2348 (2000).

Blakely does not support Defendant's position and neither Blakely nor Appendi are timely

raised four and eight years, respectively, after they became law.

Only after a petition survives a motion to dismiss and claims are found warranting an

evidentiary hearing may a party invoke discovery to the extent "good cause" is shown. NRS

34.780. Federal courts do not allow prisoners to use federal discovery for fishing

expeditions to investigate mere speculation. Calderon v. United States District Court for the

Northern District of California, 98 F.3d 1102, 1106 (1996). Only where specific allegations

before the court show reason to believe that the petitioner may, if the facts are fully

developed, be able to demonstrate that he is entitled to relief, is the court under a duty to

provide the necessary facilities and procedures for an adequate inquiry. McDaniel ee,United

States District Court For the District of Nevada, 127 F.3d 886, 888 (1997).
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ORDER

Based on the foregoing, the State's Motion tO Dismiss the Petition is hereby

GRANTED. Mr. Rippe's Motion for Leave to Conduct Discovery is DENIED as moot,

DATED this 	  day of November, 2008.

DT

DAVID ROGER
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Nevada Bar #002781

BY
*	 • -

Chief Dputy District Attorney
Nevada Bar 004352
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THE STATE OF NEVADA,

Plaintiff,

VS.

MICHAEL D. RIPPO,

)
)
)
) REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT
)	 OF
)	 HEARING
)
)

1

TRAN

CASE NO. C106784

DEPT. NO. XX

DISTRICT COURT

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

Defendant.

BEFORE THE HON. DAVID T. WALL, DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 2008

8:30 a.m.

APPEARANCES:

For the Plaintiff:	 STEVEN S. OWENS, ESQ.
Deputy District Attorney

For the Defendant:	 DAVID S. ANTHONY, ESQ.
Federal Public Defender

Reported by: Angela K. Lee, CCR #789
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PROCEEDINGS

THE COURT: All right. This is C106784,
Appearances for the record.

MR. ANTHONY: Good afternoon, Your Honor. David
Aathony from the Federal Public Defender's office.

THE COURT: It's still morning,
MR, ANTHONY: What's that?
THE COURT: Ifs still morning.
MR. ANTHONY: Oh, it's still morning. Good

morning.
MR. OWENS: His just anticipating how long it

migtrl be. Steve Owens for the State of Nevada.
THE COURT: All right And waive his presence

today, Mr. Rippo's presence today?
MR. ANTHONY: Yes, Your Honor.
THE COURT: All right It's on for the State's

motion to dismiss the petition to leave to conduct
additional discovery. In some respects they're connected,
the issues, but the motion to dismiss was actually filed
first, so, Mr. Owens, do you wish to be heard?

MR. OWENS: Sure. This is a capital murder

3

case, Judge, two deceased victims. The defendant was
sentenced to death. There was six aggravators total when
the verdict came back. Those have since been reduced down.

But there was a first post-conviction petition.
Trial counsel by the way was Phil Dunham and Steve
Wolfson. There was a first trial — first post-conviction
petition in 1998. Took a few years to work its way through
that

There was an evidentiary hearing. Phil
Ounteavy, Steve Wolfson, and appellate counsel, David
Schieck all testified at that hearing in 2004 over two
days of evidentiary hearing in front of Judge Mosley, and
the petition was denied in 2004.

It was affirmed on appeal in '06, and it's at
that time that the Nevada Supreme Court applied the new
McConnell 058 and struck half the aggravators, the three
felony aggravators, leaving us 011 with three. They did
conduct a harmless error analysis and said it would not
have affected the jury's death verdict.

Rehearing was denied. Remittitur issued. They
went to Federal Court, and fairly quickly they got back
here on the instant second State habeas petition.

There are three procedural bars that we argue
apply. The first is the one-year time bar, and that's from
issuance of remitter following direct appeal. 1 don't

1
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4

have the actual date of Issuance of remittitur, but 1 know
that cart was denied In October of '98.

THE COURT: November 5th, 1998, I think is
right.

MR.. OWENS: November 5th of '98 remIttitur
issues, and so any petition filed after that one year
after that date, would technically be barred under the
one-year time bar absent showing a good cause and
prejudice,

The current petition is also procedurally barred
under 34.810 because it's a successive petition. You're
only supposed to have one bite at the apple, one chance to
raise all your post-conviction issues. And there's very
limited circumstances under which you can file a new second
petition.

In a capitai case you can on occasion show good
cause and prejudice by asserting such things as actual
innocence or ineffective assistance of post-conviction
counsel became they're entitled to posbconviction counsel
on a capital case. So there's all sorts of good cak15811and

prejudice which are really the subject of-- of the
argument here today.

There's also a third time bar, the five-year
time bar. I think that runs from a couple of different
dates, but from conviction I think is one of the dates.

5

Anyway, were well past five years.
And there's a presumption of prejudice to the

State, prejudice in terms of having to retry this should
the petition be granted at this point which is now some
12 years after the first trial. Prejudice also in terms of
conducting an evidentiary hearing or responding to the
claims and coming up with answers for things that they're
alleging happened ik 12 years ago.

It's been a long lime, memories have faded, and
we don't have anyone with percipient knowledge realty of
what was going on there. And it's hard to reconstruct
things. That's why we have these procedural bars. They
want to get all these claims done and out of the way early
on in the case. So I have alleged application of all three
bars and that they have not shown good cause or prejudice.

I note that Mere are some went down
through the claims, not just stopping at a — a summary
argument that they're procedurally barred, but I actually
go through the merits of the daims, at least insofar as to
show there is no good cause or prejudice from the bar.

The first issue they raise was the — showing
the bias of Judge Bonglovanni due to Nevada's involvement
in the Federal investigation. It's my argument that is an
old claim. That is nothing new that trial counsel wasn't
aware of and already raised.
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ANGELA K. LEE, CCR #789 671-4436
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17
18
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Right after the trial there was a radon for new
trial, and that was heard not in front of Bungiovanni, but
in front of a different judege. I forget who it was right
now, But a separate judge heard the 11101i0/1 for new
trial - Judge Brennan - and denied it, and then that was
also the subject of the dreci appeal. These issues were
worked into the ditect appeal.

And both things now that the Federal PO is
claiming that they ;List recently discovered in the Federal
investigation are contained in the pleadings of whet hid
counsel knew back in 1996 was that motion for new trial and
that subsequent appeal-. N111111:41 one, that ihe DA - their
allegation is that the DA misrepresented it was not
invoNed in the investigation; and, number two, that
Bongiovanni misrepresented that he did not know Denny
Mason.

Both of those facts were known to defense
counsel in 1996 through the Federal investigattn. They
sad we've got Federal documents ham the Federal
investiglition showing that the State was privy to or took
part in this random - manipulatker of the random
assignment of cases.

Now for me to come back 12 years later . and try
to sort all that out and explain it, I donl bow that I
can do that because I wasn't here, and I don't know exactly

everything that happened.
What do know is that they knew since 1996

about these allegation, and they cant just sit back and
then 12 years later ask for a hearing en the merits on it
and ask far ari evidentiary hearing to lush all this out
when the basis of Me claim is available to them. And
they knew about it. They can sit back and delay in
bringing it

kel so its my position they have no geed cause
for explaining why they've delayed in bringing it, and we
don't even need to reach the prejudice prong at this point
on prejudice in going back arid trying to reconsauct
exactly what happened.

Claim 2 they say is a Brady violation, failure
to cored false testimony and pattern of miscorduct
There were several witnesses who testified. They were
cross-examined by the defense at Mai about whether or not
they were receiving inducements. Further testimony.

Some of these witness have went ck and forth
on redirect, reerecross, back and forth several times
examining them, are you sure you don't egad to get any
benefit here, and the witnesses all said no, other than
Diana Hunt, a codefendant, who said I agreed that I pied
guilty to robbery, and I agreed to give testimony. That
was elicited.
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But there's other witnesses in Thomas Simms and

2 Michael Beaudoin and a Thomas Christos xvho The Federal PD
3 snow saying thal they had inducements given to them, and
4 their evidence of inducements come from sekticty available
5 documents from Justice Court and* District Court showing
6 that these witnesses had other cases, all of which was
7 known at the time of teal. They were cross-examined on
a that, the fact that They had pendirrg cases or that they had
9 cases in the past.
10
	

And the Federal Public Defender is saying that,
11 well, bemuse, kke, for instance, Thomas Simms, because he
12 got a continuance in 1993 on his drug case, well, the trial
13 here Was '96. But because he got 8 continuance on one
14 date, that's - three years before that that's an
15 indication he got some inducement in exchange for his
16 testimony.
17
	

People get plea bergains all the time, and they
18 get continuances all the lime, and they have cases
19 dismissed all the time, and ifs not lied to testimony,
20 There's nothing to indicate that that continuance had
21 anything to do with and was something that was granted -
22 offered by the State in exchange for his cooperation.
23
	

Likewise, they point out reduced charges on a
24 possession of maliorana case in 1993. Again, three yeses
25 before the trial Thomas Simms had a marijuana case that was

reduced down. Every marijuana case is reduced down.
That's not an indication that there was Sane tr.:rummest.

Likewise, battery domestic violence cases were
dismissed in '93 and '94. I don't know why those were
dismissed, but they get dismissed all the lime tithe
victim doesn't show up.

I am prejudiced now from going back to '93 and
'94. That is quite a lon-g time - 12, 14 years ace -
tering to find and we don't have these cases anymore;
they've all been destroyed trying to fled out the actual
reasons of why a particular case was destroyed. I
shouldn't have to,

They have the burden of showing good cause and
prejucice to overcome the procedural ter, not ma, and they
can't show good cause why they are just now coming toward
with these public documents, public records, of other cases
that these witnesses had that have always been available to
them, and the outcome alone Is not a sufficient allegation
to tie it arid link it to some bargain Of inducement in
exchange for testimony.

Likewise, if some of the witnesses had pending
cases that two or three years after thal were dismissed or
were resolved In some way, that doesn't undermine the trial
testimony that they weren't expecting any favor, they
weren't offered any favor, they weren't going to gel any
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favor.
The fad that somewhere down the road their

cases were reseived is entirely consistent with the trial
testimony. Theyre missing that — that link to show that
there was some sort of inducement or delay. What theyre
going on is the there Ives some delayed irgain. Were
going to — we can tell the jury that there is no
indttement, and then well take care of you down the road.

Thafs the Megation theyre making, and the
Tact that they simply thew a case was resolved afterwards
does not rnerit that kind of look and examination now 12
years after the fact

They claim ineffective assistance in
investigating and presenting mitigating evidence. Well,
thats a claim that should have been raised on fest post
conviction, and I believe it M pad. They've now got
some additional allegations here of what the defense

attorneys could have done in meigaeon.
There was no irnpeelment (axiomsl to the defense

that prevented them from corning forward with this much
sooner than some ten years now after the trial for the
first time, ten years afterwards saying, look, there's
additional family members that could have been called and
friends that could have been called. Those were all within
The unique knowledge of the defendant. He knows who his

11

family and friends are. The State didn't prevent him from
raising that.

And I've read through what all those witnesses
would purportedly say. I don't see it being as too
terribly — I don't see it as being much more or very much
different than what was already presented at trim The
witnesses are basically saying about the same thing, that
Rippo had a stepfather who died early in his life and that
the stepfather was — would demean women in front of Rippo,
and he was too hard on ROD, and he had these challenges
to overcome.

I don't see them saying mutt of anything
different that the jury didn't already hear, and so I
characterize it as simply cirmeative. Yes, they have new
witnesses that weren't called. Yes. Would they have said
anything very meth different? No. And if it wouldn't —
if it's not substantial enough to change the outcome of the

se, then they can't overcome the procedural bate.
They have to thew good cause why they're just

now coming up with this new mitigation evidence and
prejudice, that Willey had been allowed to put on al of
this additional mitigation, that it would have affected the
outcome, that the jury probably wouldn't have voted for
death.

The Supreme Court has conducted harmless error
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1 analysis once before on this case on the death penalty, and
2 they did it in the coetext of McConnell. They tea avray

3 three of our aggravators, and they sell said the case —
4 the Stakes ease was so compelling here with bee women
5 strangled and tortured with a stun gun and a Riot crime of
6 violence, sexual assault on a woman who Rippo let Eve, who
7 he had also strangled in the same way, almost to the point
8 that she passed out, and used a stun gun on her.
9
	

That is damning evidence in front of a jury, and
10 there% my lithe in the way of mitigation evidence that
11 there going to be able to crime up with now to show that
12 the rest would have been different had they just added
13 another family member or two in there or another friend or
14 some other witness.
15
	

I think those are their main Maims that they're
16 going after. Most the others seem fade — fairly stock,
17 and I've responded to them, I claret blow if the Court
16 wants me to go piece by piece through every single thing.
19 I can do so. But I think es analesis in The briefs is
20 fairly adequate.
21
	

And again, there mostly going on these first
22 two or three claims, so lam going to submit it at this
23 point on that argument and Willem respond at this time.
24
	

THE COURT: All right. Anything you want to add
25 to Claim No. 22 about lethal injection?

13

MR, OWENS: I can !Mk about lethal injection.
Absolutely. That was resolved in my nailed by the U.S.
Supreme Court recently in Bate v. Rees. My primary
contention here is that we don't need to get into the
merits of it. This has been my argument all along. We've
never had a case go up where! had e final riling on it by

the Nevada Supreme Court
But my position is this deim can't be raised

post conviction because the judgment of conviction is
always going to say that he's convicted of murder and
sentenced to death by lethal injectien. No matter what we
do with that, we at rft affect and change the behavior of
the — or the distretion of the director of priS011S, He's
the one charged with how he's going to impbment the lethal
injectiori. He decides the proteeol.

There's nothing this Court can do in the context
of this case, a collateral need on the judgment of
conviction, that can dictate to the director of prisons to
change protocol. It has to be done by some other
vehicle — a civil rights action or a request for
declaratory relief.

I know they raised the issue here in Nevada in
the Castillo case, and they did it by extraordinary writ
petition. I'm not sure that that was the proper vehicle
either, laut the Supreme Court at least granted a stay of
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1 Castillo's execution, and they heid that rxise in abeyance
2 untli Baze v. Rees was resolved. And then the parties al
3 agreed the issue was moot, and they dropped it and
4 Castillo got his case going again.

5 But don't think is property raised in a
6 post-core/lc-eon petition, and even if it were,11hink &am

7 v. Rees has put an end to that -to that argument.
THE COURT-. All right Couple of procedural

questions. One is ifs under the old case number. I know
that the - the writs are captioned Rippe versus McDaniel,
the warden, and the State's been using The State versus
Rippe. I lust -

MR ANTHONY: You know, ttiat's a common thing
that occurs, Your Honor, The WSW it does is because, as
the Cowl Is aware, habeas corpus is kind of a quasi
reviecriminal proceeding -

THE COURT: Correct
MR. ANTHONY: - and the statutes talk atout who

our defendant is, and the defendant is the warden.
THE COURT: Right
MR. ANTHONY: And so that's why we caption the

captions the way that we do.
THE COURT: But it's stilt under the same case

number, I guess that's my question. Ifs not - when
saw yours,1 knew that that's what was done. But I was
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the olden days we would waft for a stay order from the
Federal court, but whets happened in the meanie is, you
know, the State has become more - more vigorous about
their assertion of procedural default, and in order to
rectify the arguments that they bring up, ft forces us to
make decisions much quicker than the Federal Court makes
the

a So ft the Court's okay,	 start with my
9 argument.
10 THE COURT: 	 Sure. And you can - I should have
11 indicated to you, but I mean there were certain of the
12 claims that you haven't addressed. I don't see that as any
13 type of waiver either way.
14 MR OWENS: Okay.
15 MR_ AniONY: Thank you, Your Honor,
16 think is important in cases like this to
17 probably start out with where teeth parties agree, and The
13 first thine that the parties agree to is that Mr. Rippe has
19 the right to the effective assistance of posecenvidion
20 counsel.
21 As the Court acknowledged, this was a case where
22 the rernitttur issued in 1998. For ail cases that counsel

23 is appointed to after January 1st of 1993, there's a
24 mandatory right to counsel. The Nevada Supreme Court has
25 held that when you have the right to counsel, that carries

1
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wondering if there's a case number filing as well where you
filed a new petition and ft generated a new civil case
number. I'm not aware that there is, but -

MR, ANTHONY: Weft, ifs an interesting issue
that the Court raises about whether it stork' gel a new
case number. I mean reasonable minds (mid maybe differ on
whether that Mould be the case.

THE COURT: lustwauttoinakesurelhave
everything under one umbmila. It looks like everything.
Even yours are Wed under 106784, so I'm presuming -

MR, ANTHONY: That's correct.
THE COURT: - that! have everething.
MR, ANTHONY: And rnayoe that should simplify the

issue, and hopefully everything that was previously before
different Courts -

THE COURT: That's fine.
MR. ANTHONY: - is before This Court.
THE COURT: Mars the status at the is there

a concurrent Federal emending going on?
MR, ANTHONY: There is, Your Honor. We

currently have - the Slate's asked for several
continuances to respond to our Federal petition. At the
current time they have not responded to it.

THE COURT: Okay.
MR. ANTHONY: So what we've done is - back in
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with it the right to effecter assistance of counsel, and
the - i don't think that there's any dispute with the
State on this issue.

The next issue that arises is did we allege the
issue of ineffective assistance of postconviction counsel
in a timely manner, and that kind of explains - tars why
I was trying to explain why we've come back here before we
got a stay from the Federal Court,

We've litigated this issue with the Slate
probably a half a dozen times, and every time we do, what
they say is we need to come back within one year of the
issuance of the rernillitur in the first State
pot-conviction proceeding to assert this allegation of
good cause.

And it's our position that the statute doesn't
actually have an express time limitation, but even if
they're correct and even if They're right that we have to
do it within one year, that's why we came back here so
quickly on this. Mr. Owens acithowlerWd we did come here
much quick - much more quickly than has been the case in
previous cases. So1 don't think that there's any dispute
that we have timely raised this allegation of cause which
is based upon ineffective assistance of posecomdction
counsel.

The next issue that needs to be resolved is
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1 whether post-conviction counsel's performance was
2	 deficient, and this is an issue again where the State
3 hasn't proffered any contrary argument on this point
4	 Cur argument is that teis: That first
5 post-conviction counsel was ineffective because he failed
6 to basically do any research outside the record on direct

7 aPPeal.
8	 As the Court is aware, post-conviction
9 proceedings, the whole purpose for having them 11 to have
10 ineestigation that goes o 'dela of the record on direct
11 appeal, to look for issues of ineffective assistance of
12 trial counsel, to look for issues of potential Brady
13 violations, or any other constitutional issues you can't
14 tell from the record itself. And that's where we submit
15 that counsel was deficient Counsel didn't do any
16 investigation. Counsel didn't attach any exhibits to their
17	 petition.
18	 We allege that by tailing to do any sort of
19 investigation, that counsel was deficient, and I don't
20 think that the State has posed any contrary arguments to
21 say that there's a strategy in not doing any investigation,
22 and I don't think they could make that argument with a
21 straight face.
24	 So what we're left with Your Honor, is that
25 we're left with whether or not Mr. Rippe was prejudiced

from post-conviction counsel's ineffectiveness, and what
that takes us back to is that takes us to the merits of the
claims themselves because if we can show that the claims
have merit, we can we can in essence step into
post-conviction counsel's shoes, and we can litigate the
issues that he would have litigated if he would have been
performing effectively.

And my understanding from the way that the State
has argued this particular case is we look to the merits of
the claims in the petition to see whether Of not we COO

overcome the procedural bare, anti that's why we're talking
about the merits„

So with that said, 1 would like to go ahead and
start addressing the merits of these claims. ril try to
follow the same order that Me. Owens used.

Obviously the first claim that were looking at
here is a claim of judicial bias. We have alleged two
theories of cause. The first allegation was that
pod-conviction counsel was ineffective. If
poseconviction counsel would have thoroughly reviewed the
record on direct appeal, he would have seen that this was
the primary first argument that was raised direct

eePeelii
Our argument is this, that post-conviction

counsel would have done what I did which is that he would
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have gone Over to Federal Court, he would have asked for
2 the case file, he would have read the case file, erre he
3 would have — and he would have compared Judge
4 Bongiovattnes testimony of those two trials against his
5 representations that ware made at the time of Mr. Rippo's
6 trial. And we argue that because he didn't do that, that
7
	

falls below the objective standard of reasonableness.
a
	

We've ONO alleged as cause that the State
9 suppressed material exculpatory and impeachment
ia information. And when I say the Stale, I'm referring not
11 just to the Clark County District Attorney's office. I'm
12 also referring to the trial judge himself.
13
	

Now, as far as the merits go, i think the only
14 point of contention that I can see that the State is
15 arguing is — is that they're — I mean what happened is,
t6 is Atrial this argument gets raised, and the issue
17 becomes is the Clark County District Attorney's office
18 involved in the investigation of the judge.
19
	

And when the issue is raised, the State cemes,
20 they make representations, they say we spoke with the
21 District Attorney, we spoke with his first in command,
22 Judge Thompson - excuse me.. Dietrick Attorney Thompson,
23 and Judge Judge Bell - District Attorney Belt Excuse
24 me. I'm trying to think back. And we've talked with them,
25 and they have represented to us that the State has

21

1
	

absolutely no involvement in this criminal case.
2
	

And then the point Is asked to the judge. They
3 ask the judge, do you know about whether or not the State
4
	

is involved in this, and the judge says, look, all I know
5 is what's contained in the newspapers. And then they ask
6 him, wed, do you know whether or not Metro is involved?
7
	

He says, no, I don't know whether or net Metro is involved
a in this investigation. So that's the record we have at
9
	

trial.

10
	

Then we have the record on direct appeal. We
11 have the State arguing in their answering brief that the
12 State had no involvement, that there were completely
13 different entities involved, and that there was no pressure
14 put on Judge Bongiovanni.
15
	

Then we have the Nevada Supreme Court's direct
16 appeal. The Nevada Supreme Court buys or signs off on the
17 representations made by the trial judge and the
18 representations made by the State, that the State had no
19 involvement whatsoever, and that's their basis for denying
20 the claim.

21
	

Then, you know, we file this instant vait, and
22 the State argues the same thing in their motion to dismiss,
23 that the Court should deny it because it's law of the case,
24 because the Nevada Supreme Court already found that the
25 State wasn't involved.

ANGELA K. LEE, CCR #789 . 671-4436
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Then for the list lime — and this is what's
intereeting to me — is the State says ihe ffrst time in
the reply to the nation to dismiss, you know what?
You're right The State was involved. The State was
involved in the stieg operation against the judge where
they received a phoneeall from the FBI asking them to
present a bogus indictment loran individual named Terry
Salem. They asked him to — they asked the DA's office and
the chief judge of the Eighth &debt District Cowl to
coordinate with each other so that that case was assigned
to Judge Bongiovarinfs department, and then the idea was to
see whether or not Judge Bongiovanniwouti proceed to take
any bribes from Ns individual. So in fact the Clark
County District Attorneys otfice was involved.

And also what we can show just from Judge
Bongicrvanrestestimorry in the Federal cases is that he
knew Metro was involved, and he also knew that the Nevada
Department of hvestigabon was ineutved in this, and he
also knew that Mateo Intelligence was involved in tie.

So if you look at what the State has been saying
s ince the beginning of this case, aU the way through what
they're seeing now, what they're saying fill now is not
consistent with what they were previously represenbrig
These are not consistent representations.

The onty issue that remains here is whether or

23

not trial counsel was of was not aware of the Slates
involvement The State alleges without citing to the
record itself that, oh, yeah, this was common knowledge.
This was common knowledge to the judge, it was common
knowledge to the Slate, and it was common knowledge to the
trial attorneys.

But if you look at the record which we've cited
in detail, the record ShOWS that trial colfrisel was in the
dark on this The record shows that they Were making
basically bare allegations in asking for a hearing, and
they never got a hearing. AO they got in response were
these misteethrig representations that we're not involved,
we're not involved, dont worry about it

So basic* thafs the reason thatwe argue
that we can show cause because defense attorneys have the
fight to rely upon whet theyre told by the judge, and they
have a right to rely won what they're toil by the State.

We don't have to auterrta.a Ily assume that the State is
lying. That riot how the system works.

The State has ethical responsibiles to be
candid to the Court, and also the trial judge himself has
an obligation to he candid, and when that doesn't happen,
that is a ground for excusing any failure to previously
raise this issue in court, and brats we of our theories
of cause,
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So the remaining issue here is was or wasn't
that counsel aware of these thins. Our assertion is the
record het shows that they wefent aware. Now, they
assert that they wale aware, but that creates Oafs called
a factual dispute.

When you have a factual dispute, tie only way to
resolve it is with an evidentiary hearing where we put up
Mr. Dunteavy and Mr. Wolfson and we ask them what they were
aware of. And I think what the record is going to show
very dearly is that they were Id in the dark and that
they were misled and that they were prevented, based upon
these representations, from bringing forward a meritorious
motion to disqualify the judge.

It also unfokis into this other argument about
the Mal judge's relationship with one of the victims in
the ease. The name of the individual was Denny Mason. He
was the victim of the stolen credit card offenses * And,

person would wonder whether the judge could remain
impartial under the circumstances.

Our contention is that the trial judge's own
actions in not disclosing his actual knowledge of the
States invotvemeet combined with his failuce to disclose
his relationshtp to the victim witness is sufficient
circumstantial evidence to show that he was actuaby biased
and that he should have been disqualified from hearing the
case.

And that brings us to the discovery motion where

were attempting to obtain discovery of information from
the District Attorney's office, from Metro, arid from the
Nevada — the Nevada Division of investigation to show
that, yes, Judge tiongiovanni was aware of these things at
trial and just cadn't disclose them, And ow argument is,

is that would &qualify him from the case. Wee cited
ample case law to the Court

If the Caret finds judicial bias, there's no
further harmless error thafs permitted, and reversal is
automatic because if you have a based judge, that
constitutes what is called structural error into the
proceedings, and ifs not susceptible to harmless error*

New, we've also alleged as the State has
noted — well, let me make sure I've addressed the States
arguments. They argue that trial counsel knew about it.
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18 again, the State in their reply says, look_ Everyone knew
19 that the judge knew ihis persore He just contends that
20 ifs not — it just doesn't matter, tt doesn't disqualify
21 the judge.
22	 Ow — our assertion, Your Honor, is this That
23 if you look at all of the — the totally of the
24 circumstances here and if you look at the standard for
25 obtaining relief, the standard is whether a reasonable
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I've addressed that That's a factual dispute. And then
2 they say look at the motion tor a new trial. But, again,

if the Court looks at the motion for a new trial which
4 we've included to the petition, has nothing about any of

this stet And in response, the Stale frist parrots back
6 the same representations that they made at trial.

So as to the Clairn 3 in the petition, we have
8 alleged that trial comet was ineffective at the penalty
9 phase of trial. We've alleged as cause that 	 .
10 post-cenvon counsel was ineffedive. In the States
11 argument basically they say this argument is barred
12 because it could have been raised previously.
13	 Butte thing is, that's exactly our argumert,
14 it reouki have been raised previously, and it would have
15 been raised previously Mr. Rippo would have received
16 effective assistance from his peistconviction attorney.

The State has never argued that poseconvictien =inset was
18 ineffective or was effective which brings us to whether
19 or not the claim itself has merit.

20	 As tar as whether the claim NS merit, Per sure
21 the Court is familiar with the Strickland standard. It
22 requires a showing of deficient performance and a required
23 showing of prejudice. The showing of prejudice requirin
24 that we show a reasonable probability That but for
25 counsefs errors,the results of the penalty phase

27

1 proceedings would have been different.
2
	

So if 	 look at the issue of deficient
3 performance, ai in, this is an issue the Slate originally
4 centests in their motion to dismiss, but in the reply to
5 the =lion to dismiss they don't address —they don't

6 address this particular issue.
7
	

What weve argued is, is that trial counsel is
8 ineffective because they started their investigation too
9 late. They started it two weeks before trial started, and
10 they only had a psychiatrist and a psychologist see
11 Mr. f;dppo I think ewes only two days before the penalty
12 hearing even stetted.
13
	

Ifs our argument that they were ineffective
14 because to do a sufficient mitigation presentation actually
15 takes a substantial amount of erne. In this case trial
16 counsel had at least three years to do a mitigation workup
17 in this case, but instead they wait until two weeks before
18 trial, and then they started working on it.
19
	

But the problem is, is what they dig up brings
20 up too tatte too late. All they have is they have a
21 psychologist interview Mr. Rippo. They get good leads from
22 that psychologist. They get geed leads to some of the
23 records that Pm asking the Court to approve subpoenas for
24 such as psychiatric records when he was ten years old they
25 didn't obtain, other evidence in the social history — the
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1
	

small social history done by the psrhologist saying that
2 there ems a very negative relationship between Mr. Ftippo
3 and the stepfather.
4
	

Our argument is that if 	 counsel would have
been effective, he would have started this investigation a

6 long time ago. fimd if hee would have started it a tong time
7 ago, he would have brandied out slowly and slowly, and
8 eventually he would have Resented the jury with the same
9 evidence that I'm Resoling to the Court today.
10
	

If you took at the declarations that we've
it attached to the pettlioft and to the opposition to motion to
12 dismiss, they say it was only on the day that the penalty
13 hewing began that trial counsel was siding ii a room wth
14 all the family members, and what they ask was is there
15 anyone hew in the room that would be willing to testify on
16 behalf of Mr. Ripest? And eventually they settled on Stacie
17 Campanotti, his younger sister.
18
	

The problem is, is dads all that happened.
19 There wasn't an incinfideal interview with her. They didn't
20 take the time to work with her, and they didn't take the
21 time to talk with her alone. If they would have, they
22 would have presented to the jury what I am now presenting
23 to the Court
24
	

And I Itink if you look at the State's answer,
25 they say, look. Ws the same, bet ifs different in terms
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of degree and detail. And our argument, Your Honor, is
that the degree and the detail is very different tram whet
you're seeing now versus what the jury saw at the time of
the trial.

There's atie lions about sexual abuse by the
stepfather aereinst his daughters. There's allegations of
extreme physical abuse, allegations of locking Mr. Rippe in
confined spaces like closets bra substantial period of
time, and this is cceroborated by multiple collateral
sources MI° could have been contacted it trial counsel
would have started this m	 Fein workep earlier, but they
didn't

So the reason that they didn't go farther isn't
because they bad a strategy. It's because the penalty
phase was starling, and they had risa more time to do
additional work.

Wtrat we've shown to the Court I rneen
basically what this comes down to is the only factual
dispute that remains is whether or not we can show
prejudice which is whether we can show a reasonable
probability that the outreme of he proceedings would have
been different N trial counsel would have performed
effectively.

Our argument is, is that these allegations of
sexual abuse, these allegations of extreme physical abuse,
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we have an expert report showing neuropsychological
2 hripaittnent. Also it locludes poly substance abuse. We
3 have aileged that counsel was ineffective for not
4 presenting expertlestimony that Mr. Rippe would perform
5
	

positively in a structured setting of a prison.
If you compare what was presented to the jury

7 against what's presented to the Court, our argument le, is
a
	

that that at least entitles us to discovery in an
9 evidentiary hearing.
10
	

As Mr. Owens noted in his representations, the
11 Nevada Supreme Court looked at this issue previously and
12 they said, look. This stuff isn't particularly compelling.
13 But that's based upon the record that was available at
14 trial
15
	

My argument is that that proves that counsel's
16 performance was deficient This Court can compare that
17 evidence against what's being now presented, and that's
18 really the question, about whether we should even get a
19 hearing to demonstrate whether we can make that showing.
20 Our argument is that we can make that showing.
21
	

As Mr. Owens noted, the Nevada Supreme Court
22 struck three aggravating circumstances. Again, that also
23 changes the picture before the Court that was before the
24 jury.
25
	

We have also made an argument that the prior

1
	

sexual assault aggravating circumstance is invalid under
2 new authority under the case of Roper v. Simmons which came
3 out in 2004 which was after Mr. Rippo's previous petition
4 had been dismissed, and Roper says that you can sentence

a juvenile to death. Our argument is that that rationale
6 also applies when you're using a statutory aggravating
7 circumstance to make someone eligible for the death
a
	

penalty.
9
	

So our argument is, is that not only should this
10 Court look at the mitigation evidence that wasn't
11 presented, this Court should also look at the qualitative
12 weight of the remaining statutory aggravating
13 circumstances.
14
	

Our argument Is that in light of intervening
15 authority, that the Court couldn't consider that
16 aggravating circumstance, and the State has already
17 acknowledged that three aggravators have been struck. So
18 were looking at one to two aggravators versus the
19 mitigation evidence that we would like to present at a
20 hearing, and that's — that's our argument on the argument
21 of ineffective assistance of trial counsel.
22
	

The last argument that I would like to address
23 is the issue of prosecutorial misconduct. This is flagged
24 as Claim 2 in the petition. Our armored for good cause
25 is, again, that the State's failure to disclose material
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exculpatory and Impeachment information is an impediment
2
	

external to the defense.
3
	

Mr. Owens argues that this was .- some of this
4 evidence was publicly available. However, if you look at
5 the cue that we've cited to the Court, the case is called

Banks v. Dretke. It's a big case from the U.S. Supreme
7
	

Court from 2004.
And in Banks, the State was making the same

9 argument that they're making here today which is that if
10 you would have been diligent, if you would have looked at
11 the court files for all these guys, if you would have been
12 more diligent, if you would have investigated harder, you
13 would have found this stuff.
14
	

But vela the U.S. Supreme Court said is that's
15 not how things work. The prosecutor still has a
16 freestanding obligation to do what is ethical, to disclose
17 material exculpatory and Impeachment evidence, and also has
18 a duty to correct false testimony, and that duty is
19 Independent of trial counsel's ob0gations.
20
	

We cited a case to the Court from the
21 Ninth Circuit that says, look. You can have cause from

prosecutorial misconduct and from ineffective assistance of
23 counsel at the same time. Those aren't nmtually exclusive.
24 And we've argued both theories of cause to the Court today
25 which is both that post-conviction counsel ought to have

done this investigation. He should have gone and looked in
2
	

these court case files.
3
	

But even if he hadn't, it wouldn't matter
4
	

because the State still has a freestanding obligation.
5 They have ethical responsibilities. And even the
6 representative for the State today has the same ethical
7
	

responsibilities to continue to disclose material
8 exculpatory and impeachment information and to correct
9
	

false testimony when it spielers.
10
	

Now, we've talked a iittle bit about the case
11 dispositions here. The State says that Mr. Simms received
12 one continuance, but that wasn't a benefit. Your Honor,
13 Thomas Simms received 13 continuances starting from 1993
14 until a week after he testified against Mr, Rippe. So he
15 got 18 continuances,
16
	

Then we put a then I— in the opposition we
17 put on .— or excuse me. At trial they put on the testimony
18 of Prosecutor John Lukens, and Prosecutor Lukens said,
19 yeah, I became counsel on Simms' case, and I did all of
20 those continuances for him because I worded to make sure
21 that he was available as a witness here today.
22
	

But he further testifies to the jury that rm
23 going to tell you that his case is going to rise and fall
24 on its own merits, and he says, we're going to file a
25 habitual criminal notice on this guy, and he says.-
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he talks about making a phonecall to someone from the ATF,
mean Terre Clark, and says, well, but there reallywasn't

any benefit there. We didn't — the Feds tfid not pursue
xlelen in possession of a hrearm charges on him.

But that realty begs the question, given this
other totality et the evidence that we're looking at which

is that the prosecutor sera we're going to file a habitual
criminal notice on this guy, but then one week later what
happens instead? They convert all the felonies to gross
misdemeanors, arid he gets a $1,500 fine. So fe 00es from
looking at a life sentenee in prison to a $1,500 fine a
week after his testimony.

And basically that's the sere things that
happens with these other witnesses, Its the same strange
coaridenoe. And it happens also with the witness Michael
Beaudoin. We've attached a declaration from Mr. Beaudoin
saying that, look. I got caught again for felony
distribution of methamphetamine. I called up the
presectitot on the phone, and I wanted him to get me out of
ial. And the prosecutor, Melvin Harmon, agreed to convert
my felony Charges to misdemeanors and to let me serve jail

lime, and I didn/ have to go to prison. That was a
benefit that occurred before Mr. Rippo's trial, and no one
here is disputing that it wasn't disclosed.

And, again, I don't know how this necessarily

1 would have been one that would have been apparent from the
2 public retard either because, again, like Mr. Owens states,
3 ifs always herd to prove these things just by looking at a
4 docket shea Its much — once you talk to the witness
5 though, we have, you know, the declaration from the witness
6 stating that it was a quid pro quo benefit er thst he
7 called he prosecutor, and the prosecutor did that for him
B in exchange. And oven if it wasn't quid pro quo, it sail
9 existed before Mr. Riprpo's trial which means that it slimed
10 have been disclosed.
11
	

We have the same thing with Thomas Christos, We
12 have a guy who has a felony home invasion charge, and then
13 it's conbnuect and its continued, and then again, you
14 know, a month or two der Mr. Rippo's trial, its
15 converted again to a misdemeanor or actually that one might
16 - have been dismissed. I'm not sure.
17
	

But anyway, then we have these — we have these
18 three jailhouse witnesses. I don't think the State's
19 disputed anything about these jadhouse witnesses. I think
20 one of the mote egregious cases is the one of James Non
21 wee testifies that Mr. Rippv confessed to him,
22
	

But we have a declaration from Mr. 'son that
23 says that before I went to testy, the prosecutors pit me
24 in a room alone with ail the discovery in the CE$8, and
25 they let me look at It so that I could give details so it
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would look like 1 knew, that Mr. Rippe had actually
confessed to me. And we can't look at that and say that
wouldn't have provided a wound for impeachment.

We have the same thing with the jailhoose snitch
David Levine. He gives one statement to the police where
he says that Mr. Rippe =hues bet has no details. So
then they get a second statement from him. And then we've
got a declaration from Mr. Levine who says, look. Those
details that put in my second stetemera were actually fed
to me. They actually bald me about the extension cords and
the ligatiaes and what was used to kill the victim. And so
when I said it in the supplemental police report, these
weee facts that were being fed to me.

And, again, the issue is: Would these things
have impeached this seitness if they would have been
disclosed, and I don't really think there can be any
dispute on this fact that they would have.

So what does that leave us with? That leaves us
with what is the prejudice? The prejudice is for the Brady
violations whether there's any reasonable possibility that
the outcome would have been different it these things would
have been disclosed.

The standard tut false testimony is whether
there's any reasonable likelihood be Miss testimony
affected the verdict, and we submit that we can make that 
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standard, Your Honor, because what the State bq !jolly had
is a codefendant, Diem Hoot, who expressly received
benefits, and then they paraded I think about six infonnant
witnesses in front of the hey. They did that for a
reason. Because they needed to corroborate the testimony
of the codefendant, Dana Hurt,

Our argument is, is that all of these benefits
would have been material you look at them all together,
and that's wtry we've asked for discovery and hearing
because now the question is Addict the State know and
when did they know it.

Now fm not leveling any charges against
Pk. Owens personally, but I don't know what he's done to
make himself aware of the files in the prosecution file,
whether there's material exculpatory impeachment evidence
sitting in there right now Of whether he's going to look at
the codefendants files or the Res of Mr. Simms or
Mr. Beaudoin.

And the bottom line is this: That he's
asserting as a defense that there were no benefits. Well,
that realty begs the question of whether there were
benefits and whether there's evidence of benefits sitting
in thee files.

Thats why we're arguing that we need discovery
and a hearing, because we can't show actual knowledge by
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the prosecution unless we can took at their files.
2 Otherwise you could never prove actual knowledge 12 years
3 after the fact Their no that they created before and
4 during that are the best evidence of what they knew at the
5 time. That's why we're arguing that we need discovery of

these things.
7	 Very briefly I wanted to address this Caters
8 question to the Slate atieut the lethal injection claim.

The State argues the case of Baal v, Rees and says that we
10 are foreclosed under Baze.

1	 The one salient distinction I think this Court
12 can distinguish from the Baze cese is that in Baze they
13 testified about how the Kentucky medical personnel went
14 through common and new thainings they did over and over to

make sere that they were competent when they were
16 administering the lethat dnugs. We dont have any such
17 evidence in this case that the people who are conducting

the lethal injection process have done any training at ail.
Nettling. There's no evidence of training.

The second thing that distinguishes this case
21 from Ban is that in this case in Nevada the person whe's

injecting the chemicals is in a separate mom and can't see
the inmate.

24	 And we've included in a declaration from Mark
Heath who is an expert in anesthesiology, and he's talked
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1 about how it contravenes all medical standards to do
2 something like that where you're injecting lethal chemicals
3 into a person who's in a separate room where you can see
4 them because you have to see whether or not theYre
5 conscieus or 1030115Ciot15 before you inject the last
6 chemical, if you don't, then it muses that cruel and
7 unusual punishment which is that you have a person who is
8 unconscious and slowly suffocating to death.

9
	

But you just can't tell because the second
10 chemical masks the appearance at the person suffocating,
11 and it makes the recess pleasant te view by the people who
12 watch the lethal Injection so the person is not flopping
13 arourel. But what you realty have is a person who's slowly
14 suffocating to death, and Mars why we would argue that
15 this case is distinct from Baze.
16
	

One other claim, and then ll finish. Just
17 with respect to the victim impact testimony. Your Honor, on
18 Claim 12, the one thing that I would like to point our iS,

19 is that when this claim was raised on direot appeal and
20 when k was raised on post conviction, they didn't include
21 any exhibits with the claim.
22
	

And the exhibits that they should have included
23 were these scrapbooks from the to victims that were
24 created by the kerns' families, and they were entered
25 into evidence, and the scrapbooks show the victims as, you
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know, young girls in Girl Scouts; young girls doing these
things, you know, going to their hist prom; this, that,
and the other.

And the reason that wee argued that that's
prejudicial is because, you know, there were in fact two
murders here, but they were murders of adut women and

weren't murders of too young children. And our argument
is, is that by putting these scrapbooks into evidence
about, you know, showing them excessively as children. that
that was a prejudicial thing for Mr. Rippe.

And if the Court looks at that together with the
other ineffective assistance of trial counsel, we assert
that it would have made a difference, at least for one
juror, and that's all we hew to show to got a hearing.

Thank you. And if the Court has arty
questions —

THE COURT: All right Thank you veiy much.
Mr. Owens.
MR_ OWENS: I will go through in the same order

responding to the issues raised. As to judicial bias in
Claim 1, they're alleging ineffective assistance of counsel
for not reviewing the Federal file, suppressing material
evidence, and that we are admitting the Slate's
iavolverrent

I did not intend to admit anything in any brief

4/

that I filed in this case. I don't know what happened. I
wasn't there. I wasn't part of the proceeding. I'm simply
looking at the documents the Federal Pubtie Defender has
provided which intimates there was a conversation with a
deputy of our office and that there —that's the only
place I'm getting that is from their own documents. So I
don't intend to say that we were tinioNed. I simply don't
know.

And we don't need to reach the merits of that.
As interesting as that is, that was known before, arid they
say that — that I haven't cited to the record and that
this wasn't raised in the motion for a new that, I did
bringwithmeheretoday—anditmnaynotbepartotthe
record in front of Your Honor, so I made copies — but it
was definitely part of the record in this case, and this is
the reply brief from direct appeal.

May I approach?
THE COURT: Yes.
MR. OWENS: Directing Your Honor's attention to

page 2, and I'm going to quote part of it, and this a
document filed by David Schieck on direct appeal. He says,
specific quote, specifically part of the Investi lion
proceedings against Judge Bengiovanni involved a
manipulation of the random assignment of cases so that

, particular cases would trade to his department, If the 
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1	 office oldie District Attorney were involved in any aspect
2 of this station, then the repeesentalions put on the
3 record daring trial were inaccurate. Only an evidenthary
4 nearing done in the ligtd of the infonnatien released with
5 the disoovery in the Federal case can answer the questions
6 that have arisen.

So they have received discovery in the Federal
case that helped them make an allegation that the State was

9 invohred in the manipulation of a random assignment of
10 cases. Thars the mad same thing that the Federal Public
11 = Defender is here saying today, that they have recentty
12 7receeddcoveryintheFederelcasethatsuggeststhe
13 State was involved in the random manipulation of casea

14	 That allegation is ten years old, ten years old.
15 They Ve 'mown about that Its the same old claim come up
16 again. I also noted in the documents from the Federal
17 . discovery provided In me by Mr. Anthony that a chief judge
18 was invohted, and we know from very recent history in this
19 case that only the chief judge has the power to manipulate
20 the random a sign merit of cases.
21	 And so in context — and I don't know I wasn't
22 there, so this isret testimony. [hit I can put two and two
3 together and — and — and very easily see how a chief

24 judge would be able to manipulate and put the case in front
25 of Bongiovanni,

I would also note that — that that was done in
December of 1994 thatthat case got tracked in trod of
Judge Borigiovanni. Stew Belt did not take office until
January of 1995, a month Wein To what extent he was
privy to the tracldng of thdt case, don't know. But he
took office a month later. lt is aimost tr is a year
later that the newspaper starts printing reports about some
Federal investigation about Judge Bongiownni in the middle
of this trial, a year later.

So I can easily see hew a pkosecuter in court
could represent that he talked to Slew Bel and said that
the DA's office is not involved in any Federal
investigation. if we were involved with that manipulation
of the case and we had knowledge of it was a year
earlier.

And I don't know that even on the facts as
theyre alleged here that we would have any reason to
indicate that that case that we might have helped through
the chief judge irho would be the only one who had authority
to do that — of course, we are the only ones that can file
a case, so I can see how this might have come about.

But why would we third( that that necessarily was
the seine Federal investigation that's being reported on a
year later in the newspaper? The Federal investigation was
extensive. This case in front of Bongiovarint was just one
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part of that case. There was a tot al facts, a lot of
details coming out on the case that they haven't shown that
we had any iretolvement in at all

What they have shown is that we tiled a case and
before Stow Bell took office. It was apparently at the
request of the Federal investigators, but they haven't
shown that we misrepresented things in court a year later
when we said we're not invohred in what's going on now,
Here's this newspaper. Here's all this talk about
Bongiovanni taking all sorts of bribes in all sorts of
areas. They haven't shown that we've had any involvement
in that part of the investgation that led to the charges
that arose in the middle of that

All theyve shovm is exactly the same thing that
they alleged a decade ago, and here we are still in the
same place we were a dearde ago. They can't just sit back
and let this stew and then ten years later say, well, now
we want to get to the lxittorn of it, now we worth) put
Judge Bell entre stand, now we want to put on the
prosecutor, now we want to find out who the chief judge was
and get to the bottom of this that happened.

They haven't alleged anything here that isn't
consistent and can't be reconciled with an tmclerstanding
how things transpired and the dates. And what the facts
ultimately would show, I don't know, but it's too late.

It's procedurally barred.
They only get that under the guise of this Brady

claim, that we withheld things from them. They had that in
1	 So their goad cause and prejudice to overcome the
procedural bru and raise this now ten years later just
isn't there. That's my response on judrial bias.

The same goas tor Denny Mason. Its been a
while since I've looked at the motion for new trial. If
its not in there, then its in the opening brief on direct
weal It's in the brief somewhere. I've read it. If

the Court needs roe — in fact, let's see. I might have it
here in my notes when 1 last reeked at this when the
defense knew that Bongiovanni — yeah, ifs in there.

That was the subject of the motion for new
that. Bongiovanni failed to disclose his business
relationship with Denny Mason's busiriess pater, Vince
Spero, who was purportedly a member Odle Buffalo La Cosa
Nostra gang. That's what was in the motion for new trial

THE COURT: Not really a gang.
FIR OWENS: MO, whatever —
THE COURT: l ye raver heard of La Cosa Nostra

being referred to as a gang from what I understand.
MR. OWENS: All right. But that was the subject

of the motion for a new trial, so that was in there.
Again, I would have to go back and look at it, and perhaps
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Your Honor will.
2	 If there's any dispute of fact here, it's abotrt
3 what the record shows or doesn't show. I'm suggesting
4	 their allegatloris are belied by the record, that they
5 didn't have knowledge of this. That doesn't create a
6 dispute of fact that has to be resolved necessarily in an
1 evidentiary heating. We can stow they knew these

allegations and thet its not a Brady violation, and
9 there's no good cause to dive into it at this Kink.
10	 Ineffective assistance of p-ost-conviction
11 counsel — well, ineffective assistance of trial counsel in
12 presenting mitigating evidence Is their claim. They only
13 get there through the allegation that post-conviction
14 counsel was ineffective, and so — and then they jump right
15 irdo the merits.
16	 Wail, its not that easy. Yes, you look at the
17 merits to get some insight about the prejudice, but you
18 still have to have this two-step process. You look at it
19 through the prism of these procedural bars. They have to
20 show that post-conviction counsel, David Schlock and Chris
21 Orem, were ineffective in failing to raise the
22 ineffectiveness of trial counsel. And It gets more
23 complicated.
24	 Mr. Anthony can only raise ineffective
25 assistance of post-conviction counsel as good cause. les

1	 not every allegation of post-conviction counsel that errors
2 that amounts — that raises to good cause. It's only those
3 errors where its so egregious that if posteconviction
4 counsel had done things differently, they would have been
5 successful, and the writ would have been granted, and Rippo
6 would have earned himself a new trial or a new penalty
7 hearing Only those errors in post-conviction counsel can
8 they raise now as having good cause.
9
	

And now stepping into the shoes of Chris Dram
19 and David Sehieek, they could have only raised allegations
11 of ineffective assistance of trial counsel. Linder
12 Strickland they would have to show that their performance
13 fell below an objective reasonable standard as of 1996 when
14 this trial occurred, not by today's standards, not by the
15 Federal Public Defender's standards.
16
	

They have one or two capital cases per attorney
17 in their office. That's not the reality of practice here
18 in Clark County. We have attorneys that have multiple
19 cases. That doesn't make them per se ineffective just
20 because they didn't get around to doing some of the things
21 that the Federal Public Defender would have all their time

and money to focus on and do an entire wortaire
23
	

In 1996 we have to look at what the state of
24 practice was here in Nevada, and than they-.
25 post-conviction counsel David Schieck would have had to
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have shown that trial counsel was ineffective, fell below
2 an oNective standard at the time, and that, once again,
3
	

the outcome would have been different, that trial counsel
4 was so remiss in their duties in presenting mitigating
5
	

evidence, that had they done things differently, again, the
6 outcome would have been different The jury wouldn't have
7
	

voted on death.
Again, I focus on the strength of the States

9
	

case in aggravation. There's very little in the way of
10 mitigation Iles going to overcome that woman who came in
11 and testified that she had been sexually assaulted and
12 stunned with a stun gun and choked with a ligature and with
13 Rippo's hands to the ;vita of blacking out in the very same
14 way that these two women now that were the subject of the
is murder, very similar except that the two women died and
16 there was no evidence of sexual assault with them.
17
	

But hearing that woman take the stand and
18 knowing that Rippo had done this before, that's the most
19
	

in 'ling evidence. There's very little in the way of
20 mitigation thins going to overcome that
21
	

And what do they have now here after 12 years of
new mitigation evidence that they say that David Sot lack

23 should have gone and done and should have found out? Well,
24 we know that the trial attorneys did consult a psychologist
25 and a psychiatrist, apparently just not the right one. Now
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1	 12 years later the Federal Public Defender has a new
2 expert
3	 I would argue that is just not going to suffice
4 to reopen a case that's this old, YOU can always go to a
5 new expert and get a new opinion. You can always find some
6 expert somewhere, and I don't know how may experts they
7	 consulted before they got the one that they put in this
8	 petition.
9	 The fact is that trial counsel did consult a
10 psychologist and a psychiatrist. His only argument is that
11 they didn't have enough time. Again, we look at the
12 realities of trial practice in the Eighth Judicial District
13 Court in 1996 and attorneys that have a heavy case load,
14 the fact Is they still got those reports done.
15	 And the fact that some other psychologist now
16 would add something new? What actually does he have new?
17 I didn't actually hey. Maybe it was this
ts neumpsychological impairment Again, is that-- whatever
19 that is, whatever that means, is that going to be
20 substantial enough that that would have persuaded our jury
21 not to sentence Rippo to death?

He mentions sexual abuse. i think it was just

23 in regards to Ripple's sisters, not as to Rippe, Pm not
24 sure how exactly that would be relevant and how that would
25 come out unless Rippo himself was the subject of some sod
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I	 of sexual abuse that the jury didn't hear about.
2	 They're saying sexual abuse of Rippo's sisters.

They're just portraying the stepfather as a bad man. I
4 don't know that that's realty mitigation evidence that

would have been that useful.
6	 Physical abuse, locking him in a closet, that he
7	 would perform positively in prison. Well I know that trial
8 counsel did elicit some of that information. Trial counsel
9 called James Cooper who was a vocational instructor,
10 laundry, dry cleaning, and pressing at the prison, and he
11 was a prison minister at Jean, saying that Rippo had no
12 disciplinaries in prison, and he didn't get the prison
13 tattoo and would do just well in prison. That sounds like
14 the same sort of thing here. They would just use a
15 different screed to elicit the same testimony.
16	 They called Robert Duncan who was Rippces
17 stepfather saying that Rippo had jobs after his release
18 from prison, he overhauled engines at home, he never was a
19 problem. He had girlfriends. Probation officer only came
20 by once. He didn't get the help he needed in prison. The
21 mother was under medication. He elicited that kind of
22 information.
23	 The defense — counsel at trial also called the
24 defendant's sister, Stacie Roterdan, who said the
25 stepfather did not encourage Rippo; that the father died;

1
	

the stepfather, James Anzinni (phonetIO would gamble with
Rippo's allowance and paycheck and he was always hard on

3 Rippe, would push him, and tell him he was never going to
4 amount to nothing; that he loved us, but was very hard on
5 as; would degrade woman in front of Rippo; that Stacie

Roterdem and her mother would visit Rippe in prison; Rippo
7 was good with children and made sure everyone had a good
a Christmas.

And then there was a letter from Carol Duncan.
10 That was Riprxi's that was Rippo's mother. She agreed to
11 send Rippo to Spring Mountain, but he didn't get the help
12 that he needed. He wasn't there—she was WI there for
13 him when the husband was dying of cancer. That Rippe did
14 well in the prison environment.
15
	

Finally, Rippo gave an allocution saying that he
16 pied guilty to the prior sexual assault In Mee to spare
17 the victim and that he prays for the victims' families.
18
	

That's the substance of the case in mitigation
19 that trial counsel did put on, ifs not that the,' put on
20 nothing at all. It's just that with 12 years and with the
21 resource of the Federal government they have been able to
22 do more investigation.
23
	

But what they haven't covered is either
24 cumulative or so minor in nature it's not going to overcome
25 the aggravating strength of the State's aggravating cases,
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1
	

and on that basis I would urge you to deny that claim.
2
	

THE COURT; Let me just ask you, and maybe its
3 reiterating something that you've already talked about
4
	

This interplay between - the distinction
5 between the issues of waiver or VOCE:551qt petitions under
6 34.810 and the requirement for good cause, that there be
7 some impediment external to the defense which prevented

their compliance or made it so that they couldn't raise
9
	

certain issue, its not enough just to say or is it enough
10 just so say, well, post-conviction counsel the first time
11 around was ineffective, so we can — we can reach these
12 issues again, and the issues that would prevent that
13 ordinarily under 34.810 don't apply.
14
	

Do you understand my question?
15
	

eiR. OWENS; I think so. Yes, they're entitled
16 to effective assistance on post conviction.
17
	

THE COURT; Right
18
	

MR. OWENS: And I think the way that that's
19 reconciled with the law that says that there has to be an
2s impediment external to the defense. I think that Is the
21 fact that counsel was appointed under law. Therefore,
22 thats consistent that past-conv4lon counsel was the
23 stumbling block that prevented them from getting it because
24 counsel wasn't performing as the constitutionally mandated
25 counsel.
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THE COURT: Okay.
MR, OWENS; And they did get back here in a

timely manner, and I don't think that— that following
first post-conviction petition that there is 3 per se
one-year time bar. That's the one year time bar under? —
.725.

I have argued on occasion that at a minimum
we're looking at at least you have do you have any
claims against post-conviction counsel filed within one
year, otherwise it doesn't make sense. But I use that
simply as a guideline. The Nevada Supreme Court has never
come out and said there's oneivar time bar following the
first post-conviction proceedings that you have to get back
in the State court. They say that you simply have to do so
without unreasonable delay.

And just because you might get back in State
court timely on one Issue doesn't mean you get to
automatically jump into the shoes of first post-conviction
counsel and redo all of the first post-conviction
proceedings, an issue by issue process that we go through,
an analysis. Look at the merits of the claim and make a
decision about whether or not they've shown good cause and
prejudice to raise that particular claim based on
post-conviction counsel's errors in a successive petition.

Claim 14, Roper v, Shimmies they say invalidates
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the prior sexual assault That's ari interesting legal
argument. I'm not aware of any coult anywhere that has
extended per v. Simmons to say that you can never use a
juvenile COnVictian in any context in a capital case as art
aggravator. That wasn't the holding in Roper. Rope' v.
sin/mars simpty said that those who are mental ey retarded
are less culpable; theretore, thee're not subject to the
death penalty.

Now Ms a huge leap to say that, well —
sorry. it wasn't mental retardation, was it? It was
juveniles. Juveniles are less culpable, Their brains
hayed fully developed; therefore, they're not SObject to
the death pereay for murders that occur when they're a
juvenile.

They never took that next step that says, well,
that prior convictions committed as a juvenile an be
used as an aggravator. No cout anywhere has held that
And in a sircessive peon this, oh, I don't think this
is the time to try to extend legal authority, if there's a
case on point that said that, then bring k, and then that
might te good cause to 

reexamine that ageeevator And then

maybe you wouldn't have been sentenced to death had we not
hacl that aggravator. But without that Who* to
overeeme the procedural bars that they have a novel legal
argument, that's not grounds to overcome the pmcedural

2 J	 Claim 2, the prosecutorial misconduct
absolutely agree, Banks v, Nike, dial yse have a duty to

4 disclose exculpatory evidence and to correct false
5 teseiroony. I haven't seen any false antimony that needs
6 correct*. I haven't seen any exculpetory evidence het

needs disclosing.
B	 Yeti know, that vase with Tom Simms was a drug
9 case, and Jan Lukens was off spouting about how we were
10 going te habilualize Tom Simms, All that ntay have done was
11 = impress upon Tom Simms that he's not getting any deal out
12 IoftheSae,weregofullboreonhim.
13	 The tact that we may not have adualy filed a
14 habitual alter the trial and had a drug case reduced to
15 gross misdemeanors is not inconsistent with the
16 s negotiations that everyone else in the community gets. We
17 simpfy don't leave the time to go hard en drug cases.
18	 The fact that John Lukens may have been
19 saying — saying we're going for a Ile sentence, if
20 anything boleters the fact that Simms cidn't think he was
21 getting anything. He Itiought he was going away for life._
22 The reality is we can't habitualize somebody on a drug
23 case, Everyone knows that This was posseWon with
24 intent to sell.
25
	

Again, the subsequent outcome in and of itself

2
3
4
5
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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the fad that the case was negotiated in a manner that is
not entirely inconsistent or with what the charges were and
with what would be a Dermal negotiation is not any
indication of exculpatory evidence that needed to be
disclosed.

They were aware that he had cases, Hewes
aware — they were aware that he had cases negotiated.
They were aware that these witnesses had pending cases.
The fad that Use pending cases were resolved ma

= particular manner is not evidence of any sort of
inducement

In Goings — I think Tom Simms's case was
mairijunia that was reduced down to the gross mi 	 nor.
The Goings case was also drugs. He had two ptior felony
convictions related to drugs On redirect the State asked
him about his then pending charges and whether he was
offered any deals in exchange for his testimony, None of

this changes the fact that these witnesses and the
prosecutors asked questions, arid the witnesses said I
haven't been offered arty.

The fact that their cases are later dealt in
whatever manner that they're handled does not mean d

_ influenced their testimony. As far 83 they're aware,
they're not petting any deals. And as far as I've seen

- with the negotiations that have happened, there was no
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1
	

outstanding great deal that any other criminal defendant

2 would not have othersoise gotten,
3
	

James Sea and David teethe, yes, I understand
4 that 12 years later they have some letters now that say
5 that, well, the DA put us into a room and let us look at
6 discovery. I wasn't there. I don't know whether that's
7 true or root Frankly it deesn't mailer. James Ison and
8 David Levine have never recanted the fact in these letters
9 r that Rippo confessed to them.
10
	

The dispute comes about whether Rippo showed
11 them the precise manner in which he strangled the two girls
12 to death, whether he actually del in fad wrap something
13 around his arm and say this is how I strangled out the
14 girls. That's what that letter is saying now, is that that
15 information was fed to him. I can't imegine titre weer be
16 true.
17
	

But we don't need to go there because he hasn't
18 changed — even if he had changed, I wouldn't be saying we
19 need to have an evidentiary hearing, but he hasn't changed
20 his testimony. This is a snitch. We ain't expect that all
21 snitches are going to — and people with criminal records
22 in jail who overhear things are going to be consistent for
23 20, 30, 40, years. But the fact that 12 years later he
24 says part of his testimony was not entirely true doesn't
25 undermine the rest of his testimony that Rippo confessed to
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o ins an OR release on behalf ol Dermy Mason, the seine
person who's the	 witness in this case.

I would submit to the Court that this newly
discovered evidence puts the failure to cliscbse the
existence of Mr. Mason in an entirety different tight
because if Judge Bongtovartni would have disciesect that he
knew Mason, he would have been incriminating himsee on the
record in - with respect to the very Federal proceedings
that were pending against him.

Our argument, Your Honor, Is that when you have
circumstances like that, the risk of bias ts so great that
there are certain circumstances where you can presume that
a judge is biased because the risk is to great because he
couldn't have been candid on the record without
incriminating himself in the Federal investigation. I
think tars a very important point, and k's based upon
newly discovered evidence.

As to the Brady arguments, submit that to
the Court. lithe Court looks at all these coincidences, 1
think there's one too many coirtidences here just to blot,
this off and to say that these dispositions were something
that occurred normally. If you look at them all together,
It shows that they Were not done normally.

Very briefty on ineffective assistance of triai
counsel. He talked about the 1995 standards. Your Honor,

111,

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
24
21
22
23
24
25

And co dainty without that, I doll think they
have grounds to reopen that. They don't have the good
cause or the prejudice to Shin" that the outcome would have
been different Even under the allegations that they're
making, even ac-cog them as true, James [son would still
say that Rippo confessed to him the murder, and he would
sal* say to us em told how exactty he strangled them
out but Rippo still confessed to the murder.

Lethal injection, again, on Claim n, the
Attorney General isn't part elites - this one right now.
The Attorney General represents the director at prisons.
The directot of prisons is not a named party in thi3 case.
Through a post-conviction petition this Court doesn't have
any authority to direct the director of prisons to do OF

not do anything. He's not 13211 of this. And thafs why a
post-conviction petition isn't the right procedure.

This only affecla the judgment of conviction.
You can change whether or not he's sentenced to death by
lethal injedion because that's in the judgment of
conviction, but you can't in this proceeding purpolt to
tell the director of prism's what procedure In do or not
do.

There is no execution eminent for Mr. Rippo. He
has years and years and years at appeals ahead of him. an
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1	 the protocol that the prison undergoes is under revision in
2	 light cif A and B briefs. 'They're reexamining that all tee
3 time.
4	 I don't - I'm not even sure what the protocol
5 is in effect now, 4 they've modified it since Baze v.
6 Rees. they haver-ft, I'm sure they will be, and by the
7 tme the next execution comes up, I'm sure they will
8 probatly ra fee a claim under the lethal injection, and
9 we'll see what the protocol is at that time. The issue
10 will be right, but the director of prisons will tee in the
11 lawsuit. Its not right. Its not properly raised here.
12	 1 =ft address for the Court Claim 12, this
13 viclirn impact and photos anti the scapbooks, That is one
14 of the claims I did not see as being a sigeficant claim.
15 I did not prepare on that offer than what is already in our
16 briefs. I don't even remember the scrapbooks, and I would
17 have to submit that one to Your Honor es discreeen as
18 contained in our briefs.
19	 Thanks.
20	 THE COURT: All right_ Anything else very
21 briefly just on the new issues he may have raised?
22	 MR. ANTHOMe t	 by to be brief, YOUT Honor,
23 I think one point that's important to make, especially on
24 this juckial bias issue, is that I hear a lot of I don't
25 know what happened, we don't know what happened, and I 

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1	 think tars kind el the point, and I think e's kind of

2 the reason why we would be seeking an evidentiary hearing.
3	 But the reply brief that Mr. Owens provided to
4 the Court was an exhibe lo the petition, The problem is,
5 is that these things only sic*, leaked out of the news as
6 news reports happened about the Federal invegigation, But

7 these were news reports that were long after the leak and
8 the problem is, is that all we have is this one isolated

sentence that doesn't have any index cite, and the Nevada
10 Supreme Court chose to rnake an adverse factual finding
11 based upon an of this other evidence that had come out in
12 the court below that we have subsequently shown is not
13 true.
14	 And so basically their response of, well, we
15 don't really know what happened, I think that really
16 bolsters the reason for having an evidentiery heating
17 because ifs imeeirtant that vre know what the facts aio
18 before we make a decision.
19	 With this argument Miele Denny Mason, we also
20 included the motion tor a new that as an exhibit befoie
21 this Court. One piece of information that I think is
22 significant is Exhibit 246 to the petition. That's
23 actually a trap and trace order that we recently discovered
24 just from dumb luck. That is a trap and taw order where
25 Ben  Span° Galls up Judge Bongiovaimrs chambers, and he
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THE COURT:

MR. OWENS:

ine ing Or —

THE COURT:

Yeah, no date. No date.
We'll be naffed by minute order OF

We'll go off the retard,

R 0789

ATTE . Tull, true, and accurate traffipt.

ANGELA
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83

those are the same standards we're under today which are
the AEA model guidelires from 19e9. They were applied in
Wiggins v. Sill) rithich is a 20CG case to a 1989 case.
That's — and now we got a 19E6ease.

So the standards are the same. You gat le do a
reasonable investigation, You can't stet your sentencing
investigation trio weeks before trial starts and expect
something comprehensive to turn up.

Mr. Owens argues that we're arguing that we
should just get another expert. m riot arguing that. I'm
saying that you should have sufficiently prepared the
experts you chose. I'm not saying you ge out and get ten
experts, just that you just need to prepare the ones that
you chose.

We talked about the sexual abuse of the sisters.
I have not alleged that kle Mppo was sexually abused by
his stepfather, but what I would submit Is the Caret is
when you look at someone's social history, the fact that
something like that is going on In the family is a
skant topic that's worthy of discussion by a
psychologist because you knew that affects the dynamics of
a family when some of the family members are being sexually

bused, So we would argue that that still is relevant
mitigation evidence.

And one last point, Your Honor, and then Ii be

1 finished. As to this Roper argument, the State has argued
2 that there's no supporting authority. We did have a chance
3 to cite to the Court in the petition some Federal cases
4 where The Federal courts refused to adjudicate someone as a
5 habitant crimirial because of priors tetwere committed
6 when they were a juvenile.
7
	

What we're arguing is, is that that has even
room force when you're talking about the death penalty

9 because theres a lot MOTO at slaw in a death penalty case

10 than a habitual criminal adjudication. I those courts are
11 right where they say you cant adjudicate someone as a
12 habitual criminal for conduct that occurred when they were
13 a juvenile, then certainly that that— that holding should
14 carry over into the death penalty context, and I don't
15 think there's any tension or any extension of new
18 authority just to say that that's what the law is with
17 respect to Roper.
18
	

Thank you.

19
	

THE COURT: Other than what's been submitted as
20 essentially the opposition to the State's motion to dismiss
21 as well as the motion for leave to conduct discovery, there
22 wasn't anything else that you wanted to add on the fir to
23 conduct discovery.
24
	

MR ANTHONY: No

25
	

THE COURT: Da you understand?

1
2
3
4

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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•1
12
13
14
15
18
17
18
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20
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22
23
24
25

1
2
3
4
5
6
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12
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16
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18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

MR. ANTHONY: I think—
THE COURT: I mean theyre sort of derivative.

We can overcome some of these procedural bars by candteling
discovery. Well figure what we want to do. Bel they're
kind of intertwined.

MR ANTHONY: Our contention is that they're
related, and as this Court looks at the motion to dismiss
and as The Cott/ looks at oar motion for leave to conduct
discovery, the Court can see where were going, what we're
looking for, and why that would establish prejudice. So we
would argue that those are interrelated.

THE COURT: All right. I'm going to lake the
matter under advisement It will stand submitted at this
point

Are there upcoming dates on the Federal one?
MR, ANTHONY; We nave a response due to the

Federal petition actually this week, but to he honest with
you, Your Honor, I imtine that the Nevada Attorney
General's office might be seeking another extension.
-Ras just my guess. So we don't have anything imminent
corning up.

THE COURT: Al right. Thank you.
MR. ANTHONY: Thank you.
MR. OWF_NS: Thanks, Judge,
So is just under advisement then, no date?
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NOTICE OF ENTRY OF
DECISION AND ORDER

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on March 11, 2009, the court entered a decision or order in this

true and correct copy of which is attached to this notice.

You may appeal to the Supreme Court from the decision or order of this court If you wish to appeal, y

must file a notice of appeal with the clerk of this court within thirty-three (33) days after the date this notice

mailed toy This notice was mailed an Mardi 16, 2009.
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Order
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FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND ORDER

DATE OF HEARING: 9/22/08
TIME OF HEARING: 8:30 A.M.

THIS CAUSE having come on for hearing before the Honorable DAVID T. WALL,

trict Judge, on the 22 nd day of September, 2008, on the State's Motion to Dismiss and

`chael Damon Rippo's Motion for Leave to Conduct Discovery, STEVEN S. OWENS,

ESQ., appearing on *behalf of the State, and DAVID ANTHONY, ESQ., appearing on behalf

of Mr. Rippo, his presence having been waived, and the Court having heard argument and

having taken the matter under advisement, hereby finds as follows:

FINDINGS OF FACT

Mr. Rippo's instant Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus, filed January 15, 2008, is

procedurally time-barred under NRS 34.726, which requires dismissal absent good cause for

the delay and a showing of prejuAcecOOkiBally, for certain claims, the petition is barred

by NRS 34.810(2) as a successiveottitiprmoddressing issues previously raised on direct

mot( oil -Ft P:IWPEXXVORDMFORDM202\202077064oc



appeal or in prior post-conviction proceedings (or an appeal therefrom) and/or address issues

	

2	 for which the controlling law of the case has been determined previously (claims 1, 2, 3, 5, 7,

	

3	 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19 & 21).

	

4	 The Court finds certain claims are barred under NRS 34.810(1)(b) as successive as

	

5	 the issues could have been raised on direct appeal or in a prior petition for post-conviction

	

6	 relief or an appeal therefrom (claims 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 14, 18, & 20). The Court finds that

	

7	 Mr. Rippo has failed to establish good cause for failing to present these claims in any earlier

	

8	 proceeding, and has failed to establish actual prejudice.

	

9	 Further, the Court finds that certain issues raised by Mr. Rippo are not cognizable in

	

10	 this post-conviction petition (claim 22).

The record shows that more than a decade ago, Rippo's trial counsel knew and

12 alleged that the State was involved in the Federal sting operation by indicting Terry Salem

13 and manipulating the random assignment of the case and also that Bongiovanni failed to

14 disclose a prior relationship with witness Denny Mason who was the business partner of

15 reputed Buffalo mob associate Ben Spano. Accordingly, neither Brady nor ineffectiveness

	

16	 of post-conviction counsel constitutes good cause for re-arguing these ten-year old facts in a

	

17	 successive petition.

	

18	 The record shows that Rippo's trial counsel was well aware that several witnesses had

19 past or pending criminal cases against them and cross-examined regarding continuances,

20 quashed bench warrants, and future benefits. Twelve years later, the various dispositions of

21	 such collateral cases are not new evidence of undisclosed inducements, but are consistent

22 with the trial testimony that no benefits were given and that such cases would rise or fall on

23 their own merit.

24	 The State has never suppressed such case dispositions (which are a matter of public

25record), they are not favorable to the defense as either exculpatory or impeaching, and none

26 of the allegations are material so as to undermine confidence in the verdict. None of the

27 jailhouse informants have recanted their testimony that Rippo confessed to the murders.

28 Accordingly, neither Brady nor ineffectiveness of post-conviction counsel constitutes good

2	 PAWPD005VADRWORDR1202%20207705.doc
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a	 1
cause for re-raising these claims where no new material facts are alleged and there is no

reasonable probability of a different conviction or sentence for Rippo.

The Nevada Supreme Court's conclusion that the "evidence in mitigation was not

particularly compelling" remains unaltered even in light of the additional mitigation

witnesses and evidence now alleged by the defense. The "new" family history evidence is

cumulative to what was already presented. Recent psychological testing fails to reveal any

significant or persuasive diagnosis that would have compelled a verdict less than death.

Given the strength of the State's ease in aggravation which included the tortuous

strangulation of two young women and Rippo's prior conviction for sexual assault, nothing

new in mitigation alleged by the defense would have had a reasonable probability of altering

the outcome of the case.

Any alleged intervening case authority fails to establish new grounds that were

previously unavailable to Rippo, has no application to this case, or does not stand for the

proposition alleged. Accordingly, intervening case authority does not provide good cause

for the instant petition.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

"Application of the statutory procedural default rules to post-conviction habeas

petitions is mandatory." State v. Eighth Judicial Dist. Court, 121 Nev. 225, 112 P.3d 1070,

1074 (2005). Post-conviction habeas petitions that are filed several years after conviction

unreasonably burden the criminal justice system. Id. "The necessity for a workable system

dictates that there must exist a time when a criminal conviction is final." Id.

Under the mandatory provisions of NRS 34.726(1), absent a showing of good cause

and prejudice, a defendant must file a petition that challenges the validity of a judgment o

sentence within one year after entry of the judgment or if an appeal has been taken from the

judgment, within one year after the Nevada Supreme Court issues its Remittitur.

NRS 34.810(2) requires dismissal of claims which could have been raised in earlier

proceedings or which were raised in a prior petition or proceeding and determined on the

merits unless the Court finds both good cause for failure to bring such issues previously and

3	 PAWPDOCTORDMFORDR1202\20207706.doc
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actual prejudice to the defendant.

2	 Once the State raises procedural grounds for dismissal, the burden then falls On the

3	 defendant "to show that good cause exists for his failure to raise any grounds in an earlier

4 petition and that he will suffer actual prejudice if the grounds are not considered." Phelps v. 

5	 Dir. of Prisons, 104 Nev. 656, 659, 764 P.2d 1303, 1305 (1988). To find good cause there

6	 must be a "substantial reason; one that affords a legal excuse." Hathaway v. State, 119 Nev. •

7	 248, 252, 71 P.3d 503, 506 (2003).

8	 To establish good cause, a defendant must demonstrate that some impediment

9 external to the defense prevented compliance with the mandated statutory default rules.

10	 Lozada v. State, 110 Nev. 349, 353, 871 P.2d 944, 946 (1994). Even legitimate Brady

11	 claims are procedurally barred when the basis for the claim was known and it was either not

12 brought in an earlier proceeding or within an applicable time bar. Hutchison v. Bell 303

13	 F.3d 720 (6th Cir. 2002).

14	 Where an issue has already been decided on the merits by the Nevada Supreme Court,

15	 the Court's ruling is law of the case, and the issue will not be revisited. Pellegtini v. State,

16	 117 Nev. 860, 888, 34 P.3d 519, 538 (2001) (holding luinder the law of the case doctrine,

17 issues previously determined by this court on appeal may not be reargued as a basis for

18	 habeas relief'); Valerio v. State, 112 Nev. 383, 386, 915 P.2d 874, 876 (1996). The law of a

19	 first appeal is the law of the case in all later appeals in which the facts are substantially the

20same; this doctrine cannot be avoided by MOM detailed and precisely focused argument.

21	 Hall v. State, 91 Nev. 314, 315, 535 P.2d 797, 798 (1975). While law of the case may not

22 apply where the facts are substantially different, law of the case "cannot be avoided by a

23 more detailed and precisely focused argument subsequently made after reflection upon the

24 previous proceedings." Hogan v. State, 109 Nev. 952, 959, 860 P.2d 710,715 (1993).

25	 In order to assert a claim for ineffective assistance of counsel, Defendant must prove

26 that he was denied "reasonably effective assistance" of counsel by satisfying the two-prong

27 test of Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 686-687, 104 S.Ct. 2052 (1984); Ennis v. 

28	 State, 122 Nev. 694, 137 P.3d 1095, 1102 (2006). Under this test, Defendant must show: (1)

4	 PAWPIXKZORDRAFORDIt202\202077064m
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that his counsel's representation fell below an objective standard of reasonableness; and (2)

that but for counsel's errors, there is a reasonable probability that the result of the

proceedings would have been different. Strickland, 466 U.S. at 687-688 and 694, 104 S.Ct.

at 2064; Warden., Nevada State Prison v. Lyons, 100 Nev. 430, 432, 683 P.2d 504, 505

(1984) (adopting Strickland two-part test in Nevada).

A defendant seeking post-conviction relief is not entitled to an evidentiary hearing on

factual allegations belied or repelled by the record. Hargrove v. State, 100 Nev. 498, 502,

686 P.2d 222, 225 (1984). Claims asserted in a petition for post-conviction relief must be

supported with specific factual allegations, which if true, would entitle the petitioner to.

Id.

In Nelson v. Campbell, 541 U.S. 637 (2004), the Court concluded that the appropriate

vehicle for a prisoner to challenge a particular lethal injection procedure was an action under

42 U.S.C. §1983, stating "a particular means of effectuating a sentence of death does not

directly call into question the 'fact' or 'validity of the sentence itself" because by altering

the procedure, the state could go forward with the execution. See also, Hill v. McDonough,

547 U.S. 573, 126 S.Ct. 2096 (2006).

Although Sharma applies to cases that became final before Sharma was decided in

2002, it does so not because it is a retroactive "new rule" but because it was held to be a

"clarification" of the law. Mitchell v. State, 122 Nev. 1269, 149 P.3d 33 (2006). The

distinction is critical because as a clarification of law, the basis for the claim was always

available to Rippo and is now procedurally barred.

Although Polk v. Sandoval was published in 2007, the basis for the 9 th Circuit's ruling

was not new law but was Federal precedent decided decades earlier and which has always

been available to Rippo. Polk v. Sandoval„ 503 F.3d 903 (9 th Cir. 2007). The Polk decision •

does not address retroactivity of Byford and the law of the case remains that Nevada's

change in the premeditation/deliberation instruction has only prospective application.

Garner v. State, 116 Nev. 770, 6 P.3d 1013 (2000). Furthermore, because of Rippo's

conviction under a felony-murder theory, any error would be held harmless. Bridges v.

5	 PAWPDOCS \ORDR\FOREM202‘20207706.doc
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State, 116 Nev. 752, 6 P.3d 1000, 1008 (2000).

2	 The validity of a prior conviction used for sentence enhancement . may not be

3	 collaterally attacked in a subsequent offense. See e.g., U.S. v. Martinez-Martinez, 295 F.3d

4	 1041 (9th Cir. 2002), Neither Roper v. Simmons nor U.S. v. Naylor hold that a prior juvenile

5 crime of violence may not be used as an aggravating Circumstance for a murder committed

after the age of 18.

Blakely v. Washington was not a death penalty case and it held only that "any fact

that increases the penalty for a crime beyond the statutory maximum must be submitted to a

9 jury and proved beyond a reasonable doubt." Blakely v. Washington, 542 U.S. 296, 124

10 S.Ct. 2531 (2004). In so holding, Blakely simply repeated the holding of a well-known ease

II	 decided four years earlier. Apprencli V. New Jersey, 530 U.S. 466, 120 S.Ct. 2348 (2000).

12 Blakely does not support Defendant's position and neither Blakely, nor Append' are timely

13	 raised four and eight years, respectively, after they became law.

14	 Only after a petition survives a motion to dismiss and claims are found warranting an

15 evidentiary hearing may a party invoke discovery to the extent "good cause" is shown. NRS

16 34.780. Federal courts do not allow prisoners to . use federal discovery for fishing

17	 expeditions to investigate mere speculation. Calderon v. United States District Court for the

18 1 Northern District, of California, 98 F.3d 1102, 1106 (1996). Only where specific allegations

19 before the court show reason to believe that the petitioner may, if the facts are fully

20	 developed, be able to demonstrate that he is entitled to relief, is the court under a duty to

21	 provide the necessary facilities and procedures for an adequate inquiry. McDaniel v. United

22	 States District Court For the District of Nevada 127 F.3d 886,888 (1997).

23	 / / /

24	 / / /

25	 1/1/

26	 / /

27/11/

28	 / /
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DATED this	 day of1etbeis20Qt	 •1'

	

t	 017 _tr._ Awl..
PI' •	 I

BY
NS

Chief Dputy District Attorney
Nevada Bar #004352

ORDER

Based on the foregoing, the State's Motion to Dismiss the Petition is hereby

GRANTED. Mr. Rippo's Motion for Leave to Conduct Discovery is DENIED as moot.

DAVID ROGER
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Nevada Bar #002781
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CERTIFICATE OF FACSIMILE

I hereby certify and affirm that I faxed a copy of the foregoing Findings of Fact,

Conclustions of Law and Order to the attorney of record listed below on November

24, 2008.

David Anthony
Assistant Federal Public Defender
411 E. Bonneville Ave., Suite 250
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101

Employee, Clark CoIrnty.
District Attorney's Office
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District Attorney
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Assistant District .Attorney
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Assistant District Attorney
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County Counsel
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STEVEN S. OWENS
Chief Deputy
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David,
The following Findings will be submitted to Judge Wall on November 24, 2008.
Sincerely,
Steven S. OW011S
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NOTC
FRANNY A. FORSMAN

2 I Federal Public Defender
Nevada Bar No. 00014

31 DAVID ANTHONY
Assistant Federal Public Defender

4 1 Nevada Bar No. 7978
Assistant Federal Public Defender

5 411 Bonneville Avenue, Suite 250
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101

6 Telephone: (702) 388-6577
Facsimile: (702) 388-5819

11 MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,	 )	 Case No. C106784
)	 Dept. No. I

12	 Petitioner,	 )
)

13	 vs.	 )
)

4 I E. K. McDANIEL, Warden, and	 )
CATHERIN CORTEZ-MASTO, )

5 Attorney General of the State of	 )
Nevada,	 )

)
Respondents.	 )	 (Death Penalty Case)

17

8	 NOTICE OF APPEAL

19	 NOTICE is hereby given that the Petitioner, Michael Damon Rippo, appeals to the Nevada

20 Supreme Court from the Finding of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order entered and served in this

21 action on March 16, 2009 by Notice of Entry of Decision and Order. The Findings of Fact,

22 /11

23 ///

///

25 N

26 II/

27

28

7
Attorneys for Petitioner

8
DISTRICT COURT

9
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

10
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Conclusions of Law and Order was entered on March 11, 2009 by the Honorable David T. Wall,

2 1 Department XX.'

Respectfully submitted this 15 th day of April, 2009.

FRANNY A. FORSMAN
Federal Public Defender
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3
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15

6

7

DAVID ANTHO
Assistant Federal Public Defender
Nevada Bar No, 7978
411 E. Bonneville Ave., Ste. 250
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101

Attorneys for Petitioner
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15

26

27 2008.

28

Rippo's case was transferred from Department XX to Department I on December 28,
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL

2 1	 The undersigned hereby certifies that pursuant to NRCP 5(4 on this 15 day of April, 2009,

3 she caused to be deposited for mailing, in the United States mail, postage prepaid, a true and correct

4 - copy of the foregoing Notice of Appeal, addressed to opposing counsel as follows:

5
David Roger

6	 Clark County District Artroney
Steve S. Owens

7 I	 Chief Deputy District Attorney
200 Lewis Ave.
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155

9
Catherine Cortez Masto

10	 Attorney General
555 East Washington Avenue, 3' Floor

11	 Las Vegas, Nevada 89101
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* * * * * * * * * *

MICHAEL RIPPO, )
)

Appellant, )
)

No. 53626

-vs- )
)

E.K. McDANIEL, et al., )
)

Respondent. )
)

FILED
OCT 1 9 iii09

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA
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Court, February 13, 1996

45 81	 Reporter's Transcript of JA10839-JA10846
Proceedings, State v. Rippo, Case
No. C106784, Eighth Judicial
District Court, February 8, 1996

45 82	 Reporter's Transcript of Calendar JA10847-JA10859
Call, State v. Morelli, Case
Nos.C64603 and C64604, Eighth
Judicial District Court, January 12,
1984 (Snow)
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45 83	 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings JA10860-JA10884
(Testimony of Richard Morelli),
State v. Snow, Case No.C61676,
Eighth Judicial District Court, April
17, 1984

45 84	 Letter from Melvyn T. Harmon,
Chief Deputy, Office of the District

JA10885-JA10886

Attorney, To Whom It May Concern
re Richard Joseph Morelli, July 20,
1984 (Snow)

45 85	 Deposition of Melvyn T. Harmon,
Esq., Snow v. Angelone, Case No. 6-

JA10887-JA10921

12-89-WPHC, Seventh Judicial
District Court, September 25, 1992

45 86	 Las Vegas Review Journal excerpt, JA10922-JA10924
May 3, 2004, "Police Say Binion
Witness Not Credible" (Tabish)

45 87	 Letter from Kent R. Robison of JA10925-JA10929
Robison, Belaustegui, Robb and
Sharp, to E. Leslie Combs, Jr., Esq.
Re: Kathryn Cox v. Circus Circus, et
al., October 16, 1995, in relation to
Witter v. McDaniel, CV-S-01-1034-
RLH (LRL), District of Nevada

45 88	 LVMPD Certificate of [Informant] JA10930-JA10931
Management Course completion,
April 14, 1994

45 89	 Las Vegas Metropolitan Police JA10932-JA10934
Department Cooperating Individual
Agreement and Special Consent and
Waiver of Liability

45 90	 David J.J. Roger letter to Nevada JA10935-JA10936
State Parole Board Chairman
regarding Robert Bezak (Jones),
December 3, 1990

45 91	 Declaration of Herbert Duzant dated JA10937-JA10938
May 15, 2008

45 92	 Records request to Juvenile Justice JA10939-JA10948
Division dated May 14, 2008
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45 93	 Records request to Nassau County JA10949-JA10973
Department of Social Services dated
May 15, 2008

46 94	 Records request to Central Medicaid JA10974-JA10996
Office dated May 15, 2008

46 95	 Records request to Central Medicaid JA10997-JA11007
Office dated November 29, 2007

46 96	 Records request to Office of the JA11008-JA11010
Clark County District Attorney dated
November 27, 2007 (re
Bongiovanni)

46 97	 Records request to Office of the JA11011-JA11013
United States Attorney dated
November 27, 2007 (re
Bongiovanni)

46 98	 Records request to the Clark County JA11014-JA11026
District Attorney dated December 5,
2007 (re: Michael Beaudoin, James
Ison, David Jeffrey Levine, Michael
Thomas Christos, Thomas Edward
Sims (deceased), William Burkett
(aka Donald Allen Hill), Diana Hunt
and Michael Rippo)

46 99	 Records request to Clark County JA11027-JA11034
District Attorney dated December 5,
2007 (re Victim/Witness
information)

46 100	 Records request to Franklin General JA11035-JA11050
Hospital dated November 29, 2007

46 101	 Records request to Justice Court,
Criminal Records dated December 5,
2007

JA11051-JA11055

46 102	 Records request to Nassau County JA11056-JA11069
Department of Social Services dated
November 28, 2007

46 103	 Records request to Nevada JA11070-JA11080
Department of Corrections dated
November 29, 2007 (re: Levine)
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46 104	 Records request to Nevada JA11081-JA11095
Department of Parole and Probation
dated November 29, 2007 (re
Levine)

46 105	 Records request to Nevada JA11096-JA11103
Department of Parole and Probation
dated April 12, 2007 (re: Rippo)

46 106	 Records request to Word of Life JA11104-JA11110
Christian Center Pastor David
Shears, Assistant Pastor Andy Visser
dated November 29, 2007

46 107	 Response to records request from JA11111-JA11112
Nevada Department of Parole and
Probation dated December 3, 2007

46 108	 Response to records request from JA11113-JA11114
Office of the District Attorney dated
January 28, 2008 (re Victim Witness)

46
109	 Response to records request from JA11115-JA11116

Word of Life Christian Center
Assistant Pastor Andy Visser dated
December 11, 2007

46
110	 Records request to Franklin General JA11117-JA11128

Hospital dated May 16, 2008 (re:
Stacie Campanelli)

46
111	 Records request (FOIA) to Executive JA11129-JA11132

Offices for the United States
Attorneys dated November 27, 2007

46
112	 Records request (FOIA) to the FBI

dated November 27, 2007
JA11133-JA11135

46
113	 Response to records request to JA11136-JA11137

Executive Offices for the United
States Attorneys, undated

46
114	 Records request to Nevada Division

of Child and Family Services dated
JA11138-JA11144

May 16, 2008 (re: Stacie)
46

115	 Records request to Claude I. Howard JA11145-JA11156
Children's Center dated May 16,
2008 (re: Stacie Campanelli, Carole
Ann Campanelli (deceased))
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46 116	 Records request to Clark County JA111457-JA11171
School District dated May 16, 2008
(re: Stacie Campanelli and Carole
Ann Campanelli (deceased))

46 117	 Records request to University JA11172-JA11185
Medical Center dated May 16, 2008
(re: Stacie Campanelli and Carole
Ann Campanelli (deceased))

46 118	 Records request to Valley Hospital JA11186-JA11199
Medical Center dated May 16, 2008
(re: Stacie Campanelli and Carole
Ann Campanelli (deceased))

46 119	 Records request to Desert Springs JA11200-JA11213
Hospital Medical Center dated May
16, 2008 (re: Stacie Campanelli and
Carole Ann Campanelli (deceased))

46 120	 Records request to Reno Police JA11214-JA11221
Department, Records and ID Section
dated May 16, 2008

47 121	 Records request to Washoe County JA11222-JA11229
Sheriff's Office dated May 16, 2008

47 122	 Records request to Sparks Police JA11230-JA11237
Department dated May 16, 2008

47 123	 Response to records request to JA11238-JA11239
Justice Court re: Michael Beaudoin

47 124	 Response to records request to JA11240-JA11241
Justice Court re: Michael Thomas
Christos

47 125	 Response to records request to JA11242-JA11244
Justice Court re: Thomas Edward
Sims

47 126	 Response to records request to JA11245-JA11248
Justice Court re: request and clerk's
notes

127	 Omitted.
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47 128	 Subpoena to Clark County District JA11249-JA11257
Attorney, Criminal Division (re:
Michael Beaudoin, James Ison,
David Jeffrey Levine, Michael
Thomas Christos, Thomas Edward
Sims (deceased), William Burkett
(aka Donald Allen Hill), Diana Hunt
and Michael Rippo)

47 129	 Proposed Order to the Clark County JA11258-JA11267
District Attoreny

47 130	 Subpoena to Central Medicaid JA11268-JA11272
Office, New York, New York

47 131	 Subpoena to Claude I. Howard JA11273-JA11277
Children's Center

47 132	 Subpoena to City of New York,
Department of Social Services

JA11278-JA11282

47 133	 Subpoena to Desert Springs Hospital JA11283-JA11288

47 134	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11289-JA11295
Police Department Fingerprint
Bureau

47 135	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11296-JA11301
Police Department Communications
Bureau

47 136	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11302-JA11308
Police Department Confidential
Informant Section

47 137	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11309-JA11316
Police Department Criminalistics
Bureau

47 138	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11317-JA11323
Police Department Evidence Vault

47 139	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11324-JA11330
Police Department Criminal
Intelligence Section

47 140	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11331-JA11337
Police Department Narcotics
Sections I, II, and III
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47 141	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11338-JA11344
Police Department Property Crimes
Bureau

47 142	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11345-JA11352
Police Department Records Bureau

47 143	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11353-JA11360
Police Department Robbery /
Homicide Bureau

47 144	 Subpoena to Nevada Parole and JA11361-JA11368
Probation (re: Michael Beaudoin,
James Ison, David Jeffrey Levine,
Michael Thomas Christos, Thomas
Edward Sims (deceased), William
Burkett (aka Donald Allen Hill),
Diana Hunt and Michael Rippo)

47 145	 Proposed Order to the Nevada JA11369-JA11373
Department of Parole and Probation

47 146	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11374-JA11379
Police Department Gang Crimes
Bureau

47 147	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11380-JA11385
Police Department SWAT Division

47 148	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11386-JA11392
Police Department Vice Section

47 149	 Subpoena to Clark County Public JA11393-JA11399
Defender (re: Michael Beaudoin,
James Ison, David Jeffrey Levine,
Michael Thomas Christos, Thomas
Edward Sims (deceased), William
Burkett (aka Donald Allen Hill),
Diana Hunt and Michael Rippo)

47 150	 Subpoena to Henderson Police JA11400-JA11406
Department (re: Michael Beaudoin,
James Ison, David Jeffrey Levine,
Michael Thomas Christos, Thomas
Edward Sims (deceased), William
Burkett (aka Donald Allen Hill),
Diana Hunt and Michael Rippo)
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47 151	 Subpoena to Nevada Department of JA11407-JA11411
Health and Human Services,
Division of Child and Family
Services

47 152	 Subpoena to Reno Police Department JA11412-JA11418
(re: Michael Beaudoin, James Ison,
David Jeffrey Levine, Michael
Thomas Christos, Thomas Edward
Sims (deceased), William Burkett
(aka Donald Allen Hill), Diana Hunt
and Michael Rippo)

47 153	 Subpoena to Sparks Police JA11419-JA11427
Department (re: Michael Beaudoin,
James Ison, David Jeffrey Levine,
Michael Thomas Christos, Thomas
Edward Sims (deceased), William
Burkett (aka Donald Allen Hill),
Diana Hunt and Michael Rippo)

47 154	 Subpoena to University Medical JA11428-JA11432
Center

47 155	 Subpoena to Valley Hospital JA11433-JA11438

47 156	 Subpoena to Washoe County Public JA11439-JA11445
Defender (re: Michael Beaudoin,
James Ison, David Jeffrey Levine,
Michael Thomas Christos, Thomas
Edward Sims (deceased), William
Burkett (aka Donald Allen Hill),
Diana Hunt and Michael Rippo)

47 157	 Subpoena to Washoe County JA11446-JA11453
Sheriff's Office, Records and ID
Section (re: Michael Beaudoin,
James Ison, David Jeffrey Levine,
Michael Thomas Christos, Thomas
Edward Sims (deceased), William
Burkett (aka Donald Allen Hill),
Diana Hunt and Michael Rippo)
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47 158	 Subpoena to Washoe County JA11454-JA11460
Sheriff's Office, Forensic Science
Division (re: Michael Beaudoin,
James Ison, David Jeffrey Levine,
Michael Thomas Christos, Thomas
Edward Sims (deceased), William
Burkett (aka Donald Allen Hill),
Diana Hunt and Michael Rippo)

47 159	 Deposition Subpoena to Dominic JA11461-JA11463
Campanelli

47 160	 Deposition Subpoena to Melody JA11464-JA11466
Anzini

47 161	 Subpoena to the Clark County JA11467-JA11471
District Attorney's Office (re: Nancy
Becker)

48 162	 Subpoena to Nancy Becker JA11472-JA11476

48 163	 Subpoena to Clark County Human JA11477-JA11481
Resources Department (re: Nancy
Becker)

48 164	 Subpoena to Nassau County JA11482-JA11486
Department of Social Services

48 165	 Subpoena to the Clark County JA11487-JA11490
School District

48 166	 Subpoena to the Clark County JA11491-JA11495
District Attorney's Office (re: Gerard
Bongiovanni)

48 167	 Subpoena to the Office of the United JA11496-JA11499
States Attorney (re: Gerard
Bongiovanni)

48 168	 Subpoena to the Clark County JA11500-JA11505
District Attorney, Victim-Witness
Assistance Center

48 169	 Proposed Order to the Clark County JA11506-JA11508
District Attorney, Victim-Witness
Assistance Center
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48 170	 Subpoena to the Office of Legal JA11509-JA11513
Services, Executive Offices for
United States Attorneys -- FOIA (re:
Bongiovanni)

48 171	 Subpoena to the Federal Bureau of JA11514-JA11518
Investigation (re Bongiovanni)

48 172	 Subpoena to the Las Vegas JA11519-JA11522
Metropolitan Police Department,
Criminal Intelligence Section,
Homeland Security Bureau, Special
Operations Division (re
Bongiovanni)

48 173	 Subpoena to Leo P. Flangas, Esq. JA11523-JA11526
(re: Bongiovanni)

48 174	 Subpoena to Nevada Department of JA11527-JA11530
Investigation

48 175	 Subpoena to Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms

JA11531-JA11534

48 176	 Subpoena to Robert Archie (re: JA11535-JA11538
Simms)

48 177	 Subpoena to Nevada Department of JA11539-JA11545
Corrections (re: lethal injection)

48 178	 Deposition subpoena to Howard JA11546-JA11548
Skolnik, NDOC

48 179	 Deposition subpoena to Robert JA11549-JA11551
Bruce Bannister, D.O., NDOC

48 180	 Deposition subpoena to Warden Bill JA11552-JA11554
Donat

48
1

181	 Deposition subpoena to Stacy Giomi,
Chief, Carson City Fire Department

JA11555-JA11 557

37 Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Petition
for Writ of Habeas Corpus (Post-

05/21/08 JA08758-JA08866

Conviction)

37 Exhibits to Opposition to Motion to Dismiss 05/21/08 JA08867-JA08869
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37 329.	 Leonard v. McDaniel, Eighth JA08870-JA08884
Judicial District Court, Case No.
C126285, Reply to Opposition to
Motion to Dismiss, filed March 11,
2008.

37 330.	 Lopez v. McDaniel, Eighth Judicial JA08885-JA08890
District Court, Case No. C068946,
State's Motion to Dismiss Petition
for Writ of Habeas Corpus, filed
February 15, 2008.

38 331.	 Sherman v. McDaniel, Eighth JA08991-JA09002
Judicial District Court, Case No.
C126969, Reply to Opposition to
Motion to Dismiss, filed June 25,
2007.

38 332.	 Witter v. McDaniel, Eighth Judicial JA09003-JA09013
District Court, Case No. C117513,
Reply to Opposition to Motion to
Dismiss, filed July 5, 2007.

38 333.	 Floyd v. McDaniel, Eighth Judicial JA09014-JA09020
District Court, Case No. C159897,
Recorder's Transcript of Hearing Re:
Defendant's Petition for Writ of
Habeas Corpus, filed December 28,
2007.

38 334.	 Floyd v. McDaniel, Eighth Judicial JA09021-JA09027
District Court, Case No. C159897,
State's Opposition to Defendant's
Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus
(Post-Conviction) and Motion to
Dismiss, filed August 18, 2007.

38 335.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA09028-JA09073
District Court, Case No. C106784,
Supplemental Brief in Support of
Defendant's Petition for Writ of
Habeas Corpus (Post-Conviction),
filed February 10, 2004.

38 336.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA09074-JA09185
Court, Case No. 28865, Appellant's
Opening Brief.
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38 337.	 State v. Salem, Eighth Judicial JA09186-JA09200
District Court, Case No. C124980,
Indictment, filed December 16, 1994.

38 338.	 State v. Salem, Eighth Judicial JA09201-JA09240
39 District Court, Case No. C124980,

Reporter's Transcript of
JA09241-JA09280

Proceedings, Thursday, December
15, 1994.

39 339.	 Declaration of Stacie Campanelli
dated April 29, 2008.

JA09281-JA0289

39 340.	 Declaration of Domiano Campanelli,
February 2008, Mastic Beach, N.Y.

JA09290-JA09300

39 341.	 Declaration of Sari Heslin dated JA09301-JA09305
February 25, 2008.

39 342.	 Declaration of Melody Anzini dated JA09306-JA09311
February 26, 2008.

39 343.	 Declaration of Catherine Campanelli
dated February 29, 2008.

JA09312-JA09317

39 344.	 Declaration of Jessica Parket-Asaro
dated March 9, 2008.

JA09318-JA09323

39 345.	 Declaration of Mark Beeson dated JA09324-JA09328
March 26, 2008.

39 346.	 State's Trial Exhibit 1: Laurie JA09329-JA09330
Jacobson photograph

39 347.	 State's Trial Exhibit 2: Denise Lizzi
photograph

JA09331-JA09332

39 348.	 State's Trial Exhibit 99: Michael JA09333-JA09334
Rippo

39 349.	 State's Trial Exhibit 31: Autopsy
photo Denise Lizzi

JA09335-JA09336

39 350.	 State's Trial Exhibit 53: Autopsy
photo Laurie Jacobson

JA09337-JA09338

39 351.	 State's Trial Exhibit 125: Laurie JA09339-JA09360
Jacobson victim-impact scrapbook
photographs
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39 352.	 State's Trial Exhibit 127: Denise JA09361-JA09374
Lizzi victim-impact scrapbook
photographs

39 353.	 Declaration of Jay Anzini dated May JA09375-JA09377
10, 2008

39 354.	 Declaration of Robert Anzini dated JA09378-JA09381
May 10, 2008

39 355.	 Juvenile Records of Stacie JA09382-JA09444
Campanelli

39 356	 Blackstone District Court Case JA09445-JA09450
Inquiry: Case No. C136066, State v.
Sims, Case Activity, Calendar,
Minutes

39 357	 Justice Court Printout for Thomas JA09451-JA09490
40 Sims JA09491-JA09520

40 358	 Justice Court Printout for Michael JA09521-JA09740
41 Beaudoin JA09741-JA09815

41 359	 Blackstone District Court Case JA09816-JA09829
Inquiry: Case No. C102962, State v.
Beaudoin, Case Activity, Calendar,
Minutes

41 360	 Blackstone District Court Case JA09830-JA09838
Inquiry: Case No. C95279, State v.
Beaudoin, Case Activity, Calendar,
Minutes

41 361	 Blackstone District Court Case JA09839-JA09847
Inquiry: Case No. C130797, State v.
Beaudoin, Case Activity, Calendar,
Minutes

41 362	 Blackstone District Court Case JA09848-JA09852
Inquiry: Case No. C134430, State v.
Beaudoin, Case Activity, Calendar,
Minutes

41 363	 Justice Court Printout for Thomas JA09952-JA09907
Christos

41 364	 Justice Court Printout for James Ison JA09908-JA09930
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41 365	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA09931-JA09933
District Court, Case No. C106784,
Order dated September 22, 1993

41 366	 Declaration of Michael Beaudoin
dated May 18, 2008

JA09934-JA09935

41 367	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA09936-JA09941
District Court, Case No. C106784,
Amended Indictment, dated January
3, 1996

41 368	 State's Trial Exhibits 21, 24, 26, 27,
28, 32, 34, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 45, 46,
47, 48, 51, 56, 57, 58, 60, 61, 62

JA09942-JA09965

41 369	 State's Trial Exhibit 54 JA09966-JA09967

41 370	 Letter from Glen Whorton, Nevada JA09968-JA09969
Department of Corrections, to Robert
Crowley dated August 29 1997

41 371	 Letter from Jennifer Schlotterbeck to JA09970-JA09971
Ted D'Amico, M.D., Nevada
Department of Corrections dated
March 24, 2004

41 372	 Letter from Michael Pescetta to Glen JA09972-JA09977
Whorton, Nevada Department of
Corrections dated September 23,
2004

41 373	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA09978-JA09981
District Court, Case No. C106784,
Warrant of Execution dated May 17,
1996

41 374	 Declaration of William Burkett dated JA09982-JA09984
May 12, 2008

41 375	 Handwritten Notes of William Hehn JA09985-JA09986

48 Objection to Proposed Order 11/21/08 JA11612-JA11647

48 Opposition to Motion for Discovery 06/09/08 JA11558-JA11563

2 Order 11/12/92 JA00264-JA00265

2 Order 11/18/92 JA00266-JA00267

2 Order 09/22/93 JA00320-JA00321
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3 Order 04/22/94 JA00619-JA00320

15 Order 03/08/96 JA03412

41 Order Appointing Counsel 02/13/08 JA09987-JA09988

5B Order Sealing Affidavit 09/30/93 JA 1401-180 to
JA 1401-185

2 Order to Produce Handwriting / 09/14/92 JA00252-JA00253
Handprinting Exemplar

17 Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus 12/04/98 JA04040-JA04047
(Post-Conviction) and Appointment of
Counsel

19 Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus (Post- 01/15/08 JA04415-JA04570
20 Conviction) JA04571-JA04609

20 Exhibits to Petition for Writ of Habeas 01/15/08 JA04610-JA04619
Corpus

20 101.	 Bennett v. State, No. 38934 JA04620-JA04647
Respondent's Answering Brief
(November 26, 2002)

20 102.	 State v. Colwell, No. C123476, JA04648-JA04650
Findings, Determinations and
Imposition of Sentence (August 10,
1995)

20 103.	 Doleman v. State, No. 33424 Order JA04651-JA04653
Dismissing Appeal (March 17, 2000)

20 104.	 Farmer v. Director, Nevada Dept. of JA04654-JA04660
Prisons, No. 18052 Order Dismissing
Appeal (March 31, 1988)

20 105.	 Farmer v. State, No. 22562, Order JA04661-JA04663
Dismissing Appeal (February 20,
1992)

20 106.	 Farmer v. State, No. 29120, Order JA04664-JA04670
Dismissing Appeal (November 20,
1997)

20 107.	 Feazell v. State, No. 37789, Order JA04671-JA04679
Affirming in Part and Vacating in
Part (November 14, 2002)

20 108.	 Hankins v. State, No. 20780, Order JA04680-JA04683
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of Remand (April 24, 1990)
20 JA04684-JA04689

109.	 Hardison v. State, No. 24195, Order
of Remand (May 24, 1994)

20 JA04690-JA04692
110.	 Hill v. State, No. 18253, Order

Dismissing Appeal (June 29, 1987)
20 JA04693-JA04696

111.	 Jones v. State, No. 24497 Order
Dismissing Appeal (August 28,
1996)

20 JA04697-JA04712
112.	 Jones v. McDaniel, et al., No.

39091, Order of Affirmance
(December 19, 2002)

20 JA04713-JA04715
113.	 Milligan v. State, No. 21504 Order

Dismissing Appeal (June 17, 1991)
20 JA04716-JA04735

114.	 Milligan v. Warden, No. 37845,
Order of Affirmance (July 24, 2002)

20 JA04736-JA04753
115.	 Moran v. State, No. 28188, Order

Dismissing Appeal (March 21, 1996)
20 JA04754-JA04764

116.	 Neuschafer v. Warden, No. 18371,
Order Dismissing Appeal (August
19, 1987)

20 JA04765-JA04769
117.	 Nevius v. Sumner (Nevius I), Nos.

17059, 17060, Order Dismissing
Appeal and Denying Petition
(February 19, 1986)

20 JA04770-JA04783
118.	 Nevius v. Warden (Nevius II), Nos.

29027, 29028, Order Dismissing
Appeal and Denying Petition for
Writ of Habeas Corpus (October 9,
1996)

20 JA04784-JA04788
119.	 Nevius v. Warden (Nevius III), Nos.

29027, 29028, Order Denying
Rehearing (July 17, 1998)

20 JA04789-JA04796
120.	 Nevius v. McDaniel, D. Nev. No.

CV-N-96-785-HDM-(RAM),
Response to Nevius' Supplemental
Memo at 3 (October 18, 1999)
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20 JA04797-JA04803
121.	 O'Neill v. State, No. 39143, Order of

Reversal and Remand (December 18,
2002)

20 JA04804-JA04807
122.	 Rider v. State, No. 20925, Order

(April 30, 1990)
20 JA04808-JA04812

123.	 Riley v. State, No. 33750, Order
Dismissing Appeal (November 19,
1999)

20 JA04813-JA04817
124.	 Rogers v. Warden, No. 22858, Order

Dismissing Appeal (May 28, 1993),
Amended Order Dismissing Appeal
(June 4, 1993)

21 JA04818-JA04825
125.	 Rogers v. Warden, No. 36137, Order

of Affirmance (May 13, 2002)
21 JA04826-JA04830

126.	 Sechrest v. State, No 29170, Order
Dismissing Appeal (November 20,
1997)

21 JA04831-JA04834
127.	 Smith v. State, No. 20959, Order of

Remand (September 14, 1990)
21 JA04835-JA04842

128.	 Stevens v. State, No. 24138, Order
of Remand (July 8, 1994)

21 JA04843-JA04848
129.	 Wade v. State, No. 37467, Order of

Affirmance (October 11, 2001)
21 JA04849-JA04852

130.	 Williams v. State, No. 20732, Order
Dismissing Appeal (July 18, 1990)

21 JA04853-JA04857
131.	 Williams v. Warden, No. 29084,

Order Dismissing Appeal (August
29, 1997)

21 JA04858-JA04861
132.	 Ybarra v. Director, Nevada State

Prison, No. 19705, Order
Dismissing Appeal (June 29, 1989)

21 JA04862-JA04873
133.	 Ybarra v. Warden, No. 43981, Order

Affirming in Part, Reversing in Part,
and Remanding (November 28,
2005)
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21 134.	 Ybarra v. Warden, No. 43981, Order JA04874-JA04879
Denying Rehearing (February 2,
2006)

21 135.	 Rippo v. State; Bejarano v. State, JA04880-JA04883
No. 44094, No. 44297, Order
Directing Oral Argument (March 16,
2006)

21 136.	 State v. Rippo, Case No. C106784, JA04884-JA04931
Supplemental Brief in Support of
Defendant's Petition for Writ of
Habeas Corpus (Post-Conviction),
February 10, 2004

21 137.	 State v. Rippo, Case No. C106784, JA04932-JA04935
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law and Order, December 1, 2004

21 138.	 Rippo v. State, S. C. Case No. JA04936-JA04986
44094, Appellant's Opening Brief,
May 19, 2005

21 139.	 Rippo v. State, S. C. Case No. JA04987-JA05048
44094, Respondent's Answering
Brief, June 17, 2005

22 140.	 Rippo v. State, S. C. Case No. JA05049-JA05079
44094, Appellant's Reply Brief,
September 28, 2005

22 141.	 Rippo v. State, S. C. Case No. JA05080-JA05100
44094, Appellant's Supplemental
Brief As Ordered By This Court,
December 12, 2005

22 201.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05101-JA05123
Court Case No. 28865, Opinion filed
October 1, 1997

22 202.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05124-JA05143
Court Case No. 44094, Affirmance
filed November 16, 2006

22 203.	 Confidential Execution Manual,
Procedures for Executing the Death

JA05144-JA05186

Penalty, Nevada State Prison
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22 204.	 Brief of Amici Curiae in Support of JA05187-JA05211
Petitioner, United States Supreme
Court Case No. 03-6821, David
Larry Nelson v. Donal Campbell and
Grantt Culliver, October Term, 2003

22 205.	 Leonidas G. Koniaris, Teresa A. JA05212-JA05214
Zimmers, David A. Lubarsky, and
Jonathan P. Sheldon, Inadequate
Anaesthesia in Lethal Injection for
Execution, Vol. 365, April 6, 2005,
at has ://www.thelancet.com

22 206.	 Declaration of Mark J.S. Heath, JA05215-JA05298
23 M.D., dated May 16, 2006, including

attached exhibits
JA05299-JA05340

23 207.	 "Lethal Injection: Chemical JA05341-JA05348
Asphyxiation?" Teresa A. Zimmers,
Jonathan Sheldon, David A.
Lubarsky, Francisco Lopez-Munoz,
Linda Waterman, Richard Weisman,
Leonida G. Kniaris, PloS Medicine,
April 2007, Vol. 4, Issue 4

23 208.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05349-JA05452
Court Case No. 28865, Appellant's
Opening Brief

23 209.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05453-JA05488
Court Case No. 28865, Appellant's
Reply Brief

23 210.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05489-JA05538
Court Case No. 44094, Appellant's
Opening Brief, filed May 19, 2005

24 211.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05539-JA05568
Court Case No. 44094, Appellant's
Reply Brief, filed September 28,
2005

24 212.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05569-JA05588
Court Case No. 44094,Appellant's
Supplemental Brief as Ordered by
this Court filed December 22, 2005
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24 213.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05589-JA05591
Court Case No. 44094, Order
Directing Oral Argument filed
March 16, 2006

24 214.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05592-JA05627
Court Case No. 44094, Transcript of
Oral Argument on June 13, 2006

24 215.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05628-JA05635
Court Case No. 44094, Appellant's
Petition for Rehearing filed
December 11, 2006

24 216.	 Supplemental Points and Authorities
in Support of Petition for Writ of

JA05636-JA05737

Habeas Corpus (Post-Conviction)
and attached exhibits filed August 8,
2002

24 217.	 Letter dated August 20, 2004 from JA05738
Rippo to Judge Mosley

24 218.	 State v. Rippo, Case No. 106784, JA05739-JA05741
Amended Notice of Intent to Seek
Death Penalty, filed March 24, 1994

24 219.	 State v. Rippo, Case No. 106784, JA05742-JA05782
Jury Instructions, filed March 6,
1996

25 220.	 State v. Rippo, Case No. 106784, JA05783-JA05785
Notice of Alibi, filed September 2,
1993

25 221.	 Affidavit of Alice May Starr dated JA05786-JA05791
January 26, 1994

25 222.	 Letter dated October 12, 1993 from JA05792-JA05795
Starr to President Clinton

25 223.	 State v. Rippo, Case No. 106784, JA05796-JA05801
Order Sealing Affidavit (and
exhibits), dated September 30, 1993

25 224.	 Las Vegas Metropolitan Police JA05802-JA05803
Department Property Report dated
September 30, 1993
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25 225.	 Letter dated November T?, 1993
from Starr to Rex Bell, District

JA05804-JA05807

Attorney

25 226.	 State v. Rippo, Case No. C57388, JA05808-JA05812
Draft Affidavit in Support of Motion
to Withdraw Guilty Plea

25 227.	 Justice Court Record, Thomas JA05813-JA05881
Edward Sims

25 228.	 Justice Court Record, Michael JA05882-JA06032
26 Angelo Beaudoin JA06033-JA06282
27 JA06283-JA06334

27 229.	 Las Vegas Metropolitan Police JA06335-JA06349
Department Voluntary Statement of
Michael Angelo Beaudoin dated
March 1, 1992

27 230.	 Justice Court Record, Michael JA06350-JA06403
Thomas Christos

27 231.	 Justice Court Record, David Jeffrey JA06404-JA06417
Levine

27 232.	 Justice Court Record, James Robert JA06418-JA06427
Ison

27 233.	 MMPI (Minnesota Multiphasic JA06428-JA06434
Personality Inventory) Scoring for
Diana Hunt dated September 2, 1992

27 234.	 Handwritten Declaration of James JA06435-JA06436
Ison dated November 30, 2007

27 235.	 Handwritten Declaration of David JA06437-JA06438
Levine dated November 20, 2007

27 236.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA06439-JA06483
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Government's
Trial Memorandum, filed August
25, 1997

27 237.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA06484-JA06511
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Motion to Dismiss
for Outrageous Government
Misconduct, filed September 13,
1996
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28 238.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA06512-JA06689
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury
Trial Day 2, December 3, 1997

28 239.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA06690-JA06761
29 96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury JA06762-JA06933

Trial Day 3, December 4, 1997

29 240.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA06734-JA07011
30 96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury JA07012-JA07133

Trial Day 4, December 8, 1997

30 241.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA07134-JA07261
31 96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury JA07262-JA06332

Trial Day 6, December 10, 1997

31 242.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA07333-JA07382
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury
Trial Day 8, December 15, 1997

31 243.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA07383-JA07511
32 96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury JA07512-JA07525

Trial Day 9, December 16, 1997

32 244.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA07526-JA07641
Court Case No. 28865, Respondent's
Answering Brief, filed February 14,
1997

32 245.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA07642-JA07709
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Government's
Trial Memorandum, filed December
2, 1997

32 246.	 State v. Salem, Eighth Judicial JA07710-JA07713
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. 124980, Criminal
Court Minutes

32 247.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA07714-JA07719
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. 106784, Motion
for New Trial, filed April 29, 1996

32 248.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA07720-JA07751
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Superseding
Criminal Indictment, filed May 6,
1997
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33 249.	 In the Matter of the Application of
the United States for an Order

JA07752-JA07756

Authorizing the Interception of Wire
Communications dated October 11,
1995

33 250.	 Clark County School District JA07757-JA07762
Records for Michael D. Rippo

33 251.	 Neuropsychological Assessment,
Thomas F. Kinsora, Ph.D., dated

JA07763-JA07772

February 1, 1996

33 252.	 Addendum to Neurological JA07773-JA07775
Assessment Report, Thomas F.
Kinsors, Ph.D., dated March 12,
1996

33 253.	 Pre-Sentence Report, State v. Rippo, JA07776-JA07782
Case No. 97388, dated April 23,
1982

33 254.	 Psychiatric Evaluation, Norton A. JA07783-JA07789
Roitman, M.D., dated February 17,
1996

33 255.	 SCOPE printout for Carole Ann JA07790
Rippo

33 256.	 Progress Reports dated October 15,
1981

JA07791-JA07792

33 257.	 Supplemental Report, Case No. JA07793-JA07801
23042, Juvenile Division, Clark
County, Nevada, filed April 29, 1981

33 258.	 Order, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07802-JA07803
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed May 9, 1981

33 259.	 Terms of Probation, Case No. 23042,
Juvenile Division, Clark County,
Nevada, filed May 1, 1981

JA07804-JA07805

33 260.	 Transcript of Proceedings, Case No. JA07806-JA07811
23042, Juvenile Division, Clark
County, Nevada, filed May 14, 1981
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33 261.	 Petition No. 1, Recommendation for JA07812
Adjudication and Order of Approval,
Case No. 23042, Juvenile Division,
Clark County, Nevada, filed April
19, 1981

33 262.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07813
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed April 8, 1981

33 263.	 Certification, Case No. 23042,
Juvenile Division, Clark County,
Nevada, filed October 19, 1981

JA07814

33 264.	 Probation Officer's Report, Case No. JA07815-JA07823
23042, Juvenile Division, Clark
County, Nevada, filed April 29, 1981

33 265.	 Baseline Psychiatric Evaluation,
Southern Desert Correctional Center,
by Franklin D. Master, M.D., dated

JA07824

April 9, 1982

33 266.	 Confidential Psychological JA07825-JA07827
Evaluation by Eric S. Smith, Ph.D.,
Timothy L, Boyles, M.A., James F.
Triggs, Ed.D., dated February 11,
1982

33 267.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07828-JA07829
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed January 27, 1982

33 268.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07830-JA07831
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed January 27, 1982

33 269.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07832-JA07833
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed January 27, 1982

33 270.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07834-JA07835
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed January 27, 1982

33 271.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07836-JA07837
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed January 27, 1982
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33 272.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07836-JA07837
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed January 27, 1982

33 273.	 Las Vegas Metropolitan Police JA07838
Department Arrest Report dated
January 27, 1982

33 274.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07839-JA07840
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed January 29, 1982

33 275.	 Certification Report, Case No. JA07841-JA07853
23042, Juvenile Division, Clark
County, Nevada, filed February 23,
1982

33 276.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07854
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed February 2, 1982

33 277.	 Judgment of Conviction, Case No. JA07855
C57388, State v. Rippo, Clark
County, Nevada, filed May 28, 1982

33 278.	 Psychological Report: Corrections JA07856-JA07859
Master, dated June 2, 1982

33 279.	 Test of Educational Development
dated March 9, 1983

JA07860-JA07862

33 280.	 Psychological Evaluation dated JA07863
December 2, 1983

33 281.	 Parole Progress Report, March 1985 JA07864-JA07865
Agenda

33 282.	 Institutional Progress Report, March JA07866-JA07868
1987 Agenda

33 283.	 Psychological Evaluation for Parole
dated January 29, 1987

JA07869

33 284.	 Psychological Evaluation for Parole
dated August 12, 1988

JA07870

33 285.	 Parole Progress Report, September JA07871-JA07872
1988 Agenda
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33 286.	 Psychological Evaluation dated JA07873
August 23, 1989

33 287.	 Parole Progress Report, September JA07874-JA07875
1989 Agenda

33 288.	 Parole Officers' Notes beginning JA07876-JA07884
December 4, 1989

33 289.	 Institutional Progress Report dated JA07885-JA07886
May 1993

33 290.	 Health Services, Psychology Referral JA07887
Form dated April 28, 1993

33 291.	 Handwritten notes dated February JA07888
17, 1994

33 292.	 Handwritten notes dated March 9,
1994

JA07889

33 293.	 Handwritten exam notes (Roitman)
dated January 13, 1996

JA07890-JA07894

33 294.	 Psychological Panel Results JA07895
Notification dated January 10, 1996

33 295.	 Norton A. Roitman, Addendum,
dated March 11, 1996

JA07896-JA07897

33 296.	 Bongiovanni Off the Bench, Las JA07898-JA07899
Vegas Sun, April 18, 1996

33 297.	 Fraud probe led to judge, Las Vegas JA07900
Sun, April 18, 1996

33 298.	 Charge opens judge's race, Las JA07901-JA07902
Vegas Sun, April 18, 1996

33 299.	 Judge Bongiovanni Indicted, Las JA07903
Vegas Sun, April 18, 1986

33 300.	 Judge's actions examined, Las Vegas JA07904-JA07906
Review-Journal, April 19, 1996

33 301.	 Mental Health Progress Notes dated JA07907
June 20, 1993

33 302.	 Affidavit of David M. Schieck dated JA07908
March 16, 1998
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33 303.	 Declaration of Carole A. Duncan
dated January 19, 2000

JA07909-JA07910

33 304.	 Union Free School #24, Pupil JA07911-JA07912
History Record, Michael Campanelli

33 305.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA07913-JA08006
34 96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury JA08007-JA08039

Trial Day 7, October 27, 1998

34 306.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA08040-JA08155
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury
Trial Day 8, October 28, 1998

34 307.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA08156-JA08225
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Emergency Motion
to Disqualify John Fadgen, Esq.
From Representing Defendant
Bongiovanni at Trial, July 24, 1997

308.	 OMITTED

34 309.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA08226-JA08246
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Notice of Tape
Recordings Intended for Use in
Government's Case in Chief, filed
August 2, 1996

35 310.	 Letter from Donald J. Green
requesting additional discovery dated

JA08247-JA08253

July 9, 1996

35 311.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA08254-JA08399
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury
Trial Day 5, December 9, 1997

35 312.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08400-JA08405
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. 106784, Answer
in Opposition to Motion for New
Trial, filed May 1, 1996
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35 313.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08406-JA08413
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. 106784,
Defendant's Motion to Strike
Aggravating Circumstances
Numbered 1 and 2 and for
Specificity as to Aggravating
Circumstance Number 4, filed
August 20, 1993

35 314.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08414-JA08417
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. 106784, State's
Response to Defendant's Motion to
Strike Aggravating Circumstance
Numbered 1 and 2 and for
Specificity as to Aggravating
Circumstance Number 4, filed
February 11, 1994

35 315.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08418-JA08419
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. 106784, Special
Verdict filed March 14, 1996

35 316.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08420-JA08421
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. 106784, Special
Verdict filed March 14, 1996

35 317.	 Social History JA08422-JA08496
36 JA08497-8538

36 318.	 Parental Agreement, Case No. JA08539
23042, Juvenile Division, Clark
County, Nevada, dated April 29,
1981

36 319.	 Mark D. Cunningham, Ph.D., and JA08540-JA08564
Thomas J. Reidy, Ph.D., Integrating
Base Rate Data in Violence Risk
Assessments at Capital Sentencing,
16 Behavioral Sciences and the Law
71, 88-89 (1998)

36 320.	 Letter from Michael Rippo to Steve JA08565
Wolfson dated April 17, 1996

36 321.	 Report of Jonathan Mack, Ph.D. JA08566-JA08596
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36 322.	 Trial Exhibit: Photograph of Michael JA08597
Rippo

36 323.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08598-JA08605
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. 106784,
Application and Order for Fee in
Excess of Statutory Amount for
Investigator, filed December 3, 1996

36 324.	 Wiretap Transcript, Tommy Simms JA08606-JA08609
[sic], dated June 8, 1992

36 325.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08610-JA08619
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case Nos. 57388, 57399,
Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings
-- Continued Initial Arraignment,
heard March 25, 1982

36 326.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08620-JA08626
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case Nos. 57388, 57399,
Reporter's Transcript of Further
Proceedings and/or Continued Initial
Arraignment heard March 30, 1982

36 327.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08627-JA08652
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. C106784,
Instructions to the Jury, filed March
14, 1996

36 328.	 Declaration of Elisabeth B. Stanton,
dated January 15, 2008

JA08653-JA08664

48 Reply to Opposition to Motion to Dismiss 06/09/08 JA11564-JA11574

48 Reply to Opposition to Motion for Leave to 09/16/08 JA11575-JA11585
Conduct Discovery

1 Reporter's Transcript of Arraignment 07/06/92 JA00242-JA00245

2 Reporter's Transcript of Arraignment 07/20/92 JA00246-JA00251

36 Reporter's Transcript of Defendant's 02/11/08 JA08665-JA08668
Motion for Appointment of Counsel

2 Reporter's Transcript of Defendant's 02/14/94 JA00378-JA00399
Motion to Continue Trial Proceedings;
Defendant's Motion to Disqualify District
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Attorney's Office

19 Reporter's Transcript of Evidentiary 09/10/04 JA04347-JA04408
Hearing

48 Reporter's Transcript of Hearing 09/22/08 JA11586-JA11602

2 Reporter's Transcript of Hearing in re 09/20/93 JA00316-JA00319
Attorney General's Motion to Quash and for
Protective Order

2 Reporter's Transcript of Hearing in re 09/10/93 JA00304-JA00315
Motion to Continue Jury Trial

3 Reporter's Transcript of Motions Hearing 03/09/94 JA00565-JA00569

18 Reporter's Transcript of Preliminary [sic] 11/27/02 JA04202-JA04204
Hearing

19 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings before
the Honorable Donald M. Mosely

08/20/04 JA04321-JA04346

17 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: 05/02/02 JA04048-JA04051
Argument and Decision

1 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: 06/04/92 JA00001-JA00234
Grand Jury

3 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 01/30/96 JA00634-JA00641
Trial, Vol. 1; 10:00 a.m.

3 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 01/30/96 JA00642-JA00725
4 Trial, Vol. II; 1:30 p.m. JA00726

4 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 01/30/96 JA00727-JA00795
Trial, Vol. III; 3:30 p.m.

4 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 01/31/96 JA00796-JA00888
Trial,	 11:15 AM

4 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 01/31/96 JA00889-JA00975
5 Trial, 2:30 PM JA00976-JA01025

5 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/01/96 JA01026-JA01219
Trial, Vol. I; 10:20 a.m.

5 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/02/96 JA01220-JA01401
Trial, Vol. VI; 10:20 a.m.

5B Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/05/96 JA01401-001 to
Trial, Vol. 1,1:30 p.m. JA01401-179

5 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/02/96 JA01402-JA01469
6 Trial, Vol. II; 2:30 p.m. JA01470-JA01506
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Vol. Title Date Page

7 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/06/96 JA01507-JA01688
Trial, 10:15 AM

8 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/06/96 JA01689-JA01766
Trial, 2:30 PM

8 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/07/96 JA01767 JA01872
Trial,	 1:45 PM

8 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/08/96 JA01887-JA01938
9 Trial, 10:15 AM JA01939-JA02054

9 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/26/96 JA02055-JA02188
10 Trial, 10:45 AM JA02189-JA02232

10 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/27/96 JA02233-JA02404
Trial, 11:00AM

11 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/28/96 JA02405-JA02602
Trial, Vol. I, 10:30 a.m.

12 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/29/96 JA02630-JA02879
13 Trial, Vol. I, 10:35 a.m. JA02880-JA02885

13 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 03/01/96 JA02886-JA03064
Trial 9:00 AM

13 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 03/04/96 JA03065-JA03120
Trial Vol. I, 10:30 a.m.

14 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 03/05/96 JA03121-JA03357
Trial, 11:00 a.m.

16 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 03/13/96 JA03594-JA03808
Trial Vol. 1
11:30 a.m.

17 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 03/14/96 JA03841-JA04001
Trial, 9:30 AM

3 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: 03/18/94 JA00575-JA00582
Motions Hearing

3 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: 04/14/94 JA00591-JA00618
Motions Hearing

15 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: 03/12/96 JA03413-JA03593
Penalty Phase
10:00 a.m.

2 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings Re: 03/07/94 JA00403-485
3 Defendant's Motion to Disqualify District JA00486-564
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Vol. Title Date Page

2 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings re: 01/31/94 JA00322-JA00333
Oral Request of District Attorney

3 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: 03/11/94 JA00570-JA00574
Ruling on Defense Motion

17 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: 05/17/96 JA04014-JA04036
Sentencing

15 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: 03/06/96 JA03403-JA03411
Verdict

2 Response to Defendant's Motion for 02/07/94 JA00351-JA00357
Discovery of Institutional Records and Files
Necessary to His Defense

36 State's Motion to Dismiss and Response to 04/23/08 JA08673-JA08746
37 Defendant's Petition for Writ of Habeas JA08747-JA08757

Corpus (Post-Conviction)

2 State's Motion to Expedite Trial Date or in
the Alternative Transfer Case to Another

02/16/93 JA00268-JA00273

Department

2 State's Opposition to Defendant's Motion
for Discovery and State's Motion for

10/27/92 JA00260-JA00263

Reciprocal Discovery

2 State's Opposition to Defendant's Motion to 02/07/94 JA00346-JA00350
Exclude Autopsy and Crime Scene
Photographs

18 State's Opposition to Defendant's 10/14/02 JA04154-JA04201
Supplemental Points and Authorities in
Support of Petition for Writ of Habeas
Corpus (Post-Conviction)

2 State's Response to Defendant's Motion to 02/14/94 JA00367-JA00370
Strike Aggravating Circumstance
Numbered 1 and 2 and for Specificity as to
Aggravating Circumstance Number 4

18 State's Response to Defendant's 04/06/04 JA04259-JA04315
Supplemental Petition for Writ of Habeas
Corpus (Post-Conviction)

2 State's Response to Motion to Disqualify
the District Attorney's Office and State's

02/14/94 JA00358-JA00366

Motion to Quash Subpoenas

18 Supplemental Brief in Support of 02/10/04 JA04206-JA04256
Defendant's Petition for Writ of Habeas
Corpus (Post-Conviction)
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Vol. Title Date Page

17 Supplemental Points and Authorities in 08/08/02 JA04052-JA04090
18 Support of Petition for Writ of Habeas JA04091-JA04153

Corpus (Post-Conviction)

15 Verdicts 03/06/96 JA03399-JA03402

16 Verdicts and Special Verdict 03/14/96 JA03835-JA03840
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Petitioner,

Subp

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

-vs-

District Court
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

Case No. C106784
Dept. No. XX

E.K. MeDANIEL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at Ely,
Nevada,

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO:

NANCY BECIKER
200 Lewis Ave.
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101

SUBPOENA
0 Regular El Duces Tecum

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and attend on the

day of	 	 , 2008 at the hour of 	 . The address where you are required to appear

is 411 E. Bonneville, Suite 250, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101.You are required to bring with you at the time of your appearance any

items set forth on the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend, you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable

to pay all losses and damages caused by your failure to appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100.00).

Issued at the request of: 	 SHIRLEY B. FARRAGUIRRE, CLERK OF THE COURT

By:	
David S. Anthony	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
Assistant Federal Public Defender
411 E. Bonneville, Suite 250
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101
Attorneys for Petitioner

JA011473



STATE OF NEVADA

COUNTY OF
	

AFFIDAVIT OF  ER VICE

	,being duly sworn says: That at all times herein afflant was over 18 years of age,
not a party to or interested in the proceeding in which this affidavit is made. That affiant received the Subpoena on the 	
day of 	 ,20	 ,and served the same on the 	 day of 	 ,20	 , by delivering
a copy of the witness at (state address) 	

Signature of Afflant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
day of 	 $ 20	 •

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for
County of
State of Nevada.

ITEMS TO BE PRODUCED

ATFAC EXHIBIT A

JA011474



EXHIBIT A
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: NANCY BECKER
200 Lewis Ave.
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101

General Instructions:

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce and permit inspection and copying of the following
designated books, documents or tangible things as (a) kept in the usual course of business, or (b)
organized and labeled to correspond with the categories as set forth below. Nev. R. Civ, P. 45.

If any of the books, documents, records or tangible things listed below are not being produced by
you based on a claim of privilege or any other reason, please expressly state the basis or
privilege claimed and describe the nature of the documents, communications or other things
sufficient to enable a contest of the claim. Nev. R. Civ. P. 45(d).

Please complete a Certificate of Custodian of Records in the form set forth in Nev. Rev. Stat.
52.260. If you are claiming that any of the documents described above have been destroyed or
purged, please provide a Certificate of Destruction, evidencing what was destroyed and the
date, as set forth in Nev. Rev. Stat. 239.124; Nev. Admin. Code ch, 239, §.

Please produce or permit inspection and copying of all sealed and/or unsealed, official and/or non
official files, records, documents, phone records investigative materials, mierofiched logbooks,
handwritten logbooks, data compilations from which information can be obtained, and/or
tangible things including, but not limited to, the following:

All letters, memoranda, notes, files, and documents related to Nancy Becker's
negotiations for and acceptance of employment at the Clark County District
Attorney's Office, including but not limited to:
a. Any written offers of employment by the Clark County District Attorney's

office to Nancy Becker, whether accepted, declined, retracted, countered,
or modified;

b. Any and all letters, notes, memoranda, or other writings generated during
negotiations between Nancy Becker and the Clark County District
Attorney's Office concerning her potential for employment;

c. Any letters, notes, memoranda, or other writings expressing an interest in
having Nancy Becker employed by the Clark County District Attorney's
Office, whether generated by Nancy Becker, a representative of Nancy
Becker, an employee of the Clark County District Attorney's Office, or a
representative of the Clark County District Attorney's Office;

JA011475



d. Any and all applications for employment at the Clark County District
Attorney's Office submitted by or on behalf of Nancy Becker before
December 22, 2006;

e. Any and all letters, notes, memoranda, or other writings regarding Nancy
Becker's employment plans following her term on the Nevada Supreme
Court;

f. Any and all letters, notes, memoranda, or other writings containing the
date of hire and/ or the employment start date for Nancy Becker by the
Clark County District Attorney's Office;

2.	 Any and all correspondence exchanged between Nancy Becker and any
employee of the Clark County District Attorney's Office between October 2006
and January 16, 2007, including but not limited to:
a. Letters exchanged between Nancy Becker and the Clark County District

Attorney's Office;
b. Emails exchanged between Nancy Becker and the Clark County District

Attorney's Office;
c. Records of telephone calls exchanged between Nancy Becker and the

Clark County District Attorney's Office;
d. Notes, memos, or other writings evidencing communication between

Nancy Becker and the Clark County District Attorney's Office;
Electronic data regarding all above to include: voice mail messages and files;
back-up voice mail files; e-mail messages and files; back-up e-mail tiles;
deleted e-mails; data files; program files; backup and archival tapes; temporary
files; system history files; web site information stored in textual, graphical or
audio format; web site log files; cache files; cookies; and other electronically
recorded information. The disclosing party shall take reasonable steps to ensure
that it discloses any back-up copies of files or archival tapes that will provide
information about any "'deleted' electronic data." This list is not exhaustive.

If you are claiming that any of the documents described above have been destroyed or purged,
please return the Certificate of Destruction enclosed for that purpose, evidencing what was
destroyed and the date.

2
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Petitioner,

Subp

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

-vs-

District Court
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

Case No. C106784
Dept. No. xx

E.K. McDANIEL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at Ely,
Nevada,

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO:

CLARK COUNTY HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
Attn: Records
500 S. Grand Central Pkwy.
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155

SUBPOENA

Ei Regular Ei Duces Tecum

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and attend on the

	, 2008 at the hour of 	 . The address where you are required to appearday of

is 411 E. Bonneville, Suite 250, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101.You are required to bring with you at the time of your appearance any

items set forth on the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend, you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable

to pay all losses and damages caused by your failure to appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100.80).

Issued at the request of: 	 SHIRLEY B. PARRAG1ARRE, CLERK OF THE COURT

BY:
David S. Anthony	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
Assistant Federal Public Defender
411 E. Bonneville, Suite 250
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101
Attorneys for Petitioner

JA011478



STATE OF NEVADA

COUNTY OF
	

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE:

	,being duly sworn says: That at all times herein affiant was over 18 years of age,
not a party to or interested hi the proceeding in which this affidavit is made. That afflant received the Subpoena on the 	
day of 	 320	 , and served the same on the 	 day of 	 ,20	 , by delivering
a copy of the witness at (state address) 	

Signature of Affront

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
	 day of 	 ,20	

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for
County of 	
State of Nevada.

ITEMS TO BE PRODUCED

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A

JA011479



EXHIBIT A
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: CLARK COUNTY HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
ATTN: Records
500 S. Grand Central Pkwy.
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155

General Instructions:

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce and permit inspection and copying of the following
designated books, documents or tangible things as (a) kept in the usual course of business, or (b)
organized and labeled to correspond with the categories as set forth below. Nev. R. Civ. P. 45.

If any of the books, documents, records or tangible things listed below are not being produced by
you based on a claim of privilege or any other reason, please expressly state the basis or
privilege claimed and describe the nature of the documents, communications or other things
sufficient to enable a contest of the claim. Nev. R. Civ. P. 45(d).

Please complete a Certificate of Custodian of Records in the form set forth in Nev. Rev. Stat
52.260. TI you are claiming that any of the documents described above have been destroyed or
purged, please provide a Certificate of Destruction, evidencing what was destroyed and the
date, as set forth in Nev. Rev. Stat. 239.124; Nev. Admin. Code ch, 239, §.

Information requested on the following individual:

Nancy Becker

Please produce or permit inspection and copying of all sealed andfor unsealed, official and/or non
official files, records, documents, investigative materials, microfiched logbooks, handwritten
logbooks, data compilations from which information can be obtained, and/or tangible things
including, but not limited to, the following:

All letters, memoranda, notes, files, and documents related to the recruitment
and hiring of former Nevada Supreme Court Justice Nancy Becker by the Clark
County District Attorney's Office, including but not limited to:
a. Any written offers of employment, whether accepted, declined, retracted,

countered, or modified;
b. Any and all letters, notes, memoranda, or other writings generated during

negotiations between Nancy Becker and the Clark County District
Attorney's Office concerning her potential for employment;

c. Any letters, notes, memoranda, or other writings expressing an interest in
having Nancy Becker employed by the Clark County District Attorney's

JA011480



Office, whether generated by Nancy Becker, a representative of Nancy
Beeker,an employee of the Clark County District Attorney's Office, or a
representative of the Clark County District Attorney's Office;

d. Any and all correspondence exchanged between Nancy Becker and any
employee of the Clark County District Attorney's Office between
November 6, 2006 and January 16, 2007;

e. Any and all applications for employment at the Clark County District
Attorney's Office submitted by or on behalf of Nancy Becker before
December 22, 2006;

f	 Any and all letters, notes, memoranda, or other writings regarding Nancy
Becker's employment plans following her term on the Nevada Supreme
Court;

g. Any and all letters, notes, memoranda, or other writings containing the
date of hire and/ or the employment start date for Nancy Becker by the
Clark County District Attorney's Office;

2.	 Electronic data regarding all above to include: voice mail messages and files;
back-up voice mail files; e-mail messages and files; back-up e-mail files;
deleted e-mails; data files; program files; backup and archival tapes; temporary
files; system history files; web site information stored in textual, graphical or
audio format; web site log files; cache files; cookies; and other electronically
recorded information. The disclosing party shall take reasonable steps to ensure
that it discloses any back-up copies of files or archival tapes that will provide
information about any "'deleted' electronic data." This list is not exhaustive.

If you are claiming that any of the documents described above have been destroyed or purged,
please return the Certificate of Destruction enclosed for that purpose, evidencing what was
destroyed and the date.

2
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Petitioner„

Su bp

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

-vs-

District Court
CLARK COUNTY. NEVADA 

Case No. C106784
Dept. No. XX
Docket

E.K. McDANIEL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at Ely,
Nevada, CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO, Attorney General of th
STATE of NEVAD,

SUBPOENA
Regular El Duces Tecum

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO:

Nassau County Department of Social Services
Attn: Alan Licht
60 Charles Lindberg Blvd.
Uniondale, New York 11553-3656

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and attend on the

,2008 at the hour of	 . The address where you are required to appear is 616 Southday of

Eighth Street, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101. You are required to bring with you at the time of your appearance antenis set forth on

the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend, you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable to pay all losses and

damages caused by your failure to appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100.00).

Issued at the request of 	 SHIRLEY B. PARRAGUIRRE, CLERK OF THE COURT

BY: 	
DAVID ANTHONY	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBUC DEFENDER
411 E. BONNEVILLE #250, LAS
Attorney for Petitioner

JA011483



STATE OF NEVADA

COUNTY OF
	

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

'ant was over 18 years of age, not
Subpoena on the 	 day of

,20	 ,by delivering a copy

	 being duly sworn says: That at all times herein aff
a party to or interested in the proceeding in which this affidavit is made. That affiant received the
	 ,20	 , and served the same on the 	 day of 	
of the witness at (state address) 	

Signature of Affiant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
	 day of 	 ,20

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for
County of 	
State of Nevada.

ITEMS TO BE PRODUCED

SEE A ACHED EXHIBIT A

JA011484



•
.m12 r gni STATE et aL

ATTACHMENT "A"
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: NASSAU COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES

OR: PERSON(S) MOST KNO'VVLEDGEABLE with regard to official and/or non-official
records, documents and materials storage, retention, nature of and content of files of the
Nassau County Department of Social Services

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce and permit inspection and copying of the following
designated books, documents or tangible things as (a) kept in the usual course of business, or (2)
organized and labeled to correspond with the categories as set forth below. Nev. R. Civ. Pro. 45.

If any of the books, documents, records or tangible things listed below are not being produced by
you based on a claim of privilege or any other reason, please expressly state the basis or privilege
claimed and describe the nature of the documents, communications or other things sufficient to
enable a contest of the claim, Nev. R. Civ. Pro. 45(d).

Please complete a Certificate of Custodian of Records, in the form set forth in N.R.S. 52.260.
Please produce or permit inspection and copying all sealed, unsealed, official and/or non official
memoranda, correspondence, materials, files, tests, and/or documents of the following items and
things concerning:

Carole Ann Campanelli (aka Carole Ann Duncan)
DOB 12/28/1942
SSAN 068-34-9587
and children (Michael Canmanelli, Carole Ann Campaneffi (daughter), Stacie
Campanelli)

This request includes, without limitation:

1. All applications for benefits;
2. All documents reflecting denial of any benefits;
3. All reports or other documents reflecting the type of benefits granted;
4. Reports or other documents reflecting payment of benefits and amounts;
5. All personal financial reporting documents;
6. All claims information;
7. All disability records;
8. All medical records;
9. All documents reflecting use of medical care providers (including providers'

addresses);
10. Billings to the Social Services Division from medical care providers for services

rendered;
11. Employment records and/or histories;

JA011485



12. Correspondence;
13. Notes;
14. Memoranda,
15. Status reports;
16. Case worker files;
17. Referrals to other governmental agencies;
18. Document reflecting cessation and/or termination of benefits;
19. Any other documents in your possession regarding the above-named individuals;
20. A list of any and all purged, deleted or destroyed documents, or documents

transferred to storage;
21. Any and all microfilm, microfiche documents;
22. Electronic data regarding all above to include: voice mail messages and files;

back-up voice mail files; e-mail messages and files; back-up e-mail files; deleted
e-mails; data files; program files; backup and archival tapes; temporary files;
system history files; web site information stored in textual, graphical or audio
format; web site log files; cache files; cookies; and other electronically recorded
information. The disclosing party shall take reasonable steps to ensure that it
discloses any back-up copies of files or archival tapes that will provide
information about any "deleted electronic data." This list is not exhaustive.

If you are claiming that any of the documents described above have been destroyed or purged,
please provide a copy of Certificate of Destruction, evidencing what was destroyed and the date.
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Petitioner.,

Subp

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

-vs-

District Court
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

Case No. C106784
Dept. No. XX
Docket

E.K. McDANIEL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at Ely,
Nevada, CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO, Attorney General of
STATE of NEVAD,

SUBPOENA
0 Regular Iii Duces Tecum

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO:

Clark County School District
Student Data Services
4260 Eucalyptus Avenue - Bldg. B
Las Vegas, Nevada 89121

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and attend on the

day of 	 ,2008 at the hour of 	 	 . The address where you are required to appear is 616 South

Eighth Street, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101. You are required to bring with you at the time of your appearance anyitems set forth on

the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend, you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable to pay all losses and

damages caused by your failure to appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100.00).

Issued at the request of:	 SHIRLEY B. PARRAGUIRRE, CLERK OF THE COURT

DAVID ANTHONY	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
411 E. BONNEVILLE #250, LAS
Aitorney for Petitioner

JA011488



STATE OF NEVADA

COUNTY OF
	

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

	 being duly sworn says: That at all times herein affiant was over 18 years of age, not
a party to or interested in the proceeding in which this affidavit is made. That affiant received the Subpoena on the 	 day of
	 ,20	 , and served the same on the 	 day of 	 ,20	 , by delivering a copy
of the witness at (state address) 	

Signature of Affiant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
	 day of	 ,20

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for
County of 	
State of Nevada.

BE PRODUCED

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A

JA011489



RIPPQ v. STATE et al„

ATTACHMENT "A"
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: Clark County School District
Student Data Services
4260 Eucalyptus Avenue - Bldg. B
Las Vegas, Nevada 89121

OR: PERSON(S) MOST KNOWLEDGEABLE with regard to official and/or non-official
records, documents and materials storage, retention, nature of and content of files of the
Clark County School District

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce and permit inspection and copying of the following
designated books, documents or tangible things as (a) kept in the usual course of business, or (2)
organized and labeled to correspond with the categories as set forth below. Nev. R. Civ, Pro. 45.

If any of the books, documents, records or tangible things listed below are not being produced by
you based on a claim of privilege or any other reason, please expressly state the basis or privilege
claimed and describe the nature of the documents, communications or other things sufficient to
enable a contest of the claim. Nev. R. Civ, Pro. 45(d).

Please complete a Certificate of Custodian of Records, in the form set forth in N.R.S. 52.260.
Please produce or permit inspection and copying all sealed, unsealed, official and/or non official
memoranda, correspondence, materials, files, tests, and/or documents of the following items and
things concerning:

Stacie Carnpanelli aka Stacie Roterdam aka Stacie Gliszczynski
on behalf of Brian= Roterdarn
DOB: 10/04/1969
SSAN: 530-824882

Carole Ann Campanelli
DOB: 05/23/1968
SSAN: 530-82-4875

This letter constitutes a formal request for any and all records, duplicates of all records,
documents, files, notes, confidential and intelligence documents and tangible things maintained
by and in the legal or physical custody of the Clark County School District, from the time it was
collected, including without limitation the categories of documents listed in the attachment to
this letter, specifically including notes, files, and confidential documents, as well as any tangible
evidence or items in your possession, relating or referring to the above-identified individuals.
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Petitioner„

Subp

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

-vs-

District Court
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

Case No. C106784
Dept. No. XX
Docket

E.K. MeDANIEL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at Ely,
Nevada, CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO, Attorney General of
STATE of NEVAD,

SUBPOENA
Ei Regular III Duces Team

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO:

CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY
CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS, CRIMINAL DIVISION
200 E. Lewis Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and attend on the 	

day of 	 ,2008 at the hour of 	 . The address where you are required to appear is 616 South

Eighth Street, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101. You are required to bring with you at the time of your appearance any items set forth on

the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend, you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable to pay all losses and

damages caused by your failure to appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100.00).

Issued at the request of: 	 SHIRLEY B. PARRAGUIRRE, CLERK OF THE COURT

By: 	
DAVID AN'THONY	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
411 E. BONNEVILLE #250, LAS
Attorney for Petitioner

JA011492



STATE OF NEVADA

COUNTY OF
	

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

	 being duly sworn says: That at all times herein afftant was over 18 years of age, not
a party to or interested in the proceeding in which this affidavit is made. That affiant received the Subpoena on the 	 day of
	 ,20	 , and served the same on the 	 day of 	 ,20 	 , by delivering a copy
of the witness at (state address) 	

Signature of Affiant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
day of	 	 ,20	 .

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for
County of 	
State of Nevada.

ITEMS TO BE PRODUCED

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A
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RIPPO v. STATE e

ATTACHMENT A
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY
CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS, CRIMINAL DIVISION
200 E. Lewis Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155

General Instructions:

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce and permit inspection and copying of the following
designated books, documents or tangible things as (a) kept in the usual course of business, or (b)
organized and labeled to correspond with the categories as set forth below. Fed. R. Civ. P. 45.

If any of the books, documents, records or tangible things listed below are not being produced by
you based on a claim of privilege or any other reason, please expressly state the basis or
privilege claimed and describe the nature of the documents, communications or other things
sufficient to enable a contest of the claim. Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(d).

Please complete a Certificate of Custodian of Records in the form set forth in Nev. Rev. Stat.
52.260. If you are claiming that any of the documents described above have been destroyed or
purged, please provide a Certificate of Destruction, evidencing what was destroyed and the
date, as set forth in Nev. Rev. Stat. 239.124; Nev. Admin. Code eh, 239, §.

Please produce or permit inspection and copying of all sealed and/or unsealed, official and/or non
official files, records, documents, investigative materials, grand jury materials (including notes),
microftched logbooks, handwritten logbooks, data compilations from which information can be
obtained, electronic files, and/or tangible things including, but not limited to, the following:

All files or records relating to the Clark County District Attorney's participation in the
investigation and prosecution of former Judge Gerard Bongiovanni, including without limitation
any and all records, duplicates of all records, documents, files, memoranda, notes, confidential
and intelligence documents and tangible things maintained by and in the legal or physical custody
of the Clark County District Attorney's Office from the time it was collected, including without
limitation the categories of documents listed in the attachment to this letter, specifically including
notes, files, and confidential documents, as well as any tangible evidence or items in your
possession, relating or referring to former Judge Bongiovanni. This request includes without
limitation all files, documents, and records generated by Ulrich Smith, Bill Koot, Rex Bell,
Stewart Bell, Charles Thompson, Melvn Harmon, and Dan Seaton.
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•
All files or records which mention or relate to an internal audit of the civil or criminal cases or
other matters that were assigned to former Judge Bongiovannes department, including without
limitation, all documents prepared by or at the direction of Charles Thompson.

All files or records which mention or relate to Terry Salem or Paul Dottore. All documents
which relate to the federal investigation and prosecution of former Judge Bongiovanni that were
generated by other entities, including but not limited to state and federal law enforcement.

2
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Exhibit 167
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•
Subp

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

District Court
CLARK COUNTY. NEVADA 

Case No. C106784
Dept. No. XX
Docket

E.K. McDAN1EL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at Ely,
Nevada, CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO, Attorney General of
STATE of NEVAD,

SUBPOENA
El Regular III Duces Tecum

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO

Office of the United States Attorney
Daniel C. Bogden
333 Las Vegas Blvd. South #5000
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and attend on the 	

day of 	 ,2008 at the hour of 	 . The address where you are required to appear is 616 South

Eighth Street, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101. You are required to bring with you at the time of your appearance any items set forth on

the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend, you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable to pay all losses and

damages caused by your failure to appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100.00).

Issued at the request of 	 SHIRLEY B. PARRAGUERRE, CLERK OF THE COURT

BY: 	
DAVID ANTHONY	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
411 E. BONNEVILLE #250, LAS
Attorney for Petitioner

Pent
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STATE OF NEVADA

COUNTY OF
	

AFFIDAWT OF SERVICE

	tieing duly sworn says: That at all times herein afftant was over 18 years of age, not
a party to or interested in the proceeding in which this affidavit is made. That affiant received the Subpoena on the 	 day of
	 ,20	 , and served the same on the 	 day of 		 ,20_, by delivering a copy
of the witness at (state address) 	

Signature of Afflant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
	 day of 	 ,20

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for
County of 	
State of Nevada.

ITEMS TO BE PRODUCED

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A
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WPCs v. STATE et al.,

ATTACHMENT "A"
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: Office of the United States Attorney
Daniel C. Bogden
333 Las Vegas Blvd. South #5000
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101

OR: PERSON(S) MOST KNOWLEDGEABLE with regard to official and/or non-official
records, documents and materials storage, retention, nature of and content of files of the
Office of the United States Attorney

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce and permit inspection and copying of the following
designated books, documents or tangible things as (a) kept in the usual course of business, or (2)
organized and labeled to correspond with the categories as set forth below. Nev. R. Civ. Pro. 45.

If any of the books, documents, records or tangible things listed below are not being produced by
you based on a claim of privilege or any other reason, please expressly state the basis or privilege
claimed and describe the nature of the documents, communications or other things sufficient to
enable a contest of the claim. Nev. R. Civ. Pro. 45(d).

Please complete a Certificate of Custodian of Records, in the form set forth in N.R.S. 52.260.
Please produce or permit inspection and copying all sealed, unsealed, official and/or non official
memoranda, correspondence, materials, files, tests, and/or documents of the following items and
things concerning:

All documents which mention or relate to (1) communications between Gerard Bongiovanni
and/or his defense counsel or other representatives with representatives for the United States
Attorney's Office, dated on or before April 16, 1996, (2) all documents in its possession or
control relating to the Clark County District Attorney's Office, the Las Vegas Metropolitan
Police Department, or the Nevada Division of Investigation's assistance or other actions in a
federal investigation of Gerard Borigiovanni, (3) all documents generated by or communications
to and from the Clark County District Attorney's Office, the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police
Department, or the Nevada Division of Investigation, (4) all documents relating to plea
discussions with Gerard Bongiovanni on or before April 16, 1996; (5) the sealed search warrant
created by Special Agent Jerry Hanford in connection in connection with the search of Gerard
Bongiovanni's property, and (6) all wiretaps, transcripts or other recordings in the Bongiovanni
investigation which mention or relate to Ben Spano or Denny Mason.
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Exhibit 168

Exhibit 168
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410
Sobp

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

-vs-

District Court
CLARK COUNTY. NEVADA

Petitioner„ Case No. C106784
Dept. No. XX
Docket

E.K. MeDAN/EL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at
Ely, Nevada., CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO, Attorney
General of the STATE of NEVAD,

SUBPOENA
0 Regular Eli Duces Tecum

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO:

CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY
CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS, VICTIM/WITNESS ASSISTANCE CENTER
200 E. Lewis Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singuiar, business and excuses set aside, you appear and

attend on the	 day of 	 , 2008 at the hour of 	 . The address

where you are required to appear is 616 South Eighth Street, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101. You are required to bring

with you at the time of your appearance any items set forth on the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend,

you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable to pay all losses and damages caused by your failure to

appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100.00).

Issued at the request of:

	

	
SHIRLEY B. PARRAGUIRRE, CLERK OF THE
COURT

DAVID ANTHONY
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
411 E. BONNEVILLE 11250, LAS
Attorney for Petitioner

By:

DEPUTY CLERK
	

Date
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•
STATE OF NEVADA

COUNTY OF 	 AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

	 , being duly sworn says: That at all times herein affiant was over
18 years of age, not a party to or interested in the proceeding in which this affidavit is made. That a.ffiant received
the Subpoena on the 	 day of 	 , 20	 , and served the same on the 	 day
of 	 , 20	 , by delivering a copy of the witness at (state address) 	

Signature of Afnant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
	 day of 	 ,20	 .

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for
County of 	
State of Nevada.

ITEMS TO BE PRODUCED

SEE A 1 I ACHED EXHIBIT A
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•
RIPPO  v. STATE et al,

ATTACHMENT A
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY
CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS, VICTIM WITNESS
200 E. Lewis Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155

General Instructions:

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce and permit inspection and copying of the following
designated books, documents or tangible things as (a) kept in the usual course of business, or (b)
organized and labeled to correspond with the categories as set forth below. Fed. R. Civ. P. 45.

If any of the books, documents, records or tangible things listed below are not being produced by
you based on a claim of privilege or any other reason, please expressly state the basis or
privilege claimed and describe the nature of the documents, communications or other things
sufficient to enable a contest of the claim. Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(d).

Please complete a Certificate of Custodian of Records in the form set forth in Nev. Rev. Stat.
52.260. If you are claiming that any of the documents described above have been destroyed or
purged, please provide a Certificate of Destruction, evidencing what was destroyed and the
date, as set forth in Nev. Rev. Stat, 239.124; Nev. Admin. Code ch, 239, .

Information requested on the following individuals and/or cases:

Name/Identification Information	 Case Numbers

Diana L. Hunt-Rice-Bracy 	 C106663
SS# 530-72-8328
DOB: 12/27/1968
Metro n01191448

David Levine	 96F11242X
,W 530-84-0229	 C136975
DOB; 06/24/1967
Metro ID# 0589284
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Nameddentification Information

Thomas M. Christos
SS# 530-36-9787
DOB: 12/16/1950
MetrolD#0203921

Michael Beaudoin
SS# 530-80-3414 — also uses 476-30-3414,
330-80-3414, 530-848285
DOB: 01/22/1962 — also uses 03/22/65
Metro ID# 0677023

James Robert Isom
SS14 263-43-3200
DOB: 05/19/1959
Metro ID# 0902654

William Clinton Burkett
DOB 11/01/1959
SS#: 431-08-7285
AKA
Donald A. Hill
DOB 11/03/1959
SS#: 431-08-7285

Case Numbers

94F02599X

98M1 1109X
99M13522
99W08312
7786394-3
85M00778Q
86T02720X

92T01630X
C102962 (91F4782B)
C95279 (89F6462)
C134430 (95F07735X)
C130797X (95FH0518X)
C152763
C148089
C140799
C73331
89F-3032
89T-1312
C69091
C69090
C69088
C69089
C339226
87M2537
87T1276
92F1631X
92F1613X
90F05534A

86074948X
86F02323X
92FH0031 X
C74948

Unknown
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Name/Identification Information 	 Case Numbers

Thomas Sims	 97M13084X
SS#530-54-9360	 93M12323X
DOB 01-11-1958	 93F09533X
Metro ID/40735379	 C136066

Michael Rippo	 C106784
DOB: 02126/1965
SSAN: 530-82-1903

The documents to be produced are the complete files of the Victim Witness Assistance Center of
the Clark County District Attorney's Office, including, but not limited to, any and all records of
communications with any of the above-listed individuals, payments made to any of the above-
listed individuals, referrals to any public agencies, any monetary or non-monetary assistance
provided to the above-listed individuals, and any reports or other information generated relating
or referring to the above identified persons.
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Exhibit 169

Exhibit 169
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FRANNY A. FORSMAN
Federal Public Defender
Nevada Bar No. 00014
DAVID ANTHONY
Assistant Federal Public Defender
Nevada Bar No. 7978
STEPHANIE KICE
Nevada Bar No. 10105
Assistant Federal Public Defender
411 Bonneville Avenue, Suite 250
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101
Telephone: (702) 388-6577
Facsimile: (702) 388-5819

Attorneys for Petitioner

DISTRICT COURT

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
	 )

I- PROPOSED] ORDER

Upon motion of counsel and good cause appearing,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Clark County Victim Witness Assistance Center produce

the records of the following individuals, if any exist:

BOB: 12/16/1950
Metro ID#0203921

Michael Beaudoin
SS# 530-80-3414 — also uses 476-30-3414,
330-80-3414, 530-848285
DOB: 01/22/1962 — also uses 03/22165
Metro ID# 0677023

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

8

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

Petitioner,

VS.

Case No. C106784
Dept No. XX

E. K. McDANIEL, Warden, and	
)CATHERIN CORTEZ-MASTO, 	 Date of Hearing:

Attorney General of the State of 	 )	 Time of Hearing: 	
Nevada,

Respondents. (Death Penalty Case)

Diana L. Hunt-Rice-Bracy
SS# 530-72-8328
BOB: 12/27/1968
Metro ID#1191448

David Levine
SS# 530-84-0229
DOB: 06/2411967
Metro ID# 0589284
Thomas M. Christos
SS# 530-36-9787
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1 James Robert bon Thomas Suns
SS# 263-43-3200 SS#530-54-9360

2 DOB: 05119/1959 BOB 01-11-1958
Metro ID# 0902654 Metro ID#0735379

3
William Clinton Burkett Michael Rippe aka Michael Campanelli

4 DOB 11/01/1959 BOB: 02/26/1965
SS#: 431-08-7285 SSAN: 530-82-1903

5 AKA
Donald A. Hill

6 BOB 11/03/1959
SS#: 431-08-7285

8

The documents to be produced are the complete files of the Victim Witness Assistance Center of

the Clark County District Attorney's Office, including, but not limited to, payments made to any of

the above-listed individuals, referrals to any public agencies, any monetary or non-monetary

assistance provided to the above-listed individuals, and any reports or other information generated

relating or referring to the above identified persons..

DATED this 	 day of 	
	

2008.

DISTRICT COURT JUDGE

Submitted by:
FRANNY A. FORSIvIAN
Federal Public Defender

DAVID ANTHONY
Assistant Federal Public Defender
STEPHANIE KICE
Assistant Federal Public Defender
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Petitioner,,

Subp

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

-Vs-

District Court
CLARK couNns NEVADA 

Case No. C106784
Dept. No. XX
Docket

E.K. McDANIEL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at Ely,
Nevada, CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO, Attorney General of th
STATE of NEVAD,

SUBPOENA
El Regular El Duces Tecunt

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO:

Office of Legal Services
Executive Offices for United States Attorneys -- FOIA
ROOM 6320, PAT BUILDING
6TH and D Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.,C. 20530

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and attend on the 	

day of 	 ,2008 at the hour of	 . The address where you are required to appear is 616 South

Eighth Street, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101. You are required to bring with you at the time of your appearance any items set forth on

the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend, you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable to pay all losses and

damages caused by your failure to appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100.00).

Issued at the request of:	 SHIRLEY B. PARRAGUIRRE, CLERK OF THE COURT

By: 	
DAVID ANTHONY	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
411 E. BONNEVILLE #250, LAS
Attorney for Petitioner
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STATE OF NEVADA

COUNTY OF
	

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

	being duly sworn says: That at all times herein affiant was over 18 years of age, not
a party to or interested in the proceeding in which this affidavit is made. That affiant received the Subpoena on the 	 day of
	 ,20	  and served the same on the 	 day of 	 ,20	 , by delivering a copy
of the witness at (state address) 	

Signature of Want

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
	 day of 	 ,20 	

NOTARY PUBLIC in and far
County of 	
State of Nevada.

S TO BE PRODUCED

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A
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RIPPO v. STATE et al.,

ATTACHMENT A
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: Office of Legal Services
Executive Offices for United States Attorneys
ROOM 6320, PAT BUILDING
6TH and D Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.,C. 20530

General Instructions:

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce and permit inspection and copying of the following
designated books, documents or tangible things as (a) kept in the usual course of business, or (b)
organized and labeled to correspond with the categories as set forth below. Fed. R. Civ. P. 45.

If any of the books, documents, records or tangible things listed below are not being produced by
you based on a claim of privilege or any other reason, please expressly state the basis or
privilege claimed and describe the nature of the documents, communications or other things
sufficient to enable a contest of the claim. Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(d).

Please complete a Certificate of Custodian of Records in the form set forth in Nev. Rev. Stat.
52.260. If you are claiming that any of the documents described above have been destroyed or
purged, please provide a Certificate of Destruction, evidencing what was destroyed and the
date, as set forth in Nev. Rev. Stat. 239.124; Nev. Admin. Code eh, 239, §.

Please produce or permit inspection and copying of all sealed and/or unsealed, official and/or non
official files, records, documents, investigative materials, microfiched logbooks, handwritten
logbooks, data compilations from which information can be obtained, electronic files, and/or
tangible things including, but not limited to, the following:

All documents which mention or relate to (1) communications between Gerard Bongiovanni
and/or his defense counsel or other representatives with representatives for the United State's
Attorney's Office, dated on or before April 16, 1996, (2) all documents in its possession or
control relating to the Clark County District Attorney's Office, the Las Vegas Metropolitan
Police Department, or the Nevada Division of Investigation's assistance or other actions in a
federal investigation of Gerard Bongiovanni, (3) all documents generated by or communications
to and from the Clark County District Attorney's Office, the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police
Department, or the Nevada Division of Investigation, (4) all documents relating to plea
discussions with Gerard Bongiovanni on or before April 16, 1996; (5) the sealed search warrant

1
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created by Special Agent Jerry Hanford in connection in connection with the search of Gerard
Bongiovanni's property, and (6) all wiretaps, transcripts or other recordings in the Bongiovanni
investigation which mention or relate to Ben Spano or Denny Mason.

2
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Subp

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

-vs-

District Court
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

Petitioner„ Case No. C106784
Dept. No, XX
Docket

EX. McDANIEL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at
Ely, Nevada, CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO, Attorney
General of the STATE of NEVAD,

SUBPOENA
D Regular GJ Duces Tecum

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO:

Federal Bureau of Investigation
J. Edgar Hoover Building
935 W, Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535-0001

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and

attend on the	 day of 	  2008 at the hour of 	 	 The address

where you are required to appear is 616 South Eighth Street, Las Vegas, Nevada, 8910 / . You are required to bring

with you at the time of your appearance any items set forth on the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend,

you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable to pay all losses and damages caused by your failure to

appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100,00).

Issued at the request of:

	

	 SHIRLEY D. PARRAGUIRRE, CLERK OF THE
COURT

DAVID ANTHONY	 By: 	
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
411 E. BONNEVILLE #250, LAS 	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
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STATE OF NEVADA

•
COUNTY OF
	

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

	being duly sworn says: That at all times herein affiant was over 18 years of age, not
a party to or interested in the proceeding in which this affidavit is made. That affiant received the Subpoena on the 	 day of
	 ,20	 , and served the same on the 	 day of 	 ,20	 , by delivering a copy
of the witness at (state address) 	

Signature of Affiant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
	 day of 	 ,20	

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for
County of
State of Nevada.

ITEMS TO BE PRODUCED

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A
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•
RIPPO v. ATE eta

ATTACHMENT A
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: Federal Bureau of Investigation
J. Edgar Hoover Building
935 W, Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535-0001

General Instructions:

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce and permit inspection and copying of the following
designated books, documents or tangible things as (a) kept in the usual course of business, or (b)
organized and labeled to correspond with the categories as set forth below. Fed. R. Civ. P. 45.

If any of the books, documents, records or tangible things listed below are not being produced by
you based on a claim of privilege or any other reason, please expressly state the basis or
privilege claimed and describe the nature of the documents, communications or other things
sufficient to enable a contest of the claim, Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(d).

Please complete a Certificate of Custodian of Records in the foun set forth in Nev. Rev. Stat.
52.260. If you are claiming that any of the documents described above have been destroyed or
purged, please provide a Certificate of Destruction, evidencing what was destroyed and the
date, as set forth in Nev. Rev, Stat. 239.124; Nev. Admin. Code ch, 239,

Please produce or permit inspection and copying of all sealed and/or unsealed, official and/or non
official files, records, documents, investigative materials, naicrofiched logbooks, handwritten
logbooks, data compilations from which information can be obtained, electronic files, and/or
tangible things including, but not limited to, the following:

All records which mention or relate to (1) wiretap recordings, summaries or transcripts of such
that relate to a criminal investigation of Gerard Bongiovanni and include references to Ben Spam
or Denny Mason, (2) all documents which mention or relate to the Las Vegas Metropolitan
Police Department and the Clark County District Attorney's Office and relate to a criminal
investigation of Gerard Bongiovanni, (3) all communications to and from these entities relating
to the Bongiovanni investigation, (4) the sealed search warrant created by Special Agent Jerry
Hanford in connection in connection with the search of Gerard Bongiovarini's property; and (5)
all documents generated by the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, the Nevada
Department of Investigation, or the Clark County District Attorney's Office in the possession or
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control of Federal Bureau of Investigation and relating to a criminal investigation of Gerard
Bongiovanni.
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Petitioner „

Subp

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

-vs-

District Court
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

Case No. CI06784
Dept. No. XX
Docket

E. K. McDANIEL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at Ely,
Nevada, CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO, Attorney General of th
STATE of NEVAD,

SUBPOENA

	

Regular	 [] Duces Tecum

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO:
CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS
CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE SECTION
HOMELAND SECURITY BUREAU
SPECIAL OPERATIONS DIVISION
LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
400 E Stewart Avenue
Las Vegas, NV 89101

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and attend on the 	

day of 	 4008 at the hour of 	  . The address where you are required to appear is 616 South

Eighth Street, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101. You are requkedto bring with you at the time of your appearance any items set forth on

the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend, you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable to pay all losses and

damages caused by your failure to appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100.00).

Issued at the request of:	 SHIRLEY B. PARRAGUIRRE, CLERK OF THE COURT

By: 	
DAVID ANTHONY	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
411 E. BONNEVILLE #250, LAS
Attorney for Petitioner

JA() 11 520



STATE OF NEVADA

•
COUNTY OF
	

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE,

	 being duly sworn says: That at all times herein affiant was over 18 years of age, not
a party to or interested in the proceeding in which this affidavit is made. That affiant received the Subpoena on the 	 day of
	 ,20	 , and served the same on the 	 day of 	 ,20	 , by delivering a copy
of the witness at (state address) 	

Signature of Affiant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
	 day of 	 , 20	 .

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for
County of 	
State of Nevada.

ITEMS TO BE PRODUCED

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A
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AT

ATTACHMENT "A"
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS
CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE SECTION
HOMELAND SECURITY BUREAU
SPECIAL OPERATIONS DIVISION
LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT
400 E. Stewart Avenue
Las Vegas, NV 89101

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce and permit inspection and copying of the following
designated books, documents or tangible things as (a) kept in the usual course of business, or (b)
organized and labeled to correspond with the categories as set forth below. Nev. R. Civ. Pro. 45.

If any of the books, documents, records or tangible things listed below are not being produced by
you based on a claim of privilege or any other reason, please expressly state the basis or privilege
claimed and describe the nature of the documents, communications or other things sufficient to
enable a contest of the claim. Nev. R. Civ. Pro. 45(d).

Please produce all documents which mention or relate to (1) the federal criminal investigation of
Gerard Bongiovanni, (2) all documents generated by John Nicholson or Metro Intelligence
regarding the investigation of Gerard Bongiovanni, (3) all documents generated by Michael
Abbott or the Nevada Division of Investigation regarding the investigation of Gerard
Bongiovanni, and (4) all statements or communications from Gerard Bongjovanni and/or his
defense counsel to these entities.

Please complete a Certificate of Custodian of Records, in the form set forth in NRS 52.260. If
you are claiming that any of the documents described above have been destroyed or purged,
please provide a copy of Certificate of Destruction, evidencing what was destroyed and the date,
as set forth in NRS 239.124; NAC 239.251.
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Snip

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

•	 •
District Court

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

Case No. C106784
Dept. No. XX
Docket

Petitioner„

E.K. MeDANIEL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at Ely,
Nevada, CATHERINE CORTF7 MASTO, Attorney Genera/ of th
STATE of NEVA D,

SUBPOENA
El Regular	 Duces Tecum

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO:

Leo P. Flangas, Esq.
600 S. Third Street
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and attend on the

,2008 at the hour of 	  The address where you are required to appear is 616 Southday of

Eighth Street, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101. You are required to bring with you at the time of your appearance any items set forth on

the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend, you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable to pay all losses and

damages caused by your failure to appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100.00),

Issued at the request of:	 SHIRLEY B. PARRAGUIRRE, CLERK OF THE COURT

By: 	
DAVID ANTHONY	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
411 E. BONNEVILLE #250, LAS
Attorney for Petitioner
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STATE OF NEVADA

COUNTY OF
	

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

	,being duly sworn says: That at all times herein affiant was over 18 years of age, not
a party to or interested in the proceeding in which this affidavit is made. That affiant received the Subpoena on the 	 day of
	 ,20	 , and served the same on the 	 day of 	 ,20	 , by delivering a copy
of the witness at (state address) 	

Signature of Affiant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before rue this
	 day of	 , 20 	

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for
County of 	
State of Nevada.

ITEMS TO BE PRODUCED

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A
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RIPPO v. STATE e

ATTACHMENT "A"
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: Leo P. Flangas, Esq.
600 S. Third Street
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101

OR; PERSON(S) MOST KNOWLEDGEABLE with regard to official and/or non-official
records, documents and materials storage, retention, nature of and content of files of the
Law Wee of Leo P. Flangas

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce and permit inspection and copying of the following
designated books, documents or tangible things as (a) kept in the usual course of business, or (2)
organized and labeled to correspond with the categories as set forth below. Nev. R. Civ. Pro. 45.

If any of the books, documents, records or tangible things listed below are not being produced by
you based on a claim of privilege or any other reason, please expressly state the basis or privilege
claimed and describe the nature of the documents, communications or other things sufficient to
enable a contest of the claim. Nev. R. Civ. Fro. 45(d).

Please complete a Certificate of Custodian of Records, in the form set forth in N.R.S. 52,260.
Please produce or permit inspection and copying all sealed, unsealed, official and/or non official
memoranda, correspondence, materials, files, tests, and/or documents of the following items and
things concerning:

The complete defense file in the federal prosecution of Gerard Bongiovanni, including without
limitation: (1) all documents or records of correspondence with the Clark County District
Attorney's Office, the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, the Nevada Division of
Investigation relating to the investigation of Mr, Bongiovanni; (2) all documents or records
generated by the Clark County District Attorney's Office, the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police
Department, the Nevada Division of Investigation relating to the investigation of Mr.
Bongiovanni; (3) all documents or records of correspondence between the Federal Bureau of
Investigation or the United States Attorney's Office dated on or before April 16, 1996; (4) all
documents or records generated by the Federal Bureau of Investigation or the United States
Attorney's Office; (5) all wire taps, transcripts or other recordings in the subject investigation
which mention or relate to Ben Spano or Denny Mason; and (6) all documents which mention or
relate to Paul Dottore or Terry Salem.
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Subp

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

E.K. MeDANIEL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at
Ely, Nevada, CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO, Attorney
General of the STATE of NEVAD,

Petitioner„ Case No. C106784
Dept. No. XX
Docket

District Court
CLARK COUNTY NEVAD A

SUBPOENA
El Regular	 Duces Tecum

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO:
CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS
NEVADA DEPARTMENT OF INVESTIGATION

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and

attend on the 	 day of 	 , 2008 at the hour of 	 	 The address

where you are required to appear is 616 South Eighth Street, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101. You are required to bring

with you at the time of your appearance any items set forth on the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend,

you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable to pay all losses and damages caused by your failure to

appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100.00).

Issued at the request of:

	

	 SHIRLEY B. PARRAGUIRRE, CLERK OF THE
COURT

DAVID ANTHONY	 By:	
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
411 E. BONNEVILLE 4250, LAS 	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
Attorney for Petitioner
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STATE OF NEVADA

COUNTY OF
	

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

, being duly sworn says: That at all times herein affiant was over
18 years of age, not a party to or interested in the proceeding in which this affidavit is made. That affiant received
the Subpoena on the	 day of 	 .20	 , and served the same on the 	 day
of	 20 	 , by delivering a copy of the witness at (state address)

Signature of Affiant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
	 day of	 	  20 	 .

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for
County of 	
State of Nevada.

IT S TO BE PRODUCED

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A
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RIPPO v, STATE et 

ATTACHMENT "A"
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS
NEVADA DEPARTMENT OF INVESTIGATION

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce and permit inspection and copying of the following
designated books, documents or tangible things as (a) kept in the usual course of business, or (b)
organized and labeled to correspond with the categories as set forth below. Nev. R. Civ. Pro, 45.

If any of the books, documents, records or tangible things listed below are not being produced by
you based on a claim of privilege or any other reason, please expressly state the basis or privilege
claimed and describe the nature of the documents, communications or other things sufficient to
enable a contest of the claim. Nev. R. Civ. Pro. 45(d).

Please produce all documents which mention or relate to (1) the federal criminal investigation of
Gerard Bongiova.nni, (2) all documents generated by John Nicholson or Metro Intelligence
regarding the investigation of Gerard Bongiovanni, (3) all documents generated by Michael
Abbott or the Nevada Division of Investigation regarding the investigation of Gerard
Bongiovanni, and (4) all statements or communications from Gerard Bongiovanni and/or his
defense counsel to these entities.

Please complete a Certificate of Custodian of Records, in the form set forth in NRS 52.260. If
you are claiming that any of the documents described above have been destroyed or purged,
please provide a copy of Certificate of Destruction, evidencing what was destroyed and the date,
as set forth in NRS 239.124; NAC 239.251.
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Petitioner„

Subp

MICHAEL DAMON R1PPO,

-vs-

District Court
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

Case No. C106784
Dept. No. XX
Docket

E.K. McDANIEL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at Ely,
Nevada, CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO, Attorney General of
STATE of NEVAD,

SUBPOENA
Regular	 IS: 3 Duces Tecum

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO:
CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS
UNITED STATES BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and attend on the

,2008 at the hour of 	  The address where you are required to appear is 616 Southday of

Eighth Street, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101. You are required to bring with you at the time of your appearance any items set forth on

the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend, you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable to pay au losses and

damages caused by your failure to appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100.00).

/ssued at the request of: 	 SHIRLEY B. PARRAGUIRRE, CLERK OF THE COURT

By: 	
DAVID ANTHONY	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
411 E. BONNEVILLE #250, LAS
Attorney for Petitioner
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STATE OF NEVADA

COUNTY OF
	

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

	 being duly sworn says: That at all times herein affiant was over 18 years of age, not
a party to or interested in the proceeding in which this affidavit is made. That affiant received the Subpoena on the 	 day of
	 ,20	 , and served the same on the 	 day of 	 .20	 , by delivering a copy
of the witness at (state address) 	

Signature of Affiant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
	 day of 	 ,20	 .

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for
County of 	
State of Nevada.

ITEMS TO BE PRODUCED

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A
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RIPPO v. STATE et 

ATTACHMENT "A"
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS
UNITED STATES BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce and permit inspection and copying of the following
designated books, documents or tangible things as (a) kept in the usual course of business, or (b)
organized and labeled to correspond with the categories as set forth below. Nev. R. Civ. Pro. 45.

If any of the books, documents, records or tangible things listed below are not being produced by
you based on a claim of privilege or any other reason, please expressly state the basis or privilege
claimed and describe the nature of the documents, communications or other things sufficient to
enable a contest of the claim. Nev. R. Civ. Pro. 45(d).

Please complete a Certificate of Custodian of Records, in the form set forth in NRS 52.260. If
you are claiming that any of the documents described above have been destroyed or purged,
please provide a copy of Certificate of Destruction, evidencing what was destroyed and the date,
as set forth in NRS 239.124; NAC 239.251.

Please produce or permit inspection and copying of all sealed and/or unsealed, official and/or non
official files, records, documents, investigative materials, microfiched logbooks, handwritten
logbooks, data compilations from which information can be obtained, electronic files, and/or
tangible things including, but not limited to, the following:

All documents which mention or relate to Thomas Sims, SS # 530-54-9360, in relation to a
potential or anticipated federal criminal investigation of Mr. Sims between 1992 and 1996,
including but not limited to the following: (1) all records of communications between the Clark
County District Attorney's Office or the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department regarding
Mr. Sims dated between 1992 and 1996, including but not limited to communications with John
Lukens, Theresa Lowry, Melvyn Harmon, and Dan Seaton; (2) all documents generated by the
Clark County District Attorney's Office or the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department which
mention or relate to Mr, Sims; (3) all documents generated by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms regarding Thomas Sims, including but not limited to a federal investigation for the
charge(s) of ex-felon in possession of a firearm; and (4) all communications from the United
States Attorney's Office regarding the disposition of criminal charges against Thomas Sims.
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Petitioner,,

Subp

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

-vs-

District Court
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

Case No. C106784
Dept. No. XX
Docket

E.K. MeDANIEL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at Ely,
Nevada, CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO, Attorney Genera/ of di
STATE of NEVAD,

SUBPOENA
El Regular El Duces Tecum

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO:
ROBERT ARCHIE, ESQ.

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and attend on the

,2008 at the hour of 	 The address where you are required to appear is 616 Southday of

Eighth Street, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101, You are required to bring with you at the time of your appearance any items set forth on

the reverse side of this subpoena. if you fail to attend, you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable to pay all losses and

damages caused by your failure to appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100.00).

Issued at the request of: 	 SHIRLEY B. PARRAGUIRRE, CLERK OF THE COURT

By: 	
DAVID ANTHONY	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
411 E. BONNEVILLE #250, LAS
Attorney for Petitioner
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STATE OF NEVADA

•
COUNTY OF
	

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

	 being duly sworn says: That at all times herein affiam was over IS years of age, not
a party to or interested in the proceeding in which thisaffidavit is made. That affiant received the Subpoena on the 	 day of
	 ,20	 , and served the same on the 	 day of 	 ,20	 , by delivering a copy
of the witness at (state address) 	

Signature of Afflant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
	  day of 	 ,20	

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for
County of 	
State of Nevada.

I i thIS TO BE PRODUCED

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A
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RIPPO v. STAT

ATTACHMENT "A"
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: ROBERT ARCHIE, ESQ.

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce and permit inspection and copying of the following
designated books, documents or tangible things as (a) kept in the usual course of business, or (b)
organized and labeled to correspond with the categories as set forth below. Nev. R. Civ. Pro, 45.

If any of the books, documents, records or tangible things listed below are not being produced by
you based on a claim of privilege or any other reason, please expressly state the basis or privilege
claimed and describe the nature of the documents, communications or other things sufficient to
enable a contest of the claim. Nev. R. Civ. Pro. 45(d).

Thomas Simms
SS#530-54-9360
DOB 01-11-1958

Please produce all documents relating to your representation of Thomas Simms between 1992
and 1997. This requests includes but is not limited to the following: (1) all documents reflecting
communications to or from the Clark County District Attorney's Office or its representatives; (2)
all documents reflecting communications to or from the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police
Department or its representatives; (3) all documents reflecting communications to or from the
Henderson Police Department or its representatives; (4) all documents generated by the entities
specified above; (5) all documents, notes or memoranda reflecting the disposition of civil or
criminal charges against Mr. Sims; and (6) all documents which mention or relate to John
Lukens, Theresa Lowry, Melvyn Harmon, or Dan Seaton.

Please complete a Certificate of Custodian of Records, in the form set forth in NRS 52,260, If
you are claiming that any of the documents described above have been destroyed or purged,
please provide a copy of Certificate of Destruction, evidencing what was destroyed and the date,
as set forth in NRS 239.124; NAC 239.251.
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Petitioner,

Subp

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

-vs-

District Court
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

Case No. C106784
Dept. No, XX
Docket

EX, McDANIEL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at Fly,
Nevada, CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO, Attorney General of
STATE of NEVAD,

SUBPOENA
Regular	 ElDuces Tecuna

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO:

CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS
State of Nevada, Department of Corrections
5500 Snyder Ave., Bldg. 17
Carson City, Nevada 89701

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and attend on the 	

	4008 at the hour of	 The address where you are required to appear is 616 Southday of

Eighth Street, Vis Vegas, Nevada, 89101, You are required to bring with you at the time of your appearance antems set forth on

the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend, you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable to pay all losses and

damages caused by your failure to appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred (5100.00).

Issued at the request of:	 SHIRLEY B. PARRAGUIRRE, CLERK OF THE COURT

By: 	
DAVID ANTHONY	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
411 E. BONNEVILLE #250, LAS
Attorney for Petitioner
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STATE OF NEVADA

COUNTY OF
	 AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

being duly sworn says: That at all times herein affiant was over 18 years of age, not
a party to or nterested in the proceeding in which this affidavit is made. That affiant received the Subpoena on the 	 day of

,20	 , and served the sante on the	 day of	 ,20	 , by delivering a copy
of	 witness at (state address) 	

Signature of Aillant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
	 day of 	 ,20	 .

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for
County of 	
State of Nevada.

hMS TO BE PRODUCED

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT A
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS
State of Nevada., Department of Corrections
5500 Snyder Ave., Bldg. 17
Carson City, Nevada 89701

OR:	 PERSON(S) MOST KNOWLEDGEABLE with regard to official and/or non-
official records, documents and materials storage, retention, nature of and content
of files of the Execution Protocol for the State of Nevada, Department of
Corrections

YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce and permit inspection and copying of the following
designated books, documents or tangible things as (a) kept in the usual course of business, or (2)
organized and labeled to correspond with the categories as set forth below, Nev. R. Civ, Pro. 45.

If any of the books, documents, records or tangible things listed below are not being produced by
you based on a claim of privilege or any other reason, please expressly state the basis or privilege
claimed and describe the nature of the documents, communications or other things sufficient to
enable a contest of the claim. Nev. R. Civ. Pro. 45(d).

Please complete a Certificate of Custodian of Records, in the form set forth in N.R.S. 52.260,
Please produce or permit inspection and copying all sealed, official and/or non official
memoranda, materials, files, tests, and/or documents including electronically stored media' of the
following documents and things concerning:

1,	 Any and all documents from the Nevada Department of Corrections (NDOC)
relating to the matter of lethal injection and its administration, including, but not
limited to:

a. A complete, unredacted copy of the current version of NDOC's Execution
Manual;

b. Complete, unredacted copies of all previous versions of the Execution
Manual and all previous execution protocols;

c. Any and all documents relating to the creation or provenance of NDOC's

Electronic data to include: voice mail messages and files; back-up voice mail files; e-
mail messages and files; back-up e-mail files; deleted e-mails; data files; program files; backup
and archival tapes; temporary files; system history files; web site information stored in textual,
graphical or audio format; web site log files; cache files; cookies; and other electronically
recorded information. The disclosing party shall take reasonable steps to ensure that it discloses
any back-up copies of files or archival tapes that will provide information about any "deleted"
electronic data. This list is not exhaustive.
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Execution Manual;
d. Any and all documents relating to the qualification of the person(s) who

created NDOC's Execution Manual;
e. Any and all correspondence between NDOC and other states or other

states' Departments of Correction regarding execution protocol;
Any and all documents relating to any research, investigations, or tests
related to the creation of the Execution Manual;

g. Any and all documents relating to the administration of lethal injection
which describe any revisions or changes in the process from its inception
to the present;

h. Any and all documents identifying all drugs used in lethal injection and
the manufacturer of those drugs;
Any and all documents relating to the dosages of the drugs (amounts and

concentrations) used in lethal injection, the method of dosage calculation,
and any consideration, if any, that NDOC gives to inmate weight, height,
venous integrity, prior drug usage, and/or physical condition in
determining the dosage of lethal injection drugs;
Any and all documents relating to the relation between the timing of the
lethal injection and the time and quantity of food or beverage last ingested
by the inmate;

k.	 Any and all documents relating to the protocol for IV insertion, the type of
IV setup, and the method(s) of venous access used;
Any and all documents relating to the protocol for deciding when the use
of a cut down is necessary;
Any and all documents relating to the number of syringes used, the
sequence and timing of injections, the use of flush solutions, and the flow
rate of the drugs;

n.	 Any and all documents relating to the decision that the execution cannot
be stopped (and the inmate revived) after the flow of chemicals has begun;
Any and all documents relating to what constitutes the "appropriate
medical services personnel" to effectuate the venipuncture;

p.	 Any and all documents relating to the topology of the execution chaaiber,
including but limited to documents pertaining to what view, if any, the
executioner(s) has of the inmate and IV during the lethal injection;

2.	 Any and all documents from NDOC relating to the qualifications, credentialing,
experience, employment history (including discipline, complaints, and
malpractice complaints), criminal record (whether or not resulting in conviction),
any background checks performed, medical training that they have received at any
time, and any history of drug use of persons involved in administering lethal
injection, including, but not limited to, the persons who perform or are responsible
for the performance of the following tasks:

a.	 pre-execution examination of physical health of inmate, including
assessment of inmate's venous integrity and ability to achieve peripheral
IV access;
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b.	 drug mixing;
C.	 syringe preparation;
d. IV line set-up;
e. patency of catheters/IV lines;
f. inmate removal from cell;
g. strap down;
h. catheter insertion;
i. drug administration;
j. assessment of plane of anesthesia;
k. cardiac monitoring;
1.	 pronouncement of death;

Any and all documents from the Nevada Department of Corrections (NDOC)
relating to the actual preparation for and execution by lethal injection of Nevada
inmates, beginning with the execution of Carroll Cole in 1985, up to the present
date, including, but not limited to, the following:

a. Any and all "Exhibit 'A" forms, as referenced in the NDOC Execution
Manual or any other similar form documenting the execution of an inmate
by lethal injection in the State of Nevada;

b. Any and all "Execution Checklists," as referenced in the -NDOC Execution
Manual;

c. Any and all execution logs, including, but not limited to written reports,
videotape recordings of executions, still photographs, audiotapes, EKG
tapes/logs, and reports logging the timing of drug administration and
inmate respiration;

d. Any and all documents relating to the procurement of the lethal injection
drugs, the quantity of the lethal injection drugs used, and the disposal of
unused lethal injection drugs;

e. Any and all witless lists;
f. Any and all documents relating to the identity and qualification of the

personnel involved in administering the lethal injection;

4 *	Any and all documents relating to determination and pronouncement of the cause
of previously executed inmates' deaths, including, but not limited to, the
following:

a. autopsy reports, including photographs or diagrams;
b. toxicology reports (including, but not limited to, measurements of the

presence of execution chemicals in the bloodstream);
c. certificates of death;

5.	 Any and all documents relating to the procedure for NDOC's planned
administration of lethal injection in the future, including, but not limited to, the
timing of each step of the process, the identity of each person involved in the
administration of lethal injection and, a description of the extent of medical
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training, if any, of each of these persons;

	

6„	 Any and all documents pertaining to the above-referenced executions by lethal
injection that were produced by anyone associated with any part of the creating,
maintaining, transporting, and administering the drugs used in the lethal injection
procedure, including, but not limited to, the following persons:

a. any and all wardens of NDOC;
b. the director of N DOC;
c. the physician summoned by the warden or director of NDOC;
d. the medical director of NDOC;
e. any and all staff of NDOC;
f. any and all EMT persons;
g. any and all persons selected by the director of NDOC to administer the

lethal injection pursuant to NRS § 176.355;

7. Any other notes (printed, typed, or handwritten), reports, statements, photographs,
supplemental reports, interview notes, interview summaries, narratives, affidavits,
-files, audio and video recordings, drawings, sketches, physical evidence, inventory
logs, chronologies, summaries, witness statements, witness interviews, and
witness affidavits which are responsive to the forgoing requests;

If you are claiming that any of the documents described above have been destroyed or purged,
please provide a copy of Ceitificate of Destruction, evidencing what was destroyed and the date,
as set forth in N.R.S. 239.124; N.A.C. 239151.
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Petitioner„

Sub')

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

-vs-

District Court
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

Case No. C106784
Dept. No. XX
Docket

E.K. McDANIEL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at Ely,
Nevada, CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO, Attorney General of th
STATE of NEVAD,

DEPOSITION SUBPOENA
[1/ Regular 0 Duces Tecum

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO

Howard Skolnik, Director
Nevada Department of Corrections
5500 Snyder Ave., Bldg. 17
Carson City, Nevada 89701

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and attend on the

,2008 at the hour of 	 . The address where you are required to appear is 411 E.day of

Bonneville, Suite 250, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101. You are required tobring with you at the time of your appearance any items set

forth on the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend, you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable to pay all

losses and damages caused by your failure to appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100.00).

Issued at the request of: 	 SHIRLEY B. PARRAGUIRRE, CI NRK OF THE COURT

By:	
DAVID ANTHONY	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
411 E. BONNEVILLE #250, LAS
Attorney for Petitioner
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STATE OF NEVADA

COUNTY OF
	

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

	lying duly sworn says: That at all times herein affiant was over 18 years of age, not
a party to or interested in the proceeding in which thisaffidavit is made. That affiant received the Subpoena on the 	 day of

,20	 , and served the same on the 	 day of 	 	 ,20	 , by delivering a copy
of the witness at (state address) 	

Signature of Afrtant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
	 day of	 ,20	 .

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for
County of 	
State of Nevada.

ITEMS TO BE PRODUCED

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A
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Subp

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

-vs-

District Court
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

Case No. C106784
Petitioner„	 Dept. No. XX

Docket

E.K. McDANIEL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at Ely,
Nevada, CATHERINE CORTEZ mAgro, Attorney General of th
STATE of NEVAD,

DEPOSITION SUBPOENA
Regular ['Duces Tecum

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO:

Robert Bruce Bannister, D.O.
Medical Director
Nevada Department of Corrections
5500 Snyder Ave., Bldg. 17
Carson City, Nevada 89701

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and attend on the 	

day of 	 4008 at the hour of 	  The address where you are required to appear is 411 E.

Bonneville, Suite 250, las Vegas, Nevada, 89101. You are required to bring with you at thetime of your appearance any items set

forth on the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend, you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable to pay all

losses and damages caused by your failure to appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100.00).

Issued at the request of:	 SHIRLEY B. PARRAGUIRRE, CLERK OF THE COURT

By: 	
DAVID ANTHONY	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
411 E. BONNEVILLE #250, LAS
Attorney for Petitioner
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STATE OF NEVADA

COUNTY OF
	

FRDA VIT OF SERVICE

	 being duly sworn says: That at all times herein affiani was over 1,8 years of age, not
a party to or interested in the proceeding in which this affidavit is made. That affiant received the Subpoena on the 	 day of

	 , and served the same on the 	 day of 	 ,20,by delivering a copy
of the witness at (state address) 	

Signature of Affiant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
	 day of 	 , 20	 .

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for
County of 	
State of Nevada.

ITEMS TO BE PRODUCED
•

SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT 180

EXHIBIT 180
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•
Subp

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

-vs-

District Court
4. COUNTY NEVADA

Case No, CI06784
Petitioner„	 Dept. No. XX

Docket

E.K. MeDANIEL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at Ely,
Nevada, CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO, Attorney General of th
STATE of NEVAD,

DEPOSITION SUBPOENA

	

Regular	 I.:Duces Tecum

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO:

Warden Bill Donat
Nevada Department of Corrections
5500 Snyder Ave., Bldg. 17
Carson City, Nevada 89701

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and attend on the

day of 	 ,200$ at the hour of	 . The address where you are required to appear is 411 E.

Bonneville, Suite 250, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101. You are required tobring with you at the time of your appearance any items set

forth on the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend, you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable to pay all

losses and damages caused by your failure to appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100.00).

Issued at the request of:	 SHIRLEY B. PARRAGUIRRE, CLERK OF THE COURT

By: 	
DAVID ANTHONY	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
411 E. BONNEVILLE #250, LAS
Attorney for Petitioner
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STATE OF NEVADA

COUNTY OF
	

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE

	 „being duly sworn says: That at all times herein affiant was over 18 years of age, not
a party to or interested in the proceeding in which this affidavit is made. That affiant received the Subpoena on the 	  day of

,20	 , and served the same on the	 day of	 ,20 	 , by delivering a copy
of the witness at (state address) 	

Signature of Affiant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
	 day of 	 ,20	

NOTARY PUBLIC in and for
County of 	
State of Nevada.

ITEMS TO BE PRODUCED
	 -•

SEE ATTAC ED EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT 181

EXHIBIT 181
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•
Subp

MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

-vs-

District Court
VLARK_CSUNT,YNEVADA

Case No. C106784
Petitioner„	 Dept. No. XX

Docket

E.K. McDANIEL, Warden of the Nevada State Prison at Ely,
Nevada, CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO, Attorney General of
STATE of NEVAD,

DEPOSITION SUBPOENA
12 Regular r] Duces Teem

THE STATE OF NEVADA SENDS GREETINGS TO:

Stacy Gioni
Fire Chief
Carson City , Nevada

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED, that all and Singular, business and excuses set aside, you appear and attend on the 	

day of 	 ,2008 at the how of 	 . The address where you are required to appear is 411 E.

Bonneville, Suite 250, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101. You are requiredto bring with you at the time of your appearance any items set

forth on the reverse side of this subpoena. If you fail to attend, you will be deemed guilty of contempt of Court and liable to pay all

losses and damages caused by your failure to appear and in addition forfeit One Hundred ($100.00).

Issued at the request of: 	 SHIRLEY B. PARRAGUIRRE, CLERK OF THE COURT

By: 	
DAVID ANTHONY	 DEPUTY CLERK	 Date
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
411 E. BONNEVILLE #250, LAS
Attorney for Petitioner
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